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Travels with Danny: Introduction to the Volume 
 

by Filip De Beule 

Lessius University College, Antwerp, Belgium 

 

 

When Danny Van Den Bulcke became emeritus professor an international workshop 

was organized both in Antwerp and in Ljubljana in December 2004, the year he had 

his 65th anniversary. 

 

 The conference papers written by leading experts in IB (International Business) was 

published by Palgrave in 2005 (Cuyvers and De Beule, 2005). The book was handed 

over to Danny by the rector of the University of Antwerp, Professor Van Loon in the 

presence of the editors Ludo Cuyvers and Filip De Beule. 

The handing over of the ‗Festschrift‘ by Rector Van Loon (December 2005) 
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At the same time it was attempted to make a lighter book with contributions of 

colleagues who had travelled with Danny, had attended conferences or international 

workshops with him or had hosted him for a lecture at their university or school. 

Many of them had special recollections of those travels or visits, especially because 

somehow they thought him to be responsible for mishaps or all kinds of adventures or 

problems. Quite often these problematic trips were related to meetings that were 

organized by the European International Business Academy (EIBA) and the Academy 

of International Business (AIB). Danny played an active role in both of these 

academic associations and wad respectively President and Chairman of EIBA and 

Chairman of the West European Region and Vice President of AIB. Even before he 

became Chairman of EIBA he played an active role behind the scenes in prospecting 

and choosing the venues for the annual conferences during more than twenty years. 

Other experiences of this globetrotting IB professor are situated in Asia, where he was 

responsible for setting up cooperation agreements and carried out teaching 

assignments in a great many countries. 

 

A friend from the time he was a student at Ghent University, Louis Uytterschaut, kept 

track of Danny‘s travels around the world in what he called a ‗Liber Itinerarium‘ by 

collecting the postcards forwarded to him during the period 1984-2004. Somehow he 

had succeeded in getting Danny to promise that he would send a postcard from the 

places he visited. Both kept their promise, i.e. Danny bought cards and stamps in no 

less than 52 countries and Louis collected them in an album, which he handed over to 

Danny at the time of his retirement. His short introductory text (in Dutch) is included 

in this volume. 

 

Although about 30 contributions were received, some quite short but other much 

longer, they were not published. While on the one hand, a number of contributors 

kept asking when it would finally get ready and on the other hand Danny‘s 70th 

anniversary was fast approaching, it was decided to ask for additional ‗Danny stories‘. 

 

To make the distinction between the contributions written in 2004 (December) and 

2009 (January), the dates will be indicated. Since his retirement Danny has continued 

to work like before by accepting teaching assignments abroad and participating in 

conferences and symposia. Consequently the number of countries visited by Danny 

has increased even more. Of course, it is not the number of countries that is important, 

but the fact that he has friends all over the world. Those who were able to contribute 

are only a small sample of the global friendships he developed all the while making 

sure that the discipline of International Business would benefit from common 

initiatives. 

 

When the academic activities were followed by a reception in December 2004, 

Danny‘s sons in law, also on behalf of his two daughters and five grandchildren, 

made a much applauded intervention in which some unknown sides of his personality 
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were described. This presentation, together with the speech from the rector, is also 

included in this volume. In fact a number of other contributions in Dutch are taken up 

in part one of the volume. 

 

In total there are 75 contributions to this volume. It is impossible to summarize and 

classify the stories told in these contributions. Yet, it might be interesting to mention 

that two of them claim to have saved Danny's life and three admitted that the best 

picture of their wives was made by him. 

 

While it is sure that Danny will be delighted that his travels have received so much 

attention from his friends and colleagues from all over the world, it is doubtful that –

given his typical critical attitude – what has been written about him is sufficiently 

complete and correct. On the one hand, it would not be all that of a surprise to hear 

him say that the volume concentrates on the period of the 1990s and the first decade 

of the 21st century and is strongly focused on Asia. Although the 1970s and 1980s are 

barely covered, it is unlikely that he was sitting still at that time. Also by some 

coincidence the African continent is not represented, although he had projects there in 

countries such as Cameroon, Burundi, Rwanda, South Africa and Madagascar. On the 

other hand the stories told by the corresponding authors reflect their reality and does 

not necessarily coincide with Danny's appreciation of the same experiences. But, it is 

up to him to take up the challenge of writing his own 'memoires' about his 

globetrotting while attending international conferences and lecturing abroad. The 

contributors to this volume will certainly be his most avid readers. Hopefully he will 

find the time to take up this challenge. 

 

To end on a sad note: two of the contributors to this 'Itinerarium Amicorum' passed 

away before this volume came out. André De Moor died in 2004 and was not even 

able to attend the special events at the time of Danny's retirement, while the 

outstanding International Business scholar, John Dunning who was a keynote speaker 

during the International Conference in Antwerp in December 2004 and contributed a 

chapter to the Festschrift left us in February 2009. 
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PART TWO FROM THE HOME FRONT 
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Proficiat! 
 

door Francis Van Loon 

Universiteit Antwerpen, Antwerpen, België 

 

 

Geachte Genodigden, Beste Collega‘s, Dames en Heren, Beste Danny, 

 

Van de meer dan 3000 personeelsleden van de Universiteit Antwerpen is Danny Van 

Den Bulcke de collega – en het klinkt misschien eigenaardig – die ik het langst ken. 

Nu echt ―kennen‖ (in de ware betekenis van het woord) was het misschien niet, maar 

onze wegen hebben zich toch al voor het eerst gekruist op het einde van de jaren 

zestig, 35 jaar geleden. Ik was toen student aan de Rijksuniversiteit Gent (eerste of 

tweede kandidatuur, dat weet ik niet meer zo precies) en Danny was toen assistent 

economie, die ons moest begeleiden bij oefeningen en seminaries. 

 

Naast wat me van het vak zelf nog is bijgebleven, herinner ik me vrij goed een nog 

jonge, beginnende assistent met een prachtige zwarte haardos. Die prachtige haardos 

heeft hij nog altijd, maar de kleur is wel iets verzilverd. Als er iets is wat men bij een 

emeritaat nu eenmaal niet kan wegsteken (en ook niet hoeft weg te steken) is het wel 

uitgerekend de leeftijd.  

 

Toen collega Van Den Bulcke zijn overstap maakte naar het Limburgs Universitair 

Centrum (maar hij is ook nog meerdere jaren verbonden geweest aan het Europa 

College in Brugge, EHSAL in Brussel enz.) ben ik hem een hele tijd uit het oog 

verloren. Maar een tiental jaren geleden is hij terug in mijn vizier gekomen; hij als 

voorzitter van het College voor Ontwikkelingslanden aan het voormalige RUCA en ik 

toen als ex-UFSIA beheerder van administratieve aangelegenheden. Men kon hem 

vinden in de villa C op de Middelheimcampus waar toen het College was gehuisvest. 

Vanuit UFSIA was dat toen nog een letterlijk en vooral figuurlijk ―verre afstand‖. Die 

villa C heeft mij altijd geïntrigeerd en gefascineerd. Een enigszins koloniaal 

aandoend, prachtig gebouw dat een speciale sfeer uitademt. Het doet mij nog altijd 

denken aan verre oorden en mooie reizen; een ideale plaats voor een Instituut voor 

Ontwikkelingsbeleid. Nu is het – sinds vorige week- prachtig gerestaureerd en het 

huis van het Departement Personeel van de UA. Voor het IOB is in 2006 (na 

restauratie) een plaats voorzien in het Klooster van de Grauwzusters. Die villa C 

fascineerde mij toen al en ook de mensen die er werken, in het bijzonder Danny Van 

Den Bulcke, toen de enige die ik daar kende. Dat had te maken met de persoon van 

Danny zelf en ook met zijn job, met de materie waarmee hij bezig was, vooral 

internationaal management en economische ontwikkeling (meer dan 20 boeken, 

ongeveer 60 rapporten en meer dan 150 artikels heeft hij geschreven). 
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Bij de integratie van het College van Ontwikkelingslanden van ex-RUCA en het 

Departement Ontwikkelingseconomie van het vroegere UFSIA in het Instituut voor 

Ontwikkelingsbeleid en –Beheer heb ik collega Van Den Bulcke pas echt beter leren 

kennen. Ik was toen al rector-voorzitter van de Confederale Universiteit Antwerpen 

en het IOB was één van de eerste academische eenheden die rechtstreeks onder de 

―UA‖ ressorteerde en niet meer onder één van de instellingen. 

 

Hoewel Danny in zijn wetenschappelijk werk geen grenzen kent (bij wijze van 

spreken van Bolivië tot Australië) associeer ik hem altijd met China en Zuidoost Azië. 

Zelf heb ik in 2002 de kans gekregen voor de eerste keer (voor mij dan, want voor 

hem was het al wel de 25e keer) naar China te gaan voor een congres naar aanleiding 

van het 100-jarig bestaan van de North West University in Xian. 

 

  

Met Francis Van Loon in Xi‘an 
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Wij hebben toen daar, naast de traditionele lezingen, een VLIR-project bezocht en 

vier samenwerkingsovereenkomsten gesloten met instellingen in Xian. 

Onderhandelen met Chinezen is niet altijd een gemakkelijke aangelegenheid en altijd 

iets speciaal. Ik heb toen Danny leren waarderen als een wijs, redelijk en geduldig 

man (uiterlijk toch), die relatief snel het vertrouwen van de Chinese gesprekspartners 

wist te winnen en ook wist te behouden. Voor zijn bijdrage aan de Chinese 

ontwikkeling ontving Danny in 2000 trouwens zowel de Sanqin Prize van de 

provincie Shaanxi als de Friendship Prize van de Chinese regering in Beijing. Voor 

die laatste onderscheiding werd hij samen met 39 laureaten gekozen uit niet minder 

dan 60.000 potentiële kandidaten. Ik denk – zonder overdrijving – dat die China-reis 

één van de beste wetenschappelijke zendingen is die ik – in mijn toch al redelijk lange 

loopbaan- heb meegemaakt. Eén waar ik de beste herinneringen aan bewaar en die in 

ieder geval en zonder twijfel de meeste en de fysiek meest tastbare herinneringen 

heeft opgeleverd. 

 

Ik heb toen immers Danny ook leren kennen als expert-fotograaf, één van zijn grote 

hobby‘s. Overal waar wij gingen, was zijn fototoestel zijn onafscheidelijke gezel. En 

het was toen nog geen klein digitaal apparaatje, zo een niemendalletje, maar een 

nogal indrukwekkend apparaat met allerlei lenzen en ander toebehoren. Enkele weken 

na de reis kwam hij naar mij met de boodschap dat hij mij enkele foto‘s kwam 

brengen. Het waren er bijna 200! Het congres, al onze speeches, de 

ondertekeningsceremonieën zijn voor mij nooit zo uitvoerig vereeuwigd als tijdens 

Danny ontvangt de ‗Friendship Prize‘ in Beijing in 2000. 
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mijn eerste China-reis. Het is nog altijd een genoegen om er naar te kijken. Vele van 

die foto‘s zijn pareltjes, met verrassende invalshoeken en details, dingen die je als 

fotograag maar ziet als je dat – als aanleg – hebt meegekregen. Als hij geen professor 

economie was geworden, had Danny‘s loopbaan perfect in de fotografiesector kunnen 

liggen, denk ik. En hij had het in die branche ongetwijfeld ook ver in kunnen 

schoppen; 

 

Beste Danny,  

 

Ik wil mijn korte tussenkomst niet eindigen zonder je namens heel de academische 

gemeenschap van de Universiteit Antwerpen uitdrukkelijk te danken voor alles wat je 

de voorbije jaren voor onze universiteit hebt gedaan en hebt betekend voor de 

ontwikkelingseconomie, in de raad UA, enz. Hoewel je als emeritus nog altijd een 

aantal academische bezigheden verder zet, is er nu misschien toch wat meer tijd en 

ruimte voor familie en hobby‘s. Dat hoop ik althans want er zijn veel emeriti (ik ken 

er zo toch een aantal) die na hun emeritaat nog minder tijd hebben dan vroeger. Maar 

de verplichtingen vallen toch wel voor een deel weg.  

 

Dat het u en uw echtgenote goed, heel goed moge gaan in de komende jaren en uw 

telefoonnummer staat alvast genoteerd voor het geval dat wij nog eens een economist-

expert-fotograaf nodig hebben voor één of andere gelegenheid of zending.  

 

Danny, het gaat je goed. 
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The Flandrien 
 

door de schoonzonen Jan en Stef 

 

 

Beste genodigden, 

 

Wij zouden ons graag even willen voorstellen: 

Stef, al 8 jaar schoonzoon van Danny 

Jan, 14 jaar schoonzoon van Danny. 

Gelukkig voor ons heeft u ongetwijfeld begrepen dat Danny twee dochters heeft, in 

het bijzonder Karen en An. 

 

We hadden voor vandaag al kaarten gekocht voor een vertoning van de slimste mens 

ter wereld. U weet wel, die van het TV programma. Toen we de uitnodiging kregen 

voor het emeritaat van onze schoonpa op hetzelfde moment, sloeg onze verbeelding 

op hol. Danny is de slimste mens ter wereld? Zou kunnen, maar wij hebben nooit 

goed geweten wat hij juist deed, en na vandaag nog niet echt. Maar we zijn er gerust 

in dat hij het wel weet. 

 

Maar wat wij graag aan de kaak willen stellen is een verdrongen ambitie van Danny, 

die toch een rode draad vormt doorheen zijn carrière en bestaan. Toegegeven, met de 

dochter van een prof trouwen, daar kan je mooi mee uitpakken bij je vrienden. Maar 

Met de dochters An en Karen 
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toen we onze schoonvader beter leerden kennen ontdekten we dat Prof in de 

Economische Wetenschappen in feite een dekmantel is voor zijn liefhebberij. Hij wou 

altijd al prof worden, maar dan wel in het WIELRENNEN! 

 

Als kleine jongen 

bond hij de Bijbel op 

zijn fiets om sneller 

en als eerste aan de 

kerk te staan. Ook nu 

nog zal hij zelden een 

vlucht missen. In het 

leger hebben ze zijn 

talent direct ontdekt 

en zoals iedereen 

weet, haalt het leger 

het beste uit je. Hij 

werd ingedeeld bij de 

cyclisten en werd zo 

een befaamd lid van 

het regiment de 

―TAAIE TROUWE 

TRAPPERS‖. 

 

De echte start van 

onze coureur zijn 

professionele carrière 

begon dicht bij huis. 

Hij werd vooral in 

Gent in het Kuipke 

gesignaleerd. Tijdens 

de driedaagse won hij 

zijn eerste echt trofee: 

geen bos bloemen, 

maar een gesigneerd 

doctoraat! 

 

Na een jaar hoogtestage in Toronto, Canada om zijn hematocriet waarde te doen 

stijgen, deed hij zijn rentree in het prof circuit in de klassieker ―de Diepenbeekse Pijl‖ 

waar hij jarenlang hoog scoorde en zelfs 2 keer prijs had: in 1967 won hij de ―Karen-

trofee‖ en twee jaar later de ―An-trofee‖. Het is niet geweten of hij nog vaak 

probeerde een extra trofee mee naar huis te brengen. Ons hoor je echter niet klagen. 
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Nadat hij al vele Vlaamse steden had aangedaan, nestelde onze prof (wielrenner) zich 

in Antwerpen in een chique villa waar hij door goede verzorgers en coachen werd 

bijgestaan om zijn carrière verder uit te bouwen. De TV-interviews en krantenartikels 

over zijn prestaties volgden elkaar in ijltempo op, maar zoals al gezegd, weinigen 

begrepen er wat van – een wielrenner waardig. 

 

Maar al snel werd Antwerpen te klein voor onze kopman en de internationale 

successen drongen zich op. Ondanks de vele problemen met overgewicht aan bagage 

–volgens hem door de vele boeken maar volgens insiders waren het wel degelijk 

drinkbussen vol thee– fietste hij de hele wereld rond en plaatste er demarrage na 

demarrage. 

 

Hij nam deel aan de ronde van Afrika, Azië, Amerika, Australië, Nieuw Zeeland,… 

Hij leerde de Chinezen fietsen en overleefde zelfs een spectaculaire valpartij in 

Zhuhai. Hij ging verschillende keren over kop en belandde in een rivier waar hij bijna 

verdronk. Maar na korte revalidatieperiodes ten huize Wetteren, herpakte Danny zich 

steeds, hoewel niet altijd even succesvol. Zo werd hij – om het even te illustreren met 

zijn eigen mopje – op de Olympische Spelen verslaan ―in the rain door Indurain‖. 

 

In Nepal won hij 5 keer op rij de bolletjes trui en werd hij uitgeroepen tot 

―BERGKONING‖ voor het overwinnen van bergen … PAPIER. 

 

Met de kleinzonen Joris en Stan op middeleeuws feest 
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Ja, een echte sprinter is hij nooit geweest en zal hij ook nooit worden. Sprinten is voor 

hem zoiets als gras afrijden. Na 10 minuten staat hij zodanig in het zweet dat hij zijn 

toevlucht moet nemen tot zijn eigen ―dopingproducten‖: thee en koekjes, terwijl zijn 

collega‘s zich eerder te goed doen aan wespen en gesneden brood. 

 

Weten jullie trouwens waarom hij nooit deelneemt aan de ronde van Italië? 

Hij lust geen pasta. 

 

Uit respect voor Danny‘s succesvolle carrière en uit nostalgie, hebben we hem op zijn 

zestigste verjaardag een nieuwe fiets geschonken. We vonden dat het stuk antiek van 

zijn Plechtige Communie nu lang genoeg dienst had gedaan. Het duurde een tijdje 

vooraleer hij afscheid kon nemen van zijn oude fiets maar nu fietst hij er elke zomer 

lustig op los. Doch tot op heden – en jullie zijn er getuigen van – blijft hij beweren dat 

we hem deze fiets verkeerdelijk op zijn 59ste verjaardag cadeau hebben gedaan. Dat 

is nu eenmaal de tol die doping opeist, niet? 

 

Nu hij grootvader van 5 kleinkinderen geworden is, kan hij ook samen met zijn 

kleinkinderen zijn talenten ontplooien. Met veel liefde voert hij zijn peloton 

kleinkinderen aan op weg naar de Zoo, de Efteling, de Beekse Bergen, Disneyland 

Parijs,… Tijdens die tochten kan hij zich dan ook volop uitleven in zijn tweede 

passie, namelijk de fotografie. Honderden foto‘s heeft hij al geschoten van zijn 

wielerploegje. 

 

Met de tweelingzusjes Benthe en Sarah 
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Hopelijk is onze Flandrien nog lang niet uitgebold en kan hij zijn jarenlange ervaring 

overdragen op zijn kleinkinderen. 

 

Danny, wij – en dat is mede uit naam van uw fiere dochters – rekenen op u en 

erkennen hiermede uw aangeboren én zelfontplooiende talenten! 

 

 

  

De schoonzonen Stef en Jan 
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Op stap met opa (1) 
 

door de kleinzonen Joris, Stan en Daan 

 

Op stap met opa 

Hoera, we zijn blij! 

Direct naar een pretpark 

Ver weg of dichtbij 

 

Op stap met opa 

Uren in de rij 

Gelukkig heeft hij altijd snoepjes bij 

 

Oef we zijn binnen 

De fotoshoot kan beginnen 

Hij klikt er op los 

Die ouwe grijze vos 

 

Op stap met opa 

Hé een café! 

Even stoppen voor een liter thee 

 

We hebben zware rugzakken bij 

Vol geladen met boterhammen met ei 

Na het eten komt opa in actie 

Op naar de volgende attractie 

 

8-banen vindt opa fijn 

Maar daarvoor zijn wij nog te klein 

Opa gaat dan maar alleen 

Boterham met ei voor iedereen… 

 

Op stap met opa 

Hé kijk, weer een café! 

Even een pitstop voor de WC 

 

Op stap met opa 

Het zit er weer op 

Eén ding is zeker 

Onze opa is TOP! 

 

 

Met kleinzonen Joris, Stan, en Daan 
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Op stap met opa (2) 
 

door schoonzoon Jan Jourquin 

 

 

op stap met opa 

nu ook voor de groten 

zet je maar schrap  

‘t is niet te geloven 

 

 

op stap met opa 

zijn zakken vol King munten 

King of the air 

King of the road, 

ja in China zelfs King of the sloot 

 

 

opa en overgewicht 

je ziet het gebeuren 

met 100 kg de check in door 

na minutenlang zeuren 

 

 

opa op stap  

is een andere vent 

nooit ziek en niet klagen 

dat zijn wij hier anders gewend 

 

 

maar opa kent zijn wereld 

en die heeft het geweten  

van Diepenbeek tot Tibet 

hij heeft niemand vergeten 

 

 

opa is slim 

en daarom professor 

hij weet alles over economen 

maar kan er meestal niet op komen 

toch doet hij zijn best 

en hij heeft het getest 

op koninklijk bloed 

maar dat kwam ook niet goed 

 

 

opa en snoeien 

alles moet eraf 

enkel papierstapels groeien 

die gaan heus niet bergaf 

 

 

 

ook al is hij niet handig 

hij maakt mooie dingen 

die dochter van hem 

zal ik nog lang beminnen 

 

 

waarom opa reist? 

dat zit in een lijst 

foto‘s met hopen 

maar niet om te verkopen 

 

 

op stap met opa  

met zijn zakken vol King 

King of the fiets 

het nieuwe begin 
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Waar is de tijd? 
 

door André De Moor 

Akzo-Nobel Belgium 

 

 

Danny Van Den Bulcke was een Vlerick-boy in de jaren dat ―his masters voice‖ 

(Prof. Dr. Vlerick ) opgang maakte. Dit is zo‘n veertig jaar geleden. Onze wederzijdse 

sympathie werd nog aangescherpt door het feit dat wij onze roots hebben in de streek 

van Wetteren. 

 

Tijdens de voorbereiding van zijn doctoraatsthesis gaf Danny Van Den Bulcke, 

seminaries over multinationale ondernemingen zowel in de lokalen van de UZGent 

als in residentiële plekken zoals La Reserve in Knokke. 

 

Het waren boeiende tijden voor midden- en hogere kaders van Vlaamse 

ondernemingen. De tijd was boeiend omdat de relatie tussen de professor en de 

deelnemers ongedwongen was en er ook na de lessen in een loyale sfeer kon 

gedebatteerd maar ook gelachen worden. 

 

De intimi van Danny, waartoe ik mij als één van de vele oud-studenten van de 

Vlerickschool en general manager van een Akzodivisie mag rekenen, hebben zich 

maandenlang afgevraagd wanneer de jonge docent Van Den Bulcke dan eindelijk zijn 

thesis ging finaliseren. 

 

Toen hij eindelijk een punt zette aan dit doctoraal werk was hij maar half tevreden en 

jaren lang tot heden is hij blijven research doen. Onderzoek niet om het onderzoek 

maar om de studenten en ondernemers te kunnen informeren over zijn bevindingen 

over de globaliserende wereld. 

 

Hij was een enthousiaste lesgever en verloor door zijn gedrevenheid soms de tijd uit 

het oog. Op een dag tijdens een van de residentiële seminaries had een aanwezige 

ondernemer een wekker doen aflopen om de professor te verwittigen dat zijn tijd om 

was. 

 

In één van de lessen begon hij ooit een conclusie met ― In deze optiek … ― waarop 

een toehoorder hem beleefd doch stellig deed opmerken dat een optiek in feite een 

brillenwinkel was. 

 

Na de verdediging van zijn doctoraatsthesis werd Danny benoemd tot professor aan 

de LUC in Diepenbeek. Met veel plezier beantwoordde ik zijn vraag om getuigenis af 

te leggen over de praktische werking van de multinational Akzo waartoe ik behoorde. 
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Hij ging met ons mee naar een internationaal symposium in Algarve (Portugal) om 

aan het Vlaamse cliënteel uit te leggen hoe een multinationale firma in de praktijk 

functioneerde. Hij zal zich nog wel herinneren dat de reistassen van de genodigden en 

ook de onze her en der van de vrachtwagen gevallen waren tussen de vlieghaven van 

Faro en het stadje Albufeira. 

 

Na het LUC werd Danny Van Den Bulcke benoemd tot professor aan de RUCA. Eén 

van zijn interesses ging naar de ontwikkelingslanden. Een internationaal seminarie in 

het Elzenveld te Antwerpen in 1987 had voor gevolg dat de Vlaamse Regering zich 

ging interesseren aan Danny‘s werk en probleemstellingen. 

 

Onder de deelnemers aan dit seminarie was er een Poolse professor in het bijzonder 

dr. Léon Zurawicki van de Universiteit van Massachusetts in Boston die in 1980 een 

thesis(boek) publiceerde in Warschau over ―Holandia‖ met daarin een hoofdstuk over 

de in die tijd beginnende multinational AKZO. 

 

Professor Dr. Danny Van Den Bulcke is genereus en welwillend. Ik heb recent 

aandachtig en geboeid naar hem geluisterd tijdens een exposé voor een select 

gezelschap in Brussel over ―Investeren in Vlaanderen‖.  

 

Met zijn bijzonder uitgebreide analytische kennis over de multinationale wereld kan 

hij nog veel ondernemers in Vlaanderen op een aangename manier van nut zijn. 

 

Danny, ad multos annos ! 
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Uitstap naar Petra –Jordanië 
 

door Leo Sleuwagen 

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven 

 

 

Ik heb een zeer goede herinnering aan een reis naar Petra in Jordanië die ik samen met 

Danny en Enrico Pennings in 1998 ondernam. Het was een excursie die we 

ondernamen na de EIBA conferentie die in Jeruzalem plaatsvond. 

 

Wij waren pas in Petra aangekomen toen we hoorden dat er bommen op Irak gedropt 

werden, wat onze verblijf als Westerlingen in het buurland Jordanië bijzonder 

spannend maakte. In ieder geval vond Danny dat alles zorgvuldig op de gevoelige 

plaat moest vastgelegd worden, en werden er duizenden shots genomen. Ik begreep 

niet altijd wat de duizenden rechtstaande en omvergevallen stenen zo boeiend maakte 

als foto-object. 

 

Met een grote bewondering zagen we evenwel hoe Danny, niettegenstaande zijn 

enigszins gevorderde leeftijd, geen enkele uitstap wilde missen en al de moeilijke 

trektochten als een ervaren scout meedeed. Enkel toen we de bergen beklommen was 

Danny zo vermoeid geraakt dat we er een ezel moesten bijhalen om hem naar hogere 

regionen te brengen. Het arme dier moest niet enkel Danny maar een ganse studioset 

meetorsen. Niet verwonderlijk dat het arme dier af en toe protesteerde en 

herhaaldelijk bruusk een einde wilde maken aan de tocht waardoor ik voor de eerste 
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maal getuige werd van een heuse ezelrodeo. Al bij al is het toch goed afgelopen in de 

zin dat Danny uiteindelijk de ezel naar boven mocht begeleiden. 

 

Op culinair vlak was alles voortreffelijk behoudens het gebrek aan geestrijk vocht 

waardoor we de uitleg van onze gidsen, waaronder een groot deel ongesolliciteerde 

vrijwilligers, bijzonder nuchter konden aanhoren. Dit kon echter niet verhinderen dat 

de reis voor mij een geslaagd, en bijzonder leerrijk experiment werd, niet in het minst 

door de betere kennis van een aangename en avontuurlijke metgezel. 
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Danny geschetst in „zeven plus één punten‟ 
 

door Roland Paemeleire 

Universiteit Gent 

 

 

Hoewel ik samen met zijn zus Francine op de universiteitsbanken heb gezeten, heb ik 

Danny pas echt leren kennen toen we samen doceerden aan de Economische 

Hogeschool Limburg in Diepenbeek, ongeveer 150 kilometers van onze woonplaats. 

Gedurende een periode van bijna tien jaar gedurende de jaren zeventig hebben we 

ettelijke keren samen die lange weg afgelegd. Vele jaren nadien hebben we elkaar 

terug aangetroffen aan de Universiteit Gent, waar ikzelf als voltijds hoogleraar was 

verbonden en Danny als parttime docent een cursus gaf die aansloot met zijn 

specialisatiedomein. 

 

Omdat ik de tekst niet meer vind van de speech die ik hield als verrassingsspreker op 

zijn emeritaatsviering, ben ik nu verplicht om enkele basiskenmerken van de 70-jarige 

(althans volgens de kalender maar niet volgens  zijn geestelijke leeftijd -uiteraard te  

interpreteren in  positieve zin) te evalueren. Ik beperk mij noodgedwongen tot enkele 

positieve kenmerken vermits de negatieve...  

  

1. Globalist 

 

Een globalist ‗avant la lettre‘!  Enkele vroege voorbeelden van zijn activiteiten zijn: 

dat begin mei 1972 de Franstalige versie van zijn boek "De Buitenlandse 

Ondernemingen in de Belgische Industrie " werd gepubliceerd; in de krant De 

Standaard een interview met hem verscheen juist voor de aanvang van UNCTAD-III 

(‗Rijk en arm rond de groene tafel‘); hij in april werd uitgenodigd als expert door een 

commissie van de OESO in Parijs, daarop aansluitend deelnam aan een conferentie 

ingericht door Harvard University en in mei van dat zelfde jaar een uiteenzetting gaf 

aan de Technische Hogeschool Delft over "Tariffs and trade in the context of 

UNCTAD". Het was het begin van een lange reeks internationale activiteiten die 

steeds verder van huis plaatsvonden. 

  

2. Toerist 

 

Toerist willens nillens? Sommige gebeurtenissen heb je als individu niet onder 

controle. Dit is o.m. het geval voor de keuze van de locatie waar een internationale 

conferentie plaats grijpt. Ja, je kan toch niet blind zijn voor al wat er in de omgeving 

aan cultuurschatten te bewonderen is... En - helaas - vaak is één verblijf onvoldoende 

om alles goed in te schatten en te ervaren en als ‗international business‘ specialist 

moet je daarvoor uiteraard voldoende tijd uittrekken voor de culturele en andere 

verschillen aldaar.  
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3. Documentalist 

 

Neen, hij liep niet rond met een aktentas met één handvat en een codesysteem om het 

open te maken. Een traditionele (lederen) boekentas met twee handvatten en een rits 

was voor hem de enige oplossing om wetenschappelijke documenten van her naar der 

te brengen. Immers niemand neemt het je kwalijk als de boekentas overvol zit en de 

rits niet toe kan. Desnoods kan je tezelfdertijd nog wat onder de arm dragen. Dat de 

teksten vol aantekeningen staan en dat er in de marge soms een boodschappenlijstje 

vervat zit, baart ook geen verwondering. Als uitstekend gedocumenteerde lesgever en 

onderzoeker zal hij ongetwijfeld nog dikwijls na zijn emeritaat en zijn zeventigste 

verjaardag gevraagd worden voor allerlei adviescommissies en als lid van 

doctoraatsjury‘s.  

Ja, als het in de genen zit, heb je geen andere keuze dan actief te blijven. Rust roest 

immers. 

  

4. Scepticus 

 

Ja, maar in de goede betekenis van het woord. Wanneer iemand hem iets vertelde kon 

je op zijn gezicht zijn reacties aflezen en zien of hij dacht: "is dit wel juist?", "is deze 

informatie wel volledig?" en "kan je mij iets meer uitleg geven hierover?". Een 

gezonde twijfelaar omtrent de volledigheid en de waarheidsgetrouwheid van de 

communicatie. Ja, maar dikwijls volgde daarop de vergoelijkende opmerking: wat 

denk je van wat ik gelezen en/of gehoord heb maar waarvan ik ook niet zeker ben?. 

Op een vergadering kan je aan zijn rondschietende blikken en handbewegingen zien 

dat er zoiets in zijn geest omging zoals "dat ga je mij niet wijsmaken!". Een enkele 

vraag of opmerking, op een rustige wijze gebracht, kon iedereen onmiddellijk 

overtuigen van zijn deskundigheid ter zake. 

 

5. Perfectionist 

 

Danny  is zeer veeleisend voor zijn eigen werk hetgeen o.a. tot uiting komt in zijn 

talrijke  internationale publicaties die voorafgaandelijk aan een strenge 

kwaliteitscontrole werden onderworpen. Zijn bijdrage tot de wetenschap op het vlak 

van internationale investeringen wordt zowel bij academici als practici ten zeerste 

gewaardeerd. Hij is een topper in zijn domein. Maar ook als lesgever stelde hij hoge 

eisen aan zich zelf. En bij de evaluatie van de studenten legde hij eveneens de lat 

hoog. Waar nodig spaarde hij tijd noch moeite om studenten ‗feedback‘ te bezorgen 

en collega‘s bij te springen. Recentelijk maakte hij, als lid van een 

doctoraatscommissie aan de Universiteit Gent, bij de voorverdediging van een 

doctoraatsstudent een dergelijk uitvoerige lijst met opmerkingen en suggesties dat ze 

de doctorandus toelieten zijn proefschrift te herwerken en uiteindelijk toch nog met 

succes het doctoraat te behalen. 
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6. Alcoholist? 

 

Helemaal niet. Wie indertijd in Limburg voor de eerste maal in zijn bureau kwam 

werd soms geconfronteerd met het geluid van kokend water of de geur van een 

brouwsel dat niet onmiddellijk kon geïdentificeerd worden, omdat het verborgen zat 

in een pot onder een soort kledingstuk, dat bij nader toezicht een theemuts bleek te 

zijn. Toch was hij zelden boven zijn theewater. 

 

7. Schizofreen? 

 

Wie naar de elektronische catalogus gaat kijken van de bibliotheek van de 

Universiteit Gent (UB Ghent University Library  Catalogue) zal vaststellen dat hij 

onder twee verschillende namen gecatalogeerd staat, nl. Van Den Bulcke Danny en 

Van Den Bulcke Daniël. Twee lijsten met verschillende publicaties! 

 

Hoe is dit ontstaan en waarom? Had hij ook twee verschillende namen en paspoorten 

om op reis te gaan? In elk geval: Ik wil hierbij zowel Danny als en Daniël proficiat 

wensen met de indrukwekkende lijst van publicaties (ik telde immers 47 boeken). 

 

7 +1. Plantrekker? 

 

Deze krasse uitspraak is gesteund op een - gedeeltelijk - waar verhaal. Wanneer 

Danny een late voordracht had moeten geven voor een of andere organisatie ergens in 

Limburg en ‘s anderendaags morgens terug les moest geven in Diepenbeek ging hij 

vaak bij zijn schoonouders in Diest overnachten. Wie ooit de baan van Hasselt naar 

Diest gevolgd heeft zal onder de indruk geweest zijn van de gezellige sfeer op de 

Diestse Steenweg: kleurrijke verlichting, dames die vanuit hun zithoek naar 

voorbijgangers wuiven en dit bij zowel bij goed of slecht weer. 

 

Op een bepaalde avond is Danny met zijn wagen zonder benzine gevallen vlak voor 

zo een huis van plezier en heeft hij van daar uit (geen telefooncel in de buurt en de 

GSM nog niet uitgevonden…) op een vrij laat uur een taxi opgebeld omdat hij 

vreesde dat zijn schoonvader reeds naar bed zou zijn. Wanneer hij dan de volgende 

morgen toch op zijn schoonvader beroep moest doen om hem met een jerrycan met 

benzine naar de plaats des onheils te brengen, had dit ten minste het voordeel dat de 

activiteiten er in de vroege morgenuren stil waren gelegd en de verlichting minder 

opvallend was geworden. Of zijn schoonmoeder het ooit heeft geweten, is me niet 

bekend. 

 

 Het is niet zonder heimwee dat ik terugdenk aan de vele gezamenlijke verplaatsingen 

naar het Oosten, naar Limburg, waar ik samen met Danny en collega Rik Keeris als 

‗de drie wijzen‘ uit het Gentse werden bestempeld. Dat ikzelf dertig jaar later door de 
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studenten tot ‗de wijste‘ professor van de Universiteit Gent werd verkozen, houdt 

ongetwijfeld verband met de basiswijsheden die ik heb vergaard gedurende die lange 

autoritten. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Huashan Mountain, Shaanxi Province (1998) 
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Liber „itinerarium‟ 
 

door Louis Uytterschaut 

Studiegenoot Universiteit Gent 

 

Bij de overhandiging van het postkaartenalbum 

 

Beste Danny, 

 

Je zou het voorliggende een soort ‗LIBER ITINERARIUM‘ kunnen noemen. Het is 

een bundel van ‗ansichtkarten‘ die je uit circa 50 landen mij toestuurde in de 

afgelopen jaren. Eerlijk gezegd, het periodisch beginpunt van de samengestelde 

collectie herinner ik mij niet meer, het eindpunt wel, november 2003. 

 

Het samengestelde overzicht is stellig onvolledig. Het beantwoordt trouwens enkel 

aan een ‗oude‘ belofte, nl. naar aanleiding van je opruststelling – een schrikbarend 

woord! – de toegestuurde kaarten te retourneren. Je kunt dit natuurlijk niet doen onder 

de vorm van zomaar een stapel ‗kaarten‘ vastgehouden met een elastiekje! 

 

Ergo, enige ‗systematiek‘ drong zich op. Een zuiver chronologische volgorde van 

‗verschijnen‘ bleek uitgesloten, want op het gros van de kaarten ontbrak enig spoor 

van datering (ze zaten dikwijls in een briefomslag), en …het (in)zicht op het ‗global 

player‘-karakter van de geadresseerde ging dan ook meteen de mist in! 

 

Een landenindeling lag dan eigenlijk voor de hand; per ‗werelddeel‘ dan maar. De 

verdere schikking naargelang de onderscheiden ‗locaties‘ is, achteraf naar diverse 

criteria bekeken, niet zo erg consistent. Maar…ik wapen me nu reeds t.o.v. je 

cynische opmerkingen terzake bepaalde ‗misfits‘ van mijnentwege. 

 

Om de vlotte raadpleging te bevorderen is een alfabetisch landenregister toegevoegd 

waarin naar de respectieve bladzijden wordt verwezen. De onderscheiden 

landengroepen, resp. continenten zijn als volgt benoemd: Europa (EU), Midden 

Oosten (MO), Noord Amerika (NA), Latijns Amerika (LA), Afrika (AF), Azië (AZ), 

Australië en Nieuw-Zeeland (AU). 

 

Ik telde 135 kaarten gedurende de periode 1983-2003 uit 52 landen. Uitgesplitst zijn 

er 60 uit Europa, 3 uit het Midden Oosten, 7 uit Noord Amerika en 17 uit Zuid 

Amerika, evenals 6 uit Afrika, 40 uit Azië (vooral ZO Azië) en 2 uit Oceanië.  

 

Ik wens je veel herhalend kijkplezier voor jou en de jouwen. Zelf heb ik er in ieder 

geval veel plezier aan gehad en dit zowel aan het ontvangen als het ‗verwerken‘ van 

de visuele beelden uit de je-wereld. 
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Op een olifantenrug in Thailand 
 

door Bart Heijnen 

Universiteit Antwerpen 

 

 

Ik kende Danny al langer als een aangename collega maar had nog nooit met hem 

gereisd. Toevallig deed de gelegenheid zich evenwel voor in januari 1995, toen hij en 

ik (vanuit verschillende financiering) een overlappende periode van lesgeven hadden 

op het NIDA in Bangkok. Tijdens een weekend waren we allebei vrij en Danny 

suggereerde om samen naar het noorden te trekken. Zo namen we het vliegtuig naar 

Chiang-Mai. 

 

Zaterdag hebben we dan een grondige toer van de binnenstad gedaan van ‗wat‗ naar 

‗wat‘ met telkens de nodige tijd voor fraaie foto‘s, hij met een degelijke camera, ik 

met mijn amateurtoestel. Dat het goed klikte tussen ons was blijkbaar ook voor de 

lokale bevolking zichtbaar want toen we een huurauto voor de volgende dag gingen 

bestellen vroeg de Thaise bediende ons: ‗Are you father and son?‘ 

 

Zondag hebben we dan de omgeving van de stad per auto bezocht. In de ‗elephant 

farm‘ verliep het olifantenverkeer lichtjes chaotisch en was uitkijken de boodschap. 

Samen hebben wij ons dan op de rug van een olifant laten rondrijden. Op het 

‗umbrella festival‘ werden paraplu‘s met allerhande tekeningen beschilderd en zelfs 

op mijn fototoestel kwam een fraaie vlinderfiguur terecht. 
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Maandag bezochten wij de universiteit van Chiang-Mai waar het toevallig de dag 

vóór ‗Commencement‘ was, de plechtige diploma-uitreiking. De campus krioelde van 

studenten, gekleed in hun ‗studententoga‘, en er hing een prettige sfeer van fierheid 

en blijdschap onder jonge mensen. 

 

Ik ben heel blij dat ik dit prachtige lange weekend, overigens onder een stralende zon 

met ‗zomerse‘ temperaturen, samen met Danny mocht beleven. 

 

  

National Institute of Development Administration, Bangkok (Thailand) 
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Professor Emeritus 
 

door Ans Kolk 

Universiteit Amsterdam 

 

 

Anders dan vele anderen die aan dit ―travel companion book‖ zullen bijdragen, liggen 

mijn herinneringen niet zozeer in het verre, als wel in het recente verleden en heden 

(en ook zal ik niets over reizen verhalen, hoewel ik diverse anekdotes heb gehoord, 

ook van jezelf). 

 

Hoewel ik je ook in voorgaande jaren diverse keren heb ontmoet tijdens internationale 

IB congressen met name (AIB, EIBA), is het vooral in het recente verleden dat we 

elkaar zeer regelmatig tegenkwamen. Diverse promoties in Rotterdam, een congres in 

New York, de AIB in Stockholm, het ‗corporate responsibility‘ congres hier in 

Amsterdam, een congres in Gent, EIBA congressen, en niet te vergeten je bezoeken 

aan de Amsterdam graduate Business School vanwege je welwillendheid om in een 

benoemingscommissie plaats te nemen. 

 

Zonder uitzondering heb ik onze ontmoetingen door de jaren heen altijd met enorm 

veel plezier ervaren. Je bent een zeer aangenaam persoon, met een leuk gevoel voor 

humor, een groot relativeringsvermogen, en ook iemand die altijd een constructieve 

en inspirerende inhoudelijke bijdrage levert, maar ook kritisch is indien nodig. Je bent 

ook altijd bereid mensen te helpen, en dat is volgens mij iets waar je soms ook wel de 

wrange vruchten van plukt, in die zin dat je dingen toezegt, dan ook gecommitteerd 

bent om ze echt goed te doen, maar dat het werk hieraan zich blijft uitbreiden, en je 

uiteindelijk veel te veel te doen hebt. Althans, ik heb je wel eens horen zuchten dat je 

het zo druk hebt. Dat is waarschijnlijk niet wat mensen denken als ze ‗emeritaat‘ 

horen, maar ik ken meer collega‘s met die gerespecteerde status die er last van 

hebben. En waarschijnlijk is dat ook alleen maar een heel goed teken. Het betekent 

dat je wordt gewaardeerd en dat je bijdrage nog van groot belang is. Voor mijzelf, 

hoewel het nog behoorlijk ver weg is, zou ik op hetzelfde hopen denk ik. 

 

Beste Danny, ik hoop dat we elkaar ook in de komende jaren nog veel ontmoeten, en 

kunnen samenwerken op de diverse terreinen. Ik weet dat je zal moet wennen aan het 

‗emeritus‘schap – je schrok laatst op toen ik je als zodanig aan iemand voorstelde – 

maar wellicht komt dat vanzelf (of niet, en dat maakt ook niet uit). Ik wens je nog 

vele ‗travels‘ toe, ook naar Amsterdam, en hoop dat met mij nog vele andere mensen 

van je plezierige gezelschap kunnen genieten. 
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Danny, de primus van de klas 
 

door Jozef Lowyck 

Studiegenoot Universiteit Gent 

 

 

Danny valt op een 

onverwacht moment met de 

e-maildeur in huis, oppert 

dat ik de historicus van de 

lichting 1961 ben en vraagt 

of ik indrukken uit zijn 

studententijd wil 

neerpennen. Voor hem, een 

klasgenoot, wil ik dat met 

plezier doen. Hij omschrijft 

mij als historicus, och ja, dat 

beperkt zich tot het 

vijfjaarlijks bij elkaar 

trommelen van de 

klasgenoten en het 

bijhouden van een map met 

foto‘s van de reünies en 

vooral met … 

overlijdensberichten van 

professoren en 

medestudenten.  

 

Wat borrelt dan het eerst in 

mijn bad van herinneringen? 

Het gebouw van de HSHEW 

(Hogere School voor 

Handels- en Economische 

Wetenschappen, verbonden 

aan de Rijksuniversiteit te 

Gent) aan de 

Universiteitsstraat, het van 

zon en buitenlucht 

afgezonderd hoofdlokaal 

voor de cursussen, de 

gangen, de ad valvas berichten. Het zit allemaal gespijkerd in mijn memorie, het 

kleine aantal meisjesstudenten samen vooraan, de West- en Oost-Vlamingen in 

groepjes apart, een eenzame Antwerpenaar, de brossers (voor alle duidelijkheid, 

Vice-praese van de Vlaams Economische Kring (1960) 
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Danny was daar niet bij!). We waren goed in het spoor lopende jonge mensen met 

eerbied voor het gezag van de prof. Lessen met discussies? Tussen 1957 en 1961 was 

dit nog niet aan de orde. Dat één van de professoren zijn dikke cursus vanaf de eerste 

tot de laatste letter letterlijk luidop voorlas, namen wij er zo maar bij. Bovendien 

maakten twijfel of onzekerheid zich wel eens meester van ons, want gebuisd zijn 

betekende onverbiddelijk voor alle vakken verwezen worden naar de tweede zittijd, 

zo niet naar het volgende academiejaar. Tja, voor Danny was dit wel niet van 

toepassing.  

 

 

De herinneringen aan de studententijd concretiseren zich ook in één of andere foto of 

document. De afbeelding voor eeuwig is de ―staatsiefoto‖ die na de proclamatie 

genomen werd. We staan er met zijn allen in vier rijen achter elkaar op een trap, op de 

eerste rij drie professoren geflankeerd door de vier afgestudeerde jongedames, achter 

hen net geen 30 jongeheren, in totaal 33 kersverse licentiaten in de economische 

wetenschappen. Ik zoek even naar Danny, derde rij, ernstig kijkend, bedeeld met een 

weelderige dos donker haar. Even overvalt mij een gevoelen van tristesse bij de 

bedenking dat niet minder dan 10 klasgenoten nooit meer op een foto zullen staan, 

overleden intussen! 

 

Zo, we stonden paraat om het professionele leven in te stappen niet na eerst een 

ommetje in het leger achter de rug te hebben, de jongeheren althans. Met het diploma 

in de hand konden we bewijzen dat o.m. staathuishoudkunde en economische 

leerstelsels ons niet meer vreemd waren en dat we in staat waren een 

Universiteit Gent, Proclamatie Economische Wetenschappen (1961) 
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licentiaatsverhandeling in elkaar te boksen. Bij Danny prijkte op het 

perkamentachtige document de graad van grote onderscheiding.  

 

Vanzelfsprekend ging na het vier jaar durend universitaire intermezzo iedereen zijn 

eigen weg. Van elkaar wisten we zo goed als niets meer. Professionele ambities en 

beslommeringen werden ieder zijn deel. Het was uitgerekend Danny, officieel Prof. 

Dr. Daniël Van den Bulcke (zo staat het toch in mijn verslag), die 20 jaar later, in 

1981, het initiatief nam om alle hens aan dek te roepen, nadat een klasreünie in 1971 

afgeblazen werd. Met de hulp van een klasgenote slaagde hij er in de meeste 

woonadressen op te sporen.  

 

Ouder worden houdt een toenemende behoefte in om elkaar weer eens te ontmoeten. 

Na 1986 (toen waren we 25 jaar afgestudeerd, zilver dus) bleef het lange tijd stil tot, 

in 2001 en 2006 onder impuls van mijzelf (―de historicus‖) heel wat ―anciens‖ 

gelukkig waren elkaar terug te zien op de klasbijeenkomsten. Danny was er altijd 

trouw op post, de laatste keer zelfs als fotograaf. Is hij sedertdien veranderd? 

Eigenlijk niet, of toch wel, een kleinere dos maar nu grijs haar en een baard. Echt een 

professor emeritus.  

 

  

Reünie 2006 
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In de ban van de Saracenen en het FWO  
 

Door Romain Lefebvre 

Universiteit Gent 

 

 

Ik leerde Danny kennen in september 1997 tijdens mijn eerste vergadering als lid van 

de Commissie voor Internationale Wetenschappelijke Contacten van het Fonds voor 

Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (FWO) – Vlaanderen. Tijdens de elf vergaderingen per 

jaar, steeds op de eerste dinsdag van de maand en voorafgegaan door inzage van een 

stapeltje dossiers in het weekeinde, zaten we naast elkaar; het klikte tussen de 

economist en de biomedicus. Ter compensatie van die noeste geestelijke arbeid vond 

het FWO bij monde van secretaris-generaal José Traest dat bij afscheid van een of 

meerdere leden, de Commissie zich enkele dagen cultureel mocht verdiepen in het 

buitenland. Na een bezoek aan Madrid en Bilbao in september 1998, waar het continu 

pijpenstelen regende en bij de tocht van Madrid naar Bilbao het vliegtuig in een storm 

zo hevig door elkaar werd geschud dat men er even aan gedacht zou hebben om de 

namen voor een volgende Commissie voor alle zekerheid in de zwarte doos van het 

vliegtuig te stoppen, werd voortaan voor Italië als reisdoel geopteerd. Steeds 

gewapend met zijn fototoestel en menig filmrolletje, werd Danny bij deze reizen als 

van nature de officiële fotograaf. In de vrije namiddagen en avonden trokken Danny 

en ikzelf, beiden zonder onze eega op stap, samen op. Danny was steeds goed 

gehumeurd, altijd klaar voor een zeer fikse wandeling, steeds in voor een geintje, 

boeiende verteller van zijn vele reizen. Net 

als ik was hij geïnteresseerd in actief (ik 

meer dan hem) en passief (hij nog meer 

dan ik) wielrennen en hij had bij tijd en 

stond nood aan een Italiaans ijsje, een 

cappuccino of een goede maaltijd met 

lekkere wijn. Een ideale  reisgenoot op 

culturele queeste in Italië. 

 

In september (9-12) 1999 trokken we uren 

langs de kanalen van Venetië, alleen als we 

ons te ver waren gewaagd terugkerend met 

de vaporetto op de Gran Canal. Op 

zaterdag begeleidden we, samen met 

Renaat Gijbels, Ingrid Kristoffersen, soi-

disant felle aanbidster van Bradd Pitt, naar 

het filmfestival van Venetië. Maar het 

charisma van Danny ontsnapte niet aan de 

filmmakers en ―A star was born‖. 
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In september 

2001 bezochten 

we Toscane 

(Fiesole, Siena 

en Arezzo). In 

Arezzo namen 

we deel aan de 

Giosta del 

Saracino, het 

Steekspel van de 

Saraceen, 

waarbij ploegen 

uit de 

verschillende 

stadswijken 

elkaar te paard 

bekampen bij 

het vechten 

tegen een 

steekpop, die 

rond haar as 

draait. Figuurlijk 

althans, door ons 

in te schrijven 

voor het 

feestmaal in 

open lucht van 

de winnende 

wijk Porta del 

Foro op 

zaterdagavond. 

Onze 

aanwezigheid als buitenlanders werd enorm geapprecieerd en we werden in de watten 

gelegd. Het leverde ons een maand nadien een officiële uitnodiging op vanwege de 

burgemeester van Arezzo voor de volgende Giosta del Saracino. Aan Danny werd 

toegestaan te poseren met de helm en lans van de overwinnaar. 

  

In september (19-22) 2002 bezochten we Sorrento en Napels. Dit was het afscheid 

van Danny van de Commissie. Het FWO was zeer attent en zorgde voor de trips heen 

en weer tussen Sorrento en Napels voor een bus op naam voor Danny. Zelf kon hij in 

het geprefereerde restaurant van tenor Enrico Caruso zijn afscheidsrede houden. Na 

een laatste verkenning van Napels werden we samen gefotografeerd voor we de ferry 

naar Sorrento namen; het einde van onze internationale ontmoetingen. 
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Sindsdien zijn onze trips nog enkel nationaal wanneer we ons een à twee maal per 

jaar naar Gent begeven voor een bijeenkomst bij een etentje. Het is steeds een 

bijzonder aangenaam weerzien met mijn vroegere reisgenoot. Danny, misschien 

moeten we na al die jaren maar eens ingaan op de uitnodiging van de burgemeester 

van Arezzo. 

 

 

 

 
  

Commissieleden Fonds Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek-Vlaanderen 
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Officiële fotograaf 
 

door Renaat Gijbels 

Universiteit Antwerpen 

 

 

Net zoals Romain, ben ik een paar keer met Danny op reis geweest als lid van de 

Commissie voor Internationale Culturele Betrekkingen van het FWO-Vl. Daarbij zijn 

heel wat foto's gemaakt, echter doorgaans door Danny, die trouwens over de beste 

apparatuur beschikte, denk ik. Hij ontpopte zich dan ook tot de 'officiële' fotograaf 

van het gezelschap. 
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Office Belge pour l‟Accroissement de la Productivité 
 

par André Taeymans 

Bruxelles 

 

 

O : André rencontre Daniel en 1970 dans le cadre professionnel de l‘O.B.A.P. 

(Office belge pour l‘accroissement de la productivité). Tous deux jeunes docteurs en 

sciences économiques et passionnés par les enjeux économiques et financiers 

internationaux, le contact s‘établit aisément. Leur collaboration se poursuit après 

notre départ pour Washington où André fut envoyé à l‘Ambassade de Belgique en 

tant que représentant de cet office. 

 

B : Benoît, notre quatrième fils, naît en 1974 et Daniel accepte de devenir son 

parrain. A nos retours de vacances en Belgique, Josée et lui-même accueillaient leur 

filleul avec son frère François. Ceux-ce gardent le souvenir des visites au grand-père 

colombophile, de grandes promenades en vélo, le football, la natation en compagnie 

du fidèle Donar. 

 

Daniel, avec la connotation anglo-saxonne, devient Danny. Il prenait plaisir à faire 

découvrir des aventures de son héros favori « Buck Danny » et grâce à lui la 

collection de nos enfants est complète. 

 

A : L‘Accueil et l‘amitié fidèle caractérisent Danny. Ses attentions et celles de 

Josée sont innombrables ; divers séjours avec notre famille à Washington, présence 

aux fêtes familiales, cartes postales envoyées des quatre coins du monde, 

participations complices avec André à des séminaires sur les grandes enjeux 

économiques et financiers internationaux.  

 

P : Productivité : le palmarès de Danny est impressionnant et si son accession à 

l‘éméritat représente une étape, elle est loin d‘être un point final à sa carrière.  

 

Aussi à Danny et Josée nous souhaitons bons vents et beaucoup d‘années actives. 
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PART THREE MEMORIES AT SIXTY FIVE 
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The internationalization process of Daniel Van Den Bulcke 

 
by Filip De Beule 

University of Antwerp 

 

 

When you look at the longstanding academic career in the international business field 

of Daniel aka Danny Van Den Bulcke, it is appropriate yet funny that it somehow 

reflects the different stages along the lines of the Scandinavian internationalization 

model. His activities started from a local or national interest in international 

economics and international business and gradually moved into activities abroad, first 

in some neighboring countries and later in faraway continents. And, as Danny Van 

Den Bulcke has always been very versatile, this internationalization process is 

evident, not only in his research record, but also in his teaching career and his active 

participation in academic networking with colleagues and doctoral students from all 

over the world. Although other aspects of his career might be highlighted this 

introduction will be limited to the three aforementioned dimensions. 

 

RESEARCH 

 

After a fellowship of six months in Canada as Laureate of the Prize of the Belgian 

Minister of Foreign Trade and MA studies at the University of Toronto, Danny Van 

Den Bulcke was asked by Professor Vlerick at the Ghent University to carry out a 

major research project about ‗Foreign Enterprises in the Belgian Manufacturing 

Industry‘. The project was sponsored by the Belgian Agency of Productivity, an 

offspring of the Marshall Plan. The study was published in 1971, regretfully only in 

Dutch and French, and was one of the first thorough researches about the impact of 

foreign enterprises on a national economy. Later on he used the extensive database set 

up for this project to analyze the newly ‘discovered‘ phenomenon of the Multinational 

Enterprise (MNE) for his doctoral thesis in 1974. 

 

When he moved to the University of Limburg in 1972, he continued his research 

activities at Ghent University and carried out a new major empirical research project 

that was not only limited to inward FDI in the Belgian manufacturing sector, but also 

included services and outward FDI. 

 

Danny Van Den Bulcke was one of the very first researchers to tackle new emerging 

issues in international business - often at the request of international organizations and 

national institutions -  such as disinvestment (European centre for the Study and 

Information on Multinationals), employment aspects (International Labour 

Organisation), restructuring (Belgian Ministry of Economics), decision making 

(Institute of the Enterprise), regional headquarters (Ministry of Brussels Affairs), 
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coordination centers (Federation of the Coordination Centers), American direct 

investment in Belgium (American Chamber of Commerce), etc. 

 

When he moved full time to the University of Antwerp in 1985, Danny Van Den 

Bulcke‘s research interests spread also in their geographic scope. In a report about the 

Globalisation of the Belgian Economy (1997-1999) the so-called Asian connection 

received most attention because by that time he had found another challenge, i.e. the 

study of the Chinese economy. Together with his collaborators he wrote extensively 

about European Direct Investment in China, Chinese outward FDI, state owned 

enterprises and corporate restructuring, and clusters. During this whole period he 

maintained his interest in FDI in Belgium, especially American investments, and the 

activities of MNEs in Europe. 

 

TEACHING 

 

When Danny Van Den Bulcke got started in his academic career, the subject matter of 

international business did not yet exist in Belgium and most other European countries. 

The first courses he was asked to teach at Ghent University dealt with European 

Economic Integration and International Aspects of Economic Development. It was 

only after he left Ghent University and was appointed at the University of Limburg 

that he was able to launch a special course about issues of FDI and MNE. During the 

second half of the 1970s and the first half of the 1980s he was one of the few 

professors in the Benelux who had been following up on IB matters. Consequently he 

was asked to kick-start such courses in other universities. At one particular time he 

taught at seven different institutions and universities in Belgium and the Netherlands 

in three different languages. Although he had taken on some of those courses on the 

condition that someone would replace him after two or three years, he actually taught 

most for more than 10 years, such as at the College of Europe in Bruges, and ICHEC 

in Brussels. During his long career he taught at no less than ten Belgian institutes and 

universities, including the Universities of Leuven, Ghent, Brussels and of course 

Antwerp, which at that time consisted of three separate universities. At the University 

of Antwerp itself he was asked to teach at the Institute of Development Policy and 

Management (IDPM), the Faculty of Applied Economics, the Institute of Transport 

and Maritime Management (ITMMA) and the Management School (UAMS). 

 

Like his research, his teaching followed the gradual learning route of the 

Scandinavian internationalization model and spread from Belgium to, first the 

Netherlands, where during the 1980s he lectured at five Dutch universities, such as 

Tilburg University and Maastricht University. He was also very active in Poland. His 

first intercontinental teaching assignment took place in Indonesia in 1986 (University 

of Padjadjaran) and would extend later to the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, 

Cambodia, Laos and India. Together with his colleague Prof. Ludo Cuyvers he was 

responsible for institutional support of 5 universities in South East Asia for the 
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development of the business curriculum and research as part of the development 

programs of the Flemish Interuniversity Council. 

 

At the beginning of the 1990s Danny Van Den Bulcke also taught for several years an 

International Management course at the China Europe Management Institute in 

Beijing, the predecessor of the China Europe International Business School in 

Shanghai, and at the Institute of European Studies in Macau. He was also responsible 

for institutional development of the Xian Institute of Finance and Economics and also 

lectured there. His contribution to the educational development of Chinese 

universities won him the Sanqin Prize of Shaanxi Province in China and the 

Friendship Prize awarded by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Experts in 2000. 

 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 

 

Already as a student Danny Van Den Bulcke was involved in AIESEC, an 

international student organization that provided traineeships for students in companies 

abroad. He was president of the local Committee of AIESEC (Association 

Internationale des Etudiants en Sciences Economiques et Commerciales) and member 

of the Board of the Belgian National Committee. It was in this capacity that he 

participated in his first international conference in Marseilles where he was a member 

of the committee that decided the applications of the universities to become part of 

AIESEC. 

 

With Chinese students in Nanjing (2003) 
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In 1974, together with a number of colleagues from other Belgian universities, he 

founded the ‗International Trade-invest Institute‘ (ITI). He was president from 1981 

to 1984. The objective of ITI was to establish more cooperation between academics 

active in international trade and practitioners both from business and the government 

by organizing seminars and colloquia. It was on his insistence that issues about FDI 

and the transfer of technology were incorporated in the mission of ITI. 

 

From the end of the 1970s most of Danny Van Den Bulcke‘s energy went out to two 

international academic organizations, i.e. the European International Business 

Academy (EIBA) and the Academy of International Business (AIB). He was national 

representative for Belgium for EIBA from 1979 to 2004 and President from 1985 to 

1987. In AIB he was chapter chair of the Western European Region from 1987 to 

2000 and vice president during 2000-2002. During his term as AIB vice president he 

succeeded in bringing India under the AIB umbrella and was instrumental in creating 

the conditions for bringing China into the organization. Both academic associations 

recognized Danny Van Den Bulcke‘s contributions by electing him as a Fellow (AIB 

in 1992, EIBA in 2003). 

 

A major imprint of Danny Van Den Bulcke‘s mark are the doctoral tutorials he 

organized for EIBA and EIASM from 1987 until 2004. Together with 5 other Faculty 

members he gave advice and suggestions to about 200 PhD students from all over the 

world. At the Belgian level he was scientific director of the ‗Intercollegiate Centre of 

Management Science (ICM) from 1988 to 1993 that awarded doctoral scholarships to 

promising Belgian students in management. He was a member of doctoral committees 

in Belgium, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Sweden and Australia and member 

of the Faculty of the Danish Summer Research Institute which was also organized on 

behalf of PhD students at the beginning of the 1990s. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As a result of his tremendous quest for internationalization, Danny has traveled the 

world many times over. During all these trips and visits, he has met many colleagues 

and made many friends.  

 

He can talk at length about these travels and the many things that went wrong. You 

can find some memories and reminiscences in the following pages. 
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Dental care in Warsaw  
 

by Krzysztof Oblój 

Warsaw University, Poland 

 

 

It was the European International Business Academy‘s annual conference in Warsaw, 

December 11-13, back in 1994. The conference was titled ―High speed competition in 

a new Europe.‖ As organizer of the conference, I was the president of EIBA at that 

time. The conference took place at the 

Victoria Hotel in Warsaw‘s old town. 

 

As is customary at EIBA conferences, 

dinners are organized in renowned 

locations. Every board member was 

worried because, after all, Poland was 

still a place somewhere in Central and 

Eastern Europe, which might not be 

too attractive to most people. So 

everybody was asking questions, and 

it was Danny that asked me ‗What 

will happen if you will not able to 

organize the reception in the palace 

that you have shown us?‘ I answered 

‗No problem, I will just rent another 

palace‘, which was pretty cool but I 

am not sure if he or the other board 

members were that relieved. 

 

Any way, everybody arrived, 

probably close to 300 people in rainy December and the conference starts. Leszek 

Balcerowicz, our prime minister at the time, and D. Hunter, CEO of ABB Poland 

started as keynote speakers and then the conference proceeded as usual. I was running 

back and forth, checking things, when suddenly Danny comes to me with sort of a 

strange look on his face and says that one of his teeth is hurting terribly. I have 300 

people around; logistics, supporting team and everything in a turmoil and the last 

thing I needed was an aching tooth. But then I thought to myself that Danny is my 

rock, my relief. I grabbed a car, took Danny in, and we started to explore Warsaw in 

search for a dentist. We found a great place, super modern, with a dentist looking like 

a model, and I even made Danny a picture (of course with his own camera) of her 

repairing his precious tooth in Warsaw, Poland! There is definitely photographic 

evidence of this, but devil only knows where. We got back to the conference anxious 

but painless and nothing serious happened after. 
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As for the dinners, we had one party in Jablonna Palace, a beautiful palace near 

Warsaw, which ended with a long evening at the piano where Gunnar Hedlund was 

playing and we were singing. The main dinner took place in the throne room at the 

Royal Castle at the old town, and was quite magnificent. In the end, I think it was 

both an entertaining and pretty good research conference. 

 

Yogyakarta, Indonesia (1994) 
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A global mission to Bombay 
 

by José de la Torre 

Florida International University, Miami, USA 

 

 

Danny is a brilliant traveller; his ubiquitous cameras always dangling from his neck 

or ensconced in a large black bag that is permanently by his side. I have been 

fortunate to have shared common and exotic locations with Danny on many 

occasions. I know this because I have a drawer full of pictures that he has sent me 

over the years documenting these experiences. Pictures from East Berlin prior to the 

Fall of the Wall, Cuban cigar in hand; from a country inn near Fontainebleau at an 

EIBA banquet; from a number of great bars in Brussels to which we escaped from a 

boring conference; wine tasting in the outskirts of Sydney, Australia; looking for 

moose around Banff, Canada; dancing the hula in Hawaii, and so on; all lie in this 

drawer. Fortunately for me, Danny always sent these pictures to my office, so that I 

was able to edit them and not be obliged to explain to my wife what was I doing with 

my arms around so-and-so at a particular event. 

 

I will relate one story that reflects the vicissitudes of evolving technologies and his 

commitment to both science and art. At the turn of the century, I was serving on the 

Academy of International Business Executive Board with Danny. We both coincided 

that it was high time that we tried to bring more Indian colleagues into the association 

and that the best way to do this was to organize an Indian chapter of the AIB. So we 
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both set out to do this, engaging the help of Professor Shishir Jha from the IIT 

Bombay‘s Jain School of Management. After much planning and lobbying, we got the 

conference off to a great start with more than 50 Indian academics attending from all 

over the country. 

 

Danny and I presided, together with the President of ITT-Bombay and the Dean of the 

Jain School, as well as the CEO of one of India‘s major IT services firms, at the 

opening ceremony. Alas, Danny had recently broken down and switched to digital 

technology for his picture taking. But his brand new camera turned out to be defective 

and he could not figure out how to repair it on time. Ah, but there is always old 

technology. So Danny rushed into his big black bag and pulled out his trusted old 

camera (about six times bigger and heavier than the new digital model), thinking that 

the day was saved. But unfortunately, something else had happened and the lens of 

the optical camera was jammed rendering it inoperative. 

 

The frustration was evident. Here was Danny presiding over a meeting we had 

worked so hard to make happen, in the company of some august people and there was 

to be no visual record of the event. In spite of this, the meeting got off to a great start 

and we drowned our pains in excellent Indian beer later on that evening. However, at 

the very last moment someone showed up with a camera and got us posing behind the 

poster of the conference together with the local host, Professor Jha. 
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Lights, Action, Roll „Em 
 

by Jean-François Hennart 

Tilburg University, Netherlands 

 

 

Danny has been the unofficial photographer of the annual meetings of the European 

International Business Academy for as many years as I can remember, but that‘s not 

what‘s behind my choice of title. He‘s also chaired the EIBA Doctoral Tutorial for 

almost twenty years or more. The tutorial is a challenging all-day affair, with Danny 

packing in as many students as possible. I know, because I‘ve sat on the faculty panel 

for some of them. There have been some promising proposals over the years, and it‘s 

especially interesting to see how one‘s peers react to them, and how receptive – or not 

– the presenters are. 

 

The Tutorial takes place the day before the EIBA sessions start, and like the meetings 

themselves, the way they are organized by the national hosts reflects the culture of the 

country where they take place. I remember one very early, black, and bitter cold 

Sunday in Reading. The Tutorial was held in an unheated building at the university. 

We huddled together, hats on heads, hands in pockets, the first presenter standing 

apart from the group like a penguin on the outer ring. Danny had sent out scouts and 

one of them returned with a tiny portable heater. Alas, there was but one electrical 

outlet in the room and the overhead projector was plugged into it. Danny, 

Saint Nicholas visits the participants of the EIBA Doctoral Tutorial in Stuttgart (1997) 
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unflappable, and exhibiting a wonderful sense of balance, set a three-transparency 

limit and himself manned the two crucial pieces of equipment. 

 

Of course, nothing of this order would happen a few years later in beautiful Urbino! 

The Tutorial was in the recently restored Ducal Palace. Did anyone think of that cold 

Sunday in Reading as we made our way up a sweeping stairway? I didn‘t, until we 

entered a breathtaking beautiful room, its walls fully covered with Renaissance 

frescoes, and not a blank space anywhere to project transparencies. 

 

  

Karaoke in Taipei 
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The birth of International Business 
 

by Jack Behrman 

University of North Carolina, USA 

 

Welcome to the ranks of the Emeriti in International Business.  Though you arrived 

on the IB scene after some of us who were in at the beginning, you were an early IB 

scholar in Europe and contributed incisively and widely to research and teaching on 

the Continent. Your work was well received outside of Europe also, as many others 

will attest. 

 

You are remembered not only as a scholar but also as a personality that one liked to 

be with--though the rumour has it that it was better to be with you at your academic 

office than to travel with--a "pleasure" I did not have. 

 

My best wishes for continued contributions to the field you have loved--as you 

showed in our panel session on the "birth" of our discipline at the AIB 2004 Meeting 

in Stockholm. 

 

 

AIB Fellows, Stockholm (2004) 
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The Indonesian connection 
 

by Faisal Afiff 

University of Paramadina, Bandung, Indonesia 

 

I knew Danny when he was a President of the Institute of Development Policy and 

Management of the University of Antwerp and also when he was a guest professor in 

several universities in Indonesia. 

 

With his competency on International Management and Development and his 

excellent research findings on those subjects, I, as an Indonesian Coordinator of the 

Cooperation Project,  have gained an enormous valuable knowledge from him 

through several intensive discussions, correspondences and even spent some times to 

visit important places in Indonesia. From my acquaintance with him, I found that 

Prof. Dr. Daniel Van Den Bulcke is a brilliant, decisive, and direct to the point 

person who also has a strong character, extroverted personality, and has prominent 

charismatic masculinity. 

 

Above and beyond, I must say that he is my extraordinary guru who will always be in 

my mind, and is an unforgettable kind-hearted comrade. 

 

So, Danny, please know that you are always welcome to our country, especially at the 

University of Paramadina, and, of course, in our big family as well.  
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Sterling 
 

by Filip De Beule 

University of Antwerp 

 

 

Danny and I met for the first time in 1993, when I started working for him as a 

research assistant. Over the years, I‘ve had the pleasure of travelling with  

Danny on many occasions. Danny has been an excellent travel companion, not only 

because interesting things happen when he is around but also because he can talk at 

length about all the journeys he has undertaken and places he has visited. Luckily my 

good luck seems to outweigh his bad luck. Besides, I think it has more to do with 

Danny‘s adventurous nature than with any real misfortune.  

 

One of the first trips we undertook was to England visiting Levi Strauss UK in 

Northampton, together with the Brussels-based European tax manager. She described 

Danny as being sterling, not really referring to his hair but to his character. Although I 

didn‘t know Danny all that well back then, he has never proven her wrong in the 

future. 

 

The shortest route from Heathrow would be to take the M1 straight to Northampton. 

Danny thought it would be fun to take the scenic route via Oxford, and it was. I ended 

up punting on the Cherwell, or at least trying to, while Danny was taking pictures of 

my effort, with the university buildings in the background. We also got caught up in 
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one of the worst traffic jams you can imagine at the end of the F1 race at Silverstone. 

Damon Hill had taken pole position and took home the victory in front of his home 

capacity crowd ahead of Michael Schumacher, resulting in an elated and very chaotic 

crowd getaway. Schumacher eventually took the 1994 championship –which was 

marred by the death of Ayrton Senna- with a 1 point lead over Damon Hill. 

 

On our way back from Northampton, we again decided to go through Oxford because 

Danny was going to stay on a day or two to visit some old and new friends. He 

invited us for drinks, and all I can remember is dropping off our rental car and being 

told that we were too late to check in at the special check-in counter at the rental 

agency. I have never had to run so fast to catch a flight in my life. 

 

Another memorable trip was the one to China, where Danny was awarded the Shaanxi 

provincial and also national friendship award because of his efforts to promote the 

development of China. 

 

Although I‘m not quite sure why Danny loves China so much, I guess it is a mixture 

of history, food, amazement, and the chance to make a difference. Perhaps it also has 

to do with Chinese astrology. As Danny was born in February of 1939, he is –in 

Chinese astrology- a tiger. It was one of those odd years with 13 months, enabling 

Danny to become a tiger. 

 

Tigers seek out adventure, they love the centre of attention, and they also 

possess a great sense of humour, like people, involvement, and dedication to 

humanitarian causes. 

 

Ideal Jobs include:  

 

- Entrepreneur: I think that Danny‘s career has proven him an excellent 

entrepreneur in both research and education. 

- Politician: Although Danny never took up a political function, he has always 

been a great statesman. 

- Writer: I have always admired Danny‘s pen, which I will never be able to 

match. 

- Poet: Danny, I always loved your word games on your many, many 

postcards. 

- Designer: You should look the way he decorates his offices.  

- Athlete: Danny prides himself on the fact that he made headlines in the 

newspaper once, when he starred as a so-called ringer in a cricket match, 

swinging the bat –he still has- with much panache. 

- Trade union leader: Although he was never a trade union leader, Danny has 

always had a keen interest in the role and impact of trade unions, such as the 

European Works Council. 
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- Explorer: I think it would be easier to list the countries where Danny hasn‘t 

travelled to. 

- Company director: Danny feels at ease in board rooms, as well as class 

rooms. 

- Stunt person: When Danny was in Macao at the Institute for European 

Studies, he made a trip to Zhuhai –one of China‘s first Special Economic 

Zones-, to witness the Chinese economic miracle first hand. When driving to 

the airport, he tried to explain to the taxi driver where to go. The taxi driver 

thought that Danny wanted to fly to the airport and ended up driving too fast 

on a rain-soaked road, and managed to drive his car into the ditch in a 

Hollywood-style accident. Danny managed to get out of the horrendous 

accident, almost unscathed. When asked if he wanted to be taken to the 

hospital, he insisted on getting to the airport to catch his flight. You can only 

imagine the look on the faces of the flight attendants when a muddy 

passenger arrived in the nick of time with a police escort. 

 

- Teacher: I rest my case! 
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Anyways –getting back to our memorable trip to China-, we started out in Xi‘an 

where he was given his first honorary award, in recognition of his efforts to develop 

new programs, faculty, and upgrade the local Finance and Trade Institute to 

University status. On our adventurous trip to Beijing through Shaanbei (North of 

Shaanxi province) and Inner Mongolia, we visited the place where Mao had his 

headquarters for some time. Danny really played the part. 

 

 

 

On our way to Inner Mongolia, we drove hours on end on some of the worst roads 

imaginable while new roads were being constructed through some of the most remote 

places and roughest terrains. As Danny had just received the prestigious provincial 

friendship award, we ended up dining with local dignitaries. Unfortunately Danny had 

left most of his luggage behind, and I ended up lending him a pair of pants for the 

occasion. The hotel where we were staying didn‘t have any (hot) water and we had to 

wash up with some buckets of water the helpful staff had supplied us with.  

 

Danny didn‘t mind as he doesn‘t really care for too much luxury. He was even so 

generous as to give the suite, which had been reserved for him, to his long-time 

secretary Patricia. We all joined her in checking out the enormous fully-equipped 

room. Unfortunately for her, the bathroom was not up to expectations as it turned out 

to be an old-style Chinese bathroom with no Western amenities. Luckily Danny had 

switched rooms, or he could have blamed it on his bad luck! 

From Mao to the Market : All in a days work 
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Inner Mongolia itself was one of the best places I ever visited. Coming from Belgium, 

-one of the few places on earth you can observe from outer space at night because of 

the light pollution-, I have never seen so many stars before in my life. We stayed in 

yurts, enjoyed long walks through the tundra and went horseback riding. Danny never 

flinched one bit, all the while taking pictures. 

 

Danny, 

 

I hope to have many more enjoyable and memorable trips together in the future. 

 

 

Entering a yurt in Inner Mongolia with the ubiquitous camera bag (2000) 
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AIB Fellow 
 

by Vern Terpstra 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 

USA 

 

 

We've had many pleasant experiences 

with Danny over the years through 

AIB. This was because we were both 

Fellows of the AIB. It was also 

enriched because we had other things 

in common. I was from a Dutch-

American background (with a Frisian 

name) and my wife and I spent 18 

months in Belgium in 1951-1952 

including 9 months in Antwerp where 

my wife studied tropical medicine. She ran a hospital in the Congo till 1961 and I 

started a Normal School for training Congolese teachers. 

 

We had many good conversations with Danny at the AIB meetings about our 

common interests and Danny always was very thoughtful in sending us pictures of 

our get-togethers. It is great to have friends and colleagues like that. 

With Lode Berlage on mission in Rwanda 
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“Have a nice career” 
 

by Bruce Kogut  

Columbia University, New York, USA 

 

 

My memory of Danny is 

from the first time we met. 

It was at an EIBA 

conference, in Oslo if my 

memory serves me 

correctly. I was very early 

in my career and very 

earnest, but there was little 

to show for all the 

enthusiasm. I gave a paper, 

and asked some questions, 

during the course of the 

conference. Danny was 

always smiling, listening. 

He came up to me near the 

end and said, I think you 

will have a good career, or 

something to that effect. As 

I had never heard this said 

to me so directly before, 

and as I discovered how 

happy I was to learn that I 

would have a career and 

even a good one, he made a 

tremendous impression on 

me. 

 

 

Danny has never proven my hunch wrong in the future. He is a builder of happy and 

thriving research communities and his instruments and materials are no more than 

great intelligence and a broad smile... and of course a camera too. 

 

My best wishes to him. 
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Once upon a time in a Finnish sauna 
 

by Peter Walters 

Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong 

 

 

I have many good memories of trips with Danny. One that stands out was spending 

time with him, and other colleagues like the late Roland Schuit, in a very hot Finnish 

sauna at an EIBA conference held many years ago in Helsinki. Apart from getting 

very hot, we also enjoyed some strong drink to help us relax. Periodically we would 

all emerge from the sauna, led by a naked Danny, to jump into the freezing snow. 

This had the benefits of cooling us down and sobering us up at the same time. 

Although Danny will probably claim that this escapade was instigated by one of our 

Finnish colleagues, I am sure that Danny was the "ringleader.‖ 

  

My best wishes to you, Danny. 

 

  

 

 

Enjoying a drink in Inner Mongolia 
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Danny, the photographer 
 

by Alan M. Rugman 

University of Indiana, Bloomington, USA 

 

At international conferences, especially at EIBA and AIB, Danny is memorable for 

his wonderful pictures. I have a library of marvellous memories entirely due to the 

photos that Danny has sent to me over the last 25 years from these conferences. 

 

One of the most memorable is from our visit to Taipei, Taiwan in November, 1995. 

Danny‘s insightful skills as a photographer left me with several close-ups of Chinese 

people and customs that provide much better information about Chinese culture than 

entire books on the subject. 

 

On another occasion in 1990 Danny visited me at the University of Toronto, where he 

had studied for his Master‘s degree. We went for lunch at Massey College. Danny 

took the best pictures of the college dining room, grounds and fellows, that I have 

ever seen. 

 

Danny would probably have made more money as a professional photographer than 

as a professor. If Danny is looking for a new job after his retirement as a professor, I 

would like to appoint Danny as the official photographer of AIB. However, fees will 

continue at their current level. 

Massey Hall, University of Toronto 
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Danny, the role model 
 

by John Stopford 

London Business School, UK 

 

 

It really is very hard to think of Danny in retirement. His energy is that of a young 

colt. I am looking forward to seeing him at EIBA and AIB conferences and, no doubt, 

being photographed for my pains. 

 

Danny is memorable as a photographer, energizer of meetings, witty and wise panel 

member at conferences, encouraging coach to the younger colleagues, a generous 

mentor. Above all, Danny's career-long passion for management education shines 

through all he does. He is the epitome of the scholar, equally at home in the classroom 

and in the boardroom. His general good humour - I have never seen him downhearted 

- and his interest in others makes him the friendly centre of attention at many large 

gatherings. 

 

Long may he continue as a role model for internationally capable faculty. 

 

Blending in with the locals!? 
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Beer in Manila 
 

by Gerrit Janssens 

Hasselt University, Belgium 

 

 

Once upon a time, I spent some time with Danny in the Philippines. He and his 

colleague, Ludo Cuyvers, from the State University of Antwerp (RUCA) ran a project 

at the Ateneo de Manila University. Under the main objective ‗Internationalisation of 

the curriculum of Ateneo de Manila University‘, their aim was to upgrade the 

curriculum at the faculty of Business Administration, especially towards 

internationals business, e.g. by bringing in visiting faculty members from the Flemish 

universities for short-term teaching assignments. In March 1993, I was lecturing the 

course of International Logistics on location. 

 

The overlapping period with Danny in Quezon City, where the Ateneo de Manila 

University is located, was only a matter of a few days. But, as it was my first time in 

the Philippines, there is some greater story attached to this academic visit. 

 

My wife Andrea had joined me before the start of my classes to tour around Luzon 

Island and to get a bit of flavour of the Philippine style of living. A welcome to 

Manila airport was translated into a power failure (the famous black-outs or brown-

outs) of the luggage conveyor belts, but this was only the first one in a long series. 
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The trip went to Baguio and had its stop in San Fernando at the seaside. San Fernando 

offered beautiful seafood, which afterwards did not seem so fresh at all.  

 

During the day-trip from San Fernando back to Manila, the rented car showed 

temperatures, which definitely seemed too high, even for a tropical environment. 

Finally the car cracked down on the day-and-night overcrowded EDSA-ring road, a 

few hundred meters from the Holiday Inn hotel in Makati. Can you guess the many 

question marks on the face of a taxi driver when we asked him to drive only 300 

meters to the hotel and, on top, take our luggage out of the trunk of our own car! In 

the hotel, during dinner, not the car, but we cracked down. The ‗somewhat less than 

fresh‘ San Fernando seafood sent us by express mail to our room before we could 

finish the dinner, which we had ordered; and a doctor needed to be called in. One 

night later, the cracked-down visitors managed to bring back the cracked-down car. 

 

Believe it or not, but from then on nothing went wrong. After I left Andrea at the 

airport without pesos, to return home, I felt ready for the job. One night, Danny and I 

shared the comfortable campus apartment for visiting faculty members. In one of the 

late night stories he told, he managed again to get mixed up in a wedding ceremony in 

a church in Manila taking a lot of pictures, which he promised to sort, organise and 

classify when the time of retirement had come. A more-than-a-decade-old promise … 

 

A final detail: when, after a miserable trip, we arrived at the apartment and Danny 

offered me, right from the fridge, a cool beer, it turned out to be a root beer, not a real 

beer. Too bad for a beer-liking Belgian in Manila. 

 

Keeping this nice meeting in memory, I wish you the best. 
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Stonehenge for ever 
 

by Carla Millar 

University of Twente, Netherlands 

 

 

Danny is wonderful, human, approachable, a scholar, teacher, administrator, the real 

professor. He is a friend for life, and the perfect integrator of AIB, AIB UK and 

EIBA. Where others seem to see or create divides, Danny is there and integrates - 

with a smile, an obvious seniority, some decisive words in the right ears at the right 

time. And then he manages to capture the beauty spots with his ever-present camera. 

 

I first met Danny some 20-25 years ago, at AIB-UK; at a time when Michael Brooks 

ran AIB UK as a club - and Danny was very much part of the club. We once travelled 

back to London by car, after an AIB Conference. We travelled through picturesque 

Wiltshire recollecting history and art; we saw one of the eight white horses still 

visible in Wiltshire as chalk hill carvings - the Cherhill one - magnificent and 

probably some 300 years old. 

 

Then we stopped at Stonehenge and were dismayed at the poor quality of the parking 

and general tourist facilities. We walked around the site and could not fail to be 

impressed by the over 5000 years old stones. Whatever drew people there over the 

centuries or why so many people struggled over thousands of years to build the 

monument I do not know - but whenever I pass or read or come across Stonehenge, it 

reminds me of that journey with Danny. We learnt about the dear antlers, the blue 

stone and the sandstone phases, and I bought some T-shirts for my sons. It was a 

beautiful day - much captured by Danny's pictures. 

 

We met dozens more times, in Britain, the US, Turkey, Israel, so many places on the 

Continent: it is always a pleasure and so wonderfully familiar to see this charming 

white haired man. 

 

Hopefully he'll have more time now to travel for pleasure, and hopefully our paths 

will continue to cross. 

 

Thank you Danny, for all you have given me. 
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Danny, the Statesman 
 

by Bernard Yeung 

New York University, USA 

 

 

Danny is one of the most admired statesmen in our field.   

 

Travelling? It is absolutely amazing that at his age, he walks and takes pictures like a 

youngster. I wish I had his enthusiasm for exploration. I admire him. 

 

  

EIBA Doctoral Tutorial Faculty, Manchester (1999) 
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Sleepless in Banff 
 

by Torben Pedersen and Bent Petersen 

Copenhagen Business School, Denmark 

 

 

Travelling with Danny is indeed a pleasant experience. As we all know, Danny is an 

entertaining character and you always feel relaxed and comfortable in his company. 

 

What fewer perhaps know is that Danny is not a very well organized person when it 

comes to international travelling. This may come as a surprise to some (at least it did 

to us) since the administrative and organizing skills of Danny are undisputed in terms 

of international conferences and IB associations. In that respect, both AIB and EIBA 

have benefited a lot over many years. 

 

The conclusion that Danny is an extremely unorganised international traveller – 

despite the fact that he travels a lot more than most of us – is extracted from a number 

of incidents that all evolved over a three day period in September of 1996. At that 

time the annual AIB conference took place in Banff, Alberta, Canada. To be precise, 

the first encounter was in the international airport of Frankfurt where we met Danny. 

Like us, Danny was in transfer in the airport and we met him in a long queue at the 

check-in desk of Air Canada. While waiting in line we were chatting about various 

things including international travelling. Danny confided to us his strong dependency 

on his secretary back home in terms of flight and hotel booking. He also told us that 

because he had been in such a hurry this time there had been no time for asking his 

secretary about which hotel she had booked for him at the conference. But optimistic 

as always Danny trusted that he would find out when getting there. 

 

We boarded the flight to Calgary, Canada, together with Danny. Our final destination, 

Banff, was located about 60 miles from Calgary in a nature reserve in the Rocky 

Mountains. Danny‘s secretary had arranged that a rental car would be ready in 

Calgary airport that could bring him the last miles to the conference town. However, 

the Hertz car turned out to be with automatic gears, and Danny suddenly remembered 

having difficulties with automatic cars. Since Danny had generously invited us to 

drive with him, one of us took the driver‘s seat. In fact, Danny kindly invited us to 

drive with him several times before and during the conference - continually trying to 

escape driving the car he had rented. 

 

After having headed south for a while we found the right direction of Banff and had a 

pleasant drive through the magnificent scenery of the Rocky Mountains. The 

conference hotel was luxurious and the location spectacular, but despite Danny‘s 

optimistic expectations there was no room booking in the name of Mr. Van Den 

Bulcke. In this situation it was our turn to be generous. We invited Danny to take over 
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one of our double rooms and shared the other. After all, we were the junior scholars, 

whereas Danny was a distinguished professor and moreover, sort of an IB celebrity. 

 

The Danish delegation (Bent Petersen, Steen Thomsen and Torben Pedersen) in Banff hiding 

the Ford Mercury with the complicated automatic gear. 

 

As it turned out neither of us, junior scholars got much sleep that night. One of us was 

always awake from either jetlag or the other‘s snoring. The next day Danny did not 

reveal any intentions of giving up his room, and as a consequence one of us went to 

the reception to ask if it was possible to get a room – any room! There was actually 

one vacant room: in the basement of the hotel and neighbouring a rather noisy oil-

fired central heating system. But at least this room solved one half of our sleeping 

problem. 

 

On several occasions during that AIB conference Danny praised his room and 

thanked us for our grandiosity. Actually, he did that at several other conferences in 

the following years. Even better, Danny included the incident in his arsenal of good 

stories – which in itself more than compensates a few sleepless nights… 
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Guardian angel 
 

by John Dunning 

University of Reading, UK 

 

 

Of all the guardian angels, he (or maybe it‘s a she!) who looks after Danny must 

surely be one of the most hardworking and intrepid of workers. For whatever 

happening, accident or misadventure that befalls him (or he causes to befall!) Danny 

seems to come out of it (or them) relatively unscathed and smiling. Mind you, I 

sometimes think he creates his own disaster scenarios, simply because he loves to 

regale his friends and colleagues with yet more stories from his travel repertoire! 

Whether it be missing or delayed luggage, mislaid films, stolen cameras, unavailable 

or wrongly booked hotel rooms, motor car breakdowns, getting lost in some 

unfamiliar surroundings, succumbing to a rare foreign bug, being swindled on a 

purchase of some unique objet d‘art, late or rescheduled planes (I‘m still waiting for 

the occasion when on a trip from Shanghai to Brussels, Danny‘s plane gets high-

jacked by a love sick Argentinean, and diverted to Buenos Aires!) – you name it, 

Danny has encountered it! He really should produce, and be the key star in, a TV 

program entitled ‗Pitfalls of a Seasoned Traveller‘ (subtitled ‗I know, I‘ve done it!‘. 

He would certainly give Michael Palin, the inveterate traveller and broadcaster, 

whose exploits are regularly filmed by the BBC a run for his money! 

 

I have (mercifully!) been spared from being personally involved in most of Danny‘s 

escapades and mishaps, but whenever (and wherever) we meet I ask ‗What now 

Danny?‘, and am immediately recounted with the latest tale of woe (why, I wonder, 

does Danny never have any good news to tell me – has he never been upgraded from 

economy to first on one of his several Chinese airline trips, or (like me once!) 

surrounded on the same plane by the contestants of a Miss World contest)? So much 

so, that rumour (not entirely unfounded) has got around that I will not travel with 

Danny in the same plane or car! A propos the latter, I well remember that, 

immediately after an EIBA Conference at Antwerp some years ago I had to fly from 

Brussels to Johannesburg and then on to Maseru in Lesotho. Danny generously 

offered to drive me to the airport (Danny does have a great heart!), and as time was 

short, I gladly accepted. From the start of our journey, the engine to Danny‘s car 

sounded as if it had acute respiratory problems, and as we drove along, they got even 

worse. Eventually we ground to a halt with steam coming out of the bonnet. Danny‘s 

memory of what happened then may be better than mine, but, after some emergency 

first aid (which I think involved bits of string and/or handkerchiefs) we arrived at the 

airport just in the nick of time for me to catch my flight. What then happened to 

Danny and his car, I don‘t know, and, at the time, I can‘t say I really cared! 
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Yet, in looking back, I wonder if this particular travelling jinx was entirely specific to 

Danny. For a couple of years later, I was travelling on a bus to a conference centre 

about 20 miles outside Mexico City. About halfway on the journey, billows of smoke 

from the engine at the back of the bus gradually began to envelop the interior of the 

vehicle. Shouts and exclamations from the passengers eventually alerted the driver 

who seemed completely oblivious of what was going on. He reluctantly stopped the 

bus and we all piled out, and stood by the (busy) roadside in the scorching heat for 1 

hour before a replacement vehicle arrived. Meanwhile, the offending smoke had been 

obliterated by a very old, but surprisingly effective fire extinguisher. 

 

So, perhaps, Danny‘s travel misadventures, or at least some of them, are not unique to 

him after all. At the same time, I very much doubt if any of us could match the varied 

and unusual salad bowl of mishaps, botch-ups and predicaments that must be his 

particular ownership specific (dis?)advantage. But, bless you Danny, long may you 

keep us entertained by your stories, and may your guardian angel continue his (or her) 

sterling work in keeping such a good friend and convivial colleague safe, sound and 

in good health. 

 

 

  

John Dunning is awarded the degree of Doctor Honoris Causa from the University of Antwerp 
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Shining white knight 
 

by Peter Buckley 

University of Leeds, UK 

 

 

I may be absolutely unique but I regret to report that I cannot recall any instances of 

travel with Danny going wrong!    Indeed, I can think of instances of travelling with 

other people that have been far more traumatic than with Danny.   On the other hand, 

there are a number of occasions when Danny has actually come to my assistance as 

for instance when I arrived at the AIB World meeting in Korea having been diverted 

via Japan and losing my luggage (a frequent occurrence – except when I am with 

Danny). I was informed on arrival that AIB Fellows were hosting tables in half an 

hour‘s time. Danny came to my aid by lending me a jacket (which fitted perfectly) 

and a rather nice tie, so maybe my Danny stories are unique in that he proved to be a 

shining white knight rather than a bogey man! 

 

Although knights do not run around with cameras, I have to say that in Henley-on-

Thames in 2007 -at John Dunning‘s 80
th
 birthday party-, Danny took the best picture 

ever of my wife Ann. 

 

 

  

Danny and Peter enjoying a drink at the Ice Bar in Stockholm. 
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Mister EIBA 
 

by Marjan Svetličič 

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia 

 

 

―When are you going to organize EIBA conference in Slovenia?‖ That was the 

question addressed to me by Danny immediately after I was introduced to him at my 

first EIBA conference in Reading more than a decade ago.  I remember it very well 

since it happened during the first evening reception when I was meeting so many new 

people, many ―big names‖ I knew only from reading articles and books. Of course 

that made an impression to me.  It put something to think about for the next decade or 

so because Danny kept repeating the question at every next EIBA conference in a 

pleasant, humorous, but nonetheless, relentless way. 

 

I don't remember my answer to his question, but it must have been something like: 

sometimes may be but, o no, not so soon, this is my first conference, I have to get 

some experience first, it is a too big a gift for me at this point, we have to organize 

ourselves in Slovenia first. But Danny didn't give in, in his charming and humorous 

way. He insisted saying that he knew Slovenia, that it was a nice country and that it 

would be nice to bring EIBA to a country in transition. ―Think about it and we'll be in 

touch‖ he insisted and smiled. And he left to talk to somebody else, maybe to 

convince him to organize EIBA conference or take some other responsibilities in 

EIBA.  

 

In spite of all those novelties, celebrities whom I met for the first time at my first 

EIBA conference I remembered Danny easily because of that question and his direct, 

friendly approach. The approach that did not differentiate big and small, known and 

unknown, young or old, those from the West or from the East, the North or the South. 

For him all participants were equal and above all potential candidates for an annual 

conference.  

 

Other people talk during such reception about theories, new insights, about other 

conferences and places they visited, some can even forget about their every day 

research and talk sports or politics. But not Danny, he is so committed to EIBA 

irrespective of his formal function that he is all the time thinking how to improve it, 

how to enlarge the membership, how to bring new members to it. And he is able to do 

it in such a nice way that you feel somehow obliged to do more yourself, obliged to 

organize a conference for instance. Particularly since that question was a permanent 

one during any subsequent EIBA conference I participated. It was his insistence and 

friendly persuasion, which has brought EIBA to Slovenia more than anything else. 
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As history has shown, I succeeded to resist to this challenge for a long time but, as 

usual, he finally succeeded. Some years ago, almost a decade after we first talked 

about it I gave in. Prospective membership in the EU, in which I was convinced of 

when I said yes, made a nice opportunity for an EIBA conference in a brand new EU 

member state. That is why we had our meeting in Ljubljana, Slovenia, in 2004. It is 

all thanks to Danny‘s dedication, persistence as well as his good sense of humour. 

 

If you want me to remember something scientific about Reading conference I am in 

trouble. I don‘t remember about research questions, about new insights at that 

conference. May be there were too many for my first EIBA. But it means that you 

remember things also by how they are articulated, who is saying them and not only 

because of its contents. I do remember however that we got lost when drivers were 

taking us to a gala dinner in an old castle. We were doing some ―sightseeing,‖ I 

believe in Sussex. There were obviously too many castles there. When we arrived to 

the right one, good food and drinks made us easily forget our unexpected 

―sightseeing.‖ 

 

Not all professors of international business are so good in cross cultural 

communications and negotiations. Danny is practicing them all the time, not only 

from books but also from his character, from his dedication to EIBA that really is 

more a family to him than an association of professionals of international business. 

And, as we all know theoretically, persuasion is more effective when it comes from 

your own experience, from your own heart, if you really believe in what you say. And 

Danny believes in EIBA, in friendship. 

 

So Danny, what can I say at the end? Thank you for a very friendly and persuasive 

introduction to EIBA! And thanks to a Greek goddess Athena who granted us with 

scientists. Some of them were chosen to have a sense of humour, like Danny. I think 

they are lucky as there are not many of them and everybody loves them. 

 

See you there and good luck in persuading next EIBA conference organizers. 
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Time isn‟t quite money for everyone! 
 

by P.L. Beena 

Centre for Development Studies, Trivandrum, Kerala, India 

 

I had an endearing experience with Prof. Danny a couple of years back. I met him 

only once in Bombay where he had come to participate/organize the conference of 

Academy of International Business. I found him a very down to earth and energetic 

professor ever ready to fight for a just cause. He helped me to fight for getting 

authorship for my substantial contribution to a research work done in India.  

 

I happened to work in a team in India for the project sponsored from abroad. But I 

was having no clue about the progress of the project as I had to move out of the city 

to take up another job. However, I was desperate to see the outcome of the project 

work through my boss in India but I was kept in the dark, although I had been 

informed in black and white that I would have ‗legitimate ownership on all products 

that emerge out of this study‘. That was the time I happened to meet Prof. Danny in 

Bombay and I generally shared with Prof. Danny the problems faced by most young 

scholars, over the dining table. I shared with him that it was the second time that I 

faced such a bad experience. He listened to me very carefully and told me that he 

knows the concerned person who had subcontracted that particular project in which I 

was one of the leading team members. He also promised to help me out, if required.  

 

Soon after that, I happened to see a paper based on our teamwork jointly authored 

with our team members wherein my name was excluded. Seeing this, I was very upset 

and did not know how to react. And it occurred to me that I could take help from Prof. 

Danny in this regard and I wrote to him. The major contribution from his part was 

that he put me in touch with the concerned person who had subcontracted the work to 

India. Prof. Danny was the mediator in our e-mail exchanges and he gave me 

confidence to reveal my problems openly to the concerned scholars in India. Finally 

the concerned scholars in India and abroad discussed the issue and incorporated my 

name as one of the authors and also sent me a copy of the paper officially.  

 

This was a great help by Prof. Danny as it matters a lot especially for young scholars 

like me who are on the lower rungs of the academic hierarchy. Subsequently, the 

authorship of these papers was also helpful in getting me confirmed in my present 

job. I was really impressed at the manner in which Prof. Danny had gone out of his 

way and spent his time and energy in helping out someone he had met for the first 

time, without ever pausing to think, ‗What do I get out of it?‘ Going by my 

experience, by no means could Prof. Danny fit into the self-interest-maximising 

homo-economicus under Rational Choice Theory! This grand old papa should be an 

inspiration to the younger generation in an age that increasingly comes to believe that 

‗time is money‘. 
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The best of the best 
 

by Bernie Wolf 

York University, Canada 

 

 

I have known Danny for many, many years, but fortunately my travels with him did 

not have that sense of adventure you spoke about or to put it differently, nothing 

really went wrong. I do remember on a plane over the Tasmanian Sea, selling my 

leftover New Zealand dollars to him and worrying a bit whether the large US dollar 

bill that he had given me was counterfeit. I never thought one moment that Danny 

would try to cheat me, but I wondered whether some shady character had passed it on 

to him. In the end, it was genuine! 

 

I hope in your stories that you emphasize Danny's camera. More than recently, Danny 

did not go anywhere without his camera. He loved to record the events and people for 

posterity. I often waited somewhat impatiently for him to click the shutter, but then 

found myself elated when I received the picture in the post. 

 

Danny is an absolutely wonderful person, with a great sense of humour, a strong 

sense of purpose and a strong sense of fair play. He also has a nose for talent, which 

he has nurtured. Not only has he entertained his colleagues, he has enriched their 

Faculty of the Doctoral Tutorial at the EIBA conference in Jerusalem (1998) 
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lives. In the case of EIBA, from my vantage point as a former member of the 

Executive, he has been the guiding light for decades. For students, especially those 

lucky to feel his guidance in the EIBA doctoral tutorial, he has represented a 

milestone in their careers. Danny is the epitome of what represents the best in our 

profession. I hope that our personal and professional lives continue to intertwine for 

many years to come. 

 

 

Signing ceremony between the Province of Antwerp and Shaanxi, Xi‘an (2001) 
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Canadian roots 
 

by H. Ian Macdonald 

University of York, Canada 

 

 

I am pleased to offer some recollection of a wonderful association for over forty years 

with Danny. My experiences are more serious than humorous, but only last month, I 

enjoyed his startled expression of surprise when we were driving into Ghent and he 

passed a street called "Saint  Daniel". Over many years, he had never noticed it 

before! 

 

I first met Danny when he came to Toronto in the early 1960's, and visited the 

University of Toronto where I was a young Assistant Professor of International 

Economics. He was undertaking a research project on foreign investment and he was 

referred to me as the Canadian academic expert on the evolving European Economic 

Community (in fact, I was the only Canadian economist working on the subject). 

 

We found many interests in common and immediately became fast friends during that 

visit and later, when he and Jose came for a longer sojourn in Toronto. On one of 

those occasions, we went together to hear a famous election speech by the Rt. Hon. 

John Diefenbaker which we still remember and discuss. Some years later, his 

daughter, An, spent some time with our family while studying in Toronto and was 

joined by her sister, Karen, at our Christmas dinner. Two of my travelling daughters 

have also visited the Van Den Bulckes in Wetteren. And so, we have not travelled 

together but we have travelled to each others' homes and countries - journeys which 

have built a much cherished friendship. 

 

I hope this will add another perspective to the picture of "Travelling Danny." 
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Retirement, not really 
 

by Marina Papanastassiou 

Athens University of Economics and Business  

 

 

I guess that my comments are probably common knowledge, but since I served as a 

president of EIBA I had the chance to work with him and experience first hand his 

devotion to EIBA and his commitment to academic excellence. Danny is a true 

academic and his actions are characterised by genuine generosity.  

 

 

Retirement is just symbolic for people like Danny and that is why they truly make a 

difference. 

 

Thank you. 
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Joint Venturing  with VDB 

   
by Sylvain Plasschaert 

University of Antwerp, Belgium 

 

 

With VDB -by which acronym I mean Danny himself and not politicians or even a 

cyclist, who, by their very nature, are celebrities  in Belgium–, I have shared many 

experiences, all of them except one (see below) quite pleasant and friendly (in the real 

sense of the word, i.e. with a friend) over many, many years. Probably because our 

academic lives had much in common. We both were interested and involved in the 

branch of economics that deals with foreign direct investments and with multinational 

enterprises, and which exploded in the early seventies, when we were in the younger 

phase of our career. But he was definitely the Belgian Mr. Multinational, who has 

read all that was readable and written a whole shelf of books and articles on those 

subjects, whereas my own interests were focusing more on fiscal and financial 

aspects. We also have given a great attention to China. VDB started later than I did, 

but has managed to travel more times to China than I ever did. Each of us has 

travelled a fair amount, but he has beaten me on the long-distance tracks by thousands 

of miles. We have been teaching at the same universities – College of Europe in 

Bruges, the UFSIA and the KUL – either as a duopoly or as a successive monopoly -- 

on the above-mentioned subjects. But this would require a really serious report on 

such important topics.  

 

There is another feature, which we share but where I definitely outshine Danny, much 

to my regret. Both of us are notoriously absent-minded, probably because 

unconsciously, we deem that professors are expected to display a deep seated 

aloofness from reality, especially when travelling. We did not even have to boast to 

each other about our respective travel travails to become convinced that, in this 

respect, we represent the proverbial professors, indeed. But again, my absent-

mindedness stood at a higher level than his, but a real feeling of shame refrains me 

from drawing any pride from such feats and to document them in more detail.   

 

We travelled fairly often together. We met for the first time at the American Seminar 

in Salzburg, in the beautiful Schloss Leopoldkron, where we attended a session on – 

you guessed it already – multinational enterprises. We went often together to the 

EIBA annual conferences, to Madrid, Uppsala, London, Helsinki and what have you, 

where bonds of friendship with multi-national scholars were forged. VDB has come 

to exercise high responsibilities in EIBA; in recent years he became what I would 

compare to a CEO in a multinational firm.  

 

We had a memorable long travel to Porto Alegre, not to prepare the protests of anti-

globalists but, on the contrary, to attend a conference on …‖multinational enterprises, 
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with particular reference to Latin America‖. Afterwards, we spent together three days 

in Rio de Janeiro, a beautiful city but one, to which one could apply the saying about 

Naples ( but then in Portuguese ) : ―vedere Rio e poi morire‖. After I had left the 

Copacabana beach to return to Europe, but VDB wanted still to travel two weeks 

more throughout Brazil, he put his feet into the water. When he turned his back, he 

had to realize that his shirt had gone. I still have a lingering suspicion that, perhaps he 

had been too absorbed by what he could see on that famous beach; that in other 

words, he had been again absent minded.   

 

Our friendship has lasted throughout all those years and sticks many pleasant 

reminiscences in our minds. Moreover, several episodes have been duly registered by 

Danny, or rather by his impressively long camera. Whereas I, having lost (rather 

forgotten) mine in Tokyo (but duly returned, because Japanese people have at least 

one virtue, that of honesty) had decided never to take pictures again. Anyhow, 

contrary to Danny, I utterly lacked talents in that plastic art.  

 

We once had a real fight, but only a verbal one. Just a few days ahead of an 

international conference on the Changing Economic Order at RUCA, his home turf, 

Danny asked me to replace him as a speaker. He had overlooked that he had 

committed himself to talk somewhere abroad. I would not have accepted this 

poisoned present, were it not that I fully understood the pains of absentmindedness, 

the more that he assured me that he had already written a sort of first draft, but an  

incomplete one. It was a very rough text, indeed. The only solution for me consisted 

in adding several of my own pet ideas on a few slides. I worked on it until 3 o‘clock 

into the night to present it the next morning. If I had known beforehand…  

 

Afterwards we had to work together towards a final text. I insisted that his name 

would appear first, since the contents were really mainly his inputs. VDB objected. 

The discussion went on and off, but since he was one of the co-editors of the 

conference book, he prevailed and my name was mentioned first, on account of my 

alphabetical precedence. A few months later, I met John Dunning who complimented 

me for having written such a nice paper… So, even our fight resulted in a happy end.  
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Travels with Danny 
 

by John Cantwell 

Rutgers University, Newark, USA 

 

 

Somehow, in Danny's mind at least, I have become associated with his travel to 

islands, and usually quite attractive and exotic islands at that. Yet this is not entirely 

fair. I have met him in numerous other locations and in major cities over the years. 

Even leaving the annual EIBA conferences to one side, the places to which we have 

travelled and met include Bath, Seville (actually, Jerez de la Frontera), Banff, Miami, 

Vienna, Monterey and Stockholm. And this is without mentioning Reading, New 

York, Brussels and, of course, Antwerp. In fact, both Danny and I have rather fond 

memories of the time that he was visiting Reading, perhaps in the early or mid-1980s 

when I was at the start of my career. We went together to a cinema in the University 

(the University of Reading film theatre), although I can't now remember for the life of 

me which film we saw. 

 

The island theme began during the period in which I was due to become EIBA 

President (and like many, if not most of the EIBA presidents of recent times, I suspect 

the suggestion that I might take on this role was initially Danny's). Anyway, in 1989-

92 I coordinated a European research network on MNCs and European economic 

integration, which was supported under the EC's Stimulation Plan for Economic 
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Science. With the EIBA conference that we were due to hold in Reading in 1992 in 

mind, I asked each of our partners to contribute to a book that was to be written in 

1991-92, and then launched at the conference. Danny was one of the partners, and he 

wrote his chapter with Philippe De Lombaerde. I arranged for us all to meet for a 

week in May 1991 on Corsica, where we discussed the first drafts of our chapters. We 

successfully combined business with pleasure. The group that came with us that week 

all became good friends, and we have since had a kind of informal club based on our 

shared recollection of the island. The phrase 'of course' took on a special meaning for 

us! (Of Corse.) 

 

That memory clearly lingered in Danny's thoughts, which perhaps led him to connect 

it to some of our more recent island experiences. In July 2001 we met in the delightful 

island of Macau, to where we had both been invited to address the Academy of World 

Trade Law. In June 2002 we both attended the AIB conference in a wonderful 

location on Puerto Rico, and took in some Caribbean sunshine and swimming. Then, 

more recently still, Danny has visited Mauritius. I did not accompany him on that 

occasion, but I told him about my own previous trip and arranged for him to meet up 

with a student of mine there, who I think gave him some help and advice. Needless to 

say, it is also an island that is much beloved of tourists, and rightly so. During this 

past year I had a minor role in a conference that Grazia Santangelo organised on 

Sicily. Although the timing wasn't convenient for him, this seminar drew Danny's 

attention, perhaps because it fits into the island theme. I believe that he is now keen 

for us to arrange some further event there in which he will be able to participate. After 

all, his professional activities outside Belgium may well attract even more of Danny's 

attention in 'retirement', once he is no longer so constrained by the administrative 

responsibilities that he has so often taken on in Antwerp. 
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AIB in Belgium 
 

by Jean Boddewyn 

Baruch College, New York, USA 

 

When I was inaugurated as AIB President in 1992 in Brussels, it was Danny who had 

secured a home for the AIB Conference after a Spanish venue had been cancelled. I 

thus started my Presidency in my country of origin thanks to him. At the AIB 

Presidential Luncheon, he took excellent care, with the help of his Antwerp 

colleagues and students, of my father who was delighted to be in Belgian company 

with whom he could talk both in Flemish and French. Danny was extremely wise in 

not translating the French menu into English because the main dish at the Presidential 

Luncheon was 'Lapereau' which means ―young rabbit.‖ Image an American audience 

faced with the prospect of eating the rabbit celebrated at Easter! Instead, they must 

have assumed that it was some sort of chicken which tasted delicious in any case. 

 

Danny also advised me wisely when I was looking forward to being selected as Dean 

of the AIB Fellows and, later on, when he co-chaired our main planning committee. 

The AIB Fellows are still counting on his photographing skills to illustrate their 

history to which he has substantially and persistently contributed through good and 

not-so-good health but always in great spirit! 
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A Grand Canyon Adventure 
 

by Robert Grosse 

Thunderbird School of International Management, Glendale, USA 

 

 

We headed out of Phoenix after the AIB meeting in 2001 for a day at the Grand 

Canyon. The three of us drove up the interstate in my van, and despite Danny's efforts 

to add his navigational suggestions; we still arrived at the Grand Canyon with no 

problems. We slept soundly in a couple of cabins in the National Park there. The 

weather was pretty cool in November, and at the Canyon it was about 25 degrees 

Fahrenheit in the morning. Danny began the hike with a few pictures using his 

various cameras. This set the tone for our leisurely and quite photogenic descent into 

the canyon. I have never seen anyone so capable of stepping carefully down a steep, 

rock-strewn, icy and narrow mountain trail while still carrying on a detailed 

conversation about international business theory and stopping to take pictures every 

five minutes. Very impressive. 

 

Danny was a wonderful companion on this trip – and Farok was too, by the way. 

Danny commented that he was getting a little old for pursuing such a major hike – but 

he never slowed down, and he arrived back at the top of the canyon just as tired as the 

other two of us. He had plenty of energy left to beg us to go with him to see the sunset 

over the canyon at an especially beautiful and remote spot, where of course he took a 

dozen pictures, all of which came out better than any of mine. 
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If Danny is retiring as a teacher, I hope that he will continue to be an international 

business enthusiast, and a participant in events like the annual meetings of EIBA and 

AIB. They will help keep him young, although he does seem to be able to do that very 

well all by himself. 

 

Danny, thanks for your great friendship and your perpetual readiness to head out for 

an adventure. 

 

 

 

World Investment Report 
 

by Karl Sauvant 

UNCTAD, Geneva 

 

I'd like to claim Danny as an honorary UNCTAD staff member - or at least as an 

honorary staff member of UNCTAD's Investment Division. Why? Well, since the 

early 1990s, we launched, each year, our World Investment Report in a press 

conference in Brussels. And each year (o.k., there may have been an exception or 

two), Danny launched the Report on our behalf - after having patiently read through 

the entire volume and prepared himself for whatever questions journalists may ask. 

So, in many ways, he was, is and hopefully remains UNCTAD's public face in 

Belgium. And he did that patiently, as a good colleague helping out. I was and am 

very grateful for that.  

 

Thanks for everything. 
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About Danny 
 

by Lynn Amine 

Saint Louis University, USA 

 

 

I first met Danny when he and I and a number of other IB faculty were invited to visit 

Thunderbird as Presidential Fellows during "Winterim 1989." Since that time, Danny 

has not changed at all - either in appearance or in terms of his unfailing friendliness. 

His ready smile and good humour remain the same, making it a pleasure to "bump 

into" Danny at professional conferences all over the world. 

 

Since I first met Danny in Phoenix, our paths have crossed in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Morocco, Denmark and Sweden, mostly in the context of AIB annual 

conference meetings, but also at some other international events. In several instances, 

I was accompanied by my daughter Maria, who grew up believing that all kids go to 

conferences with their professor parents! 

 

In Denmark, Danny took two photos, one of Maria and one of myself, and both 

occupy places in our family portrait gallery. The one of Maria was taken when she 

was still little in 1990. The conference organizers in Gilleleje had taught her to sing 

"Eentsy Beentsy Spider" in Danish. She did not hesitate to regale my husband and 

myself, along with all the conference attendees, with a performance of this song on 

the last night of the First Danish Summer Research Institute. We were very proud 

parents! 

 

At other times, Danny has given me photos of my husband and myself, as well as of 

our AIB friends. Thus, Danny and his camera have been an important part of 

memorable experiences of my family at times in the past. 

 

I know that Danny has travelled abroad much farther afield than I have, and he has 

told me of several instances when he and his camera were separated from each other. 

This seemed to come about either as a result of international travel (lost or delayed 

baggage) or through more unexpected events that only Danny can relate... 

Nevertheless, despite these setbacks, Danny soon re-equipped himself and set about 

recording the wonderful sights and memorable times of his travels around the world. 

 

On a personal note, I hope that Danny's retirement will offer him many new 

opportunities to capture beautiful vistas, historic monuments, and best friends. May 

Danny enjoy a long and happy retirement! His friends will still be thinking about him 

and hoping to see him "pop up" unexpectedly in exotic locations. 

 

With best wishes. 
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Rock solid 
 

by Gabriel Benito 

BI Norwegian School of Management, Oslo, Norway 

 

 

Danny has been a mentor and has provided rock solid support for me on all my roles 

and activities associated with EIBA, for which I am of course extremely grateful. 

 

I do wish him an active and exciting time as Professor Emeritus! 
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The European pioneer of International Business 
 

by Stefan Robock 

Columbia University, New York, USA 

 

I‘ve known Danny Van Den Bulcke for almost two decades as a friend and as a 

photographer at the annual meetings of the Academy of International Business. But I 

didn‘t learn about his pioneering role in establishing international business (IB) 

education in Europe until 2004. 

 

Because of my role in developing IB education at Indiana University from 1960-67, I 

recently prepared a short history of the development of IB education in the U. S. This 

history project encouraged me to arrange a Panel at the 2004 AIB annual meetings on 

the history of IB education in Europe with Danny reporting, in Japan and Asia with 

Noritake Kobayshi reporting and the U.S., with Jack Behrman and me reporting. 

 

Before this panel discussion, I knew something about Noritake‘s experience because I 

was early involved with him, but virtually nothing about Danny‘s pioneering role in 

Europe. To say the least, I was overwhelmed to learn from Danny‘s paper about his 

extensive and valuable contributions in Europe – and elsewhere as an avid traveller. 

The most interesting (and sad) part of his story, however, was that we should have, 

and almost did meet professionally, some 40 years ago. When Professor Vlerick, who 

had a strong relationship with Indiana University, offered Danny a fellowship to study 

a year at IU in 1965-66, where I was directing the IU program in IB education, Danny 
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refused to sign a contract that he would remain for 3 years at Ghent University after 

his return and went instead to the University of Toronto on a scholarship of the 

Canada Council. 

 

And the rest is, as they say, history! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
EIBA interim board meeting at Fribourg, Switzerland (2006) 
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Grand Company 
 

by Farok Contractor 

Rutgers University, Newark, USA 

 

 

In October or November 2000 at the Academy of International Business meeting, 

Danny, Robert Gross and I went hiking down towards the bottom of the Grand 

Canyon. I fully expected Danny, white beard and all, to flag behind, but he cheerfully 

trudged along, recounting interesting stories, showing no signs of fatigue. True, he 

and I did not emulate Carl Fey who ran past us like a mad professor, clothes flapping 

in the wind, expecting to reach the Colorado River at the bottom, or our host Robert 

Grosse who achieved that objective in a more dignified gait.  

 

At about 2 or 3 in the afternoon, Danny and I had reached a point perhaps no more 

than 200 to 300 meters vertically from the bottom, when we decided it would be 

prudent to return to the top, as only a few hours of light remained. On the climb up, 

Danny was as agile as a person 20 years younger and we made it back earlier than 

sunset. 

  

It was a great trip, with charming company. 
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With Danny through the desert 
 

by Christian Bellak 

Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration, Austria 

 

 

Have you ever thought of how to get hold of Danny during a conference? I guess 

most of you tried to talk to Danny for more than, say, five minutes without being 

disturbed. I also guess that most of you have failed. So what, do you think, are the 

conditions to talk to Danny in a relaxed way without the danger of escape, even 

during a large, international conference? 

 

I can tell you that the best opportunity for me arose during a bus trip with Danny. In 

1999, the International Trade and Finance Association (IT&FA) held its annual 

meeting in Casablanca (Morocco) during May 26th – 29th. The general theme was 

―Globalization in the 21st Century‖. 

 

As part of the social events, we went to Marakesh, one of Morocco's most important 

cultural centres, Marakesh is a lively former capital famed for its markets and 

festivals. Its wildly beating heart is the Place Djemaa el-Fna, a huge square in the old 

city. Jugglers, storytellers, snake charmers, magicians, acrobats and assorted benign 

lunatics take over the rest of the space. The souqs (markets) here are among the best 

in Morocco. Among the many attractions of the ancient quarter is the rare Almoravid-

style Koubba Ba'adiyn mosque annex, the magnificent Koutoubia mosque and the 

Palais Dar Si Said (Museum of Moroccan Arts). We also visited a large water basin, 

said to be very old. (By the way, I think it was John Dunning who mentioned ―A long 

way to go to see a swimming pool‖, which I find actually a good description of what 

we saw there…).  

 

During the trip through the desert Danny and I had a long chat, sitting in the front 

seats on the upper level of the bus. No one disturbed us and no sights in the 

surroundings distracted us. When we got out of the bus at the swimming pool (see 

above), I felt very happy and I had learned a lot about Danny‘s career, about the 

institutional setting in the Field of International Business, life in Brussels, China etc.  

After dinner Danny took several photos of me, doing belly-dancing with some 

beautiful Moroccan women. Very unfortunately, those photos have disappeared, so 

that I am not able to present them here. 

 

One last thought: In some way, research does not differ from other professions like 

e.g., carpentry, plumber, and electrician. This concerns learning from older and thus 

more experienced generations. Thank you very much, Danny, for your encouraging 

and non-hierarchical way of dealing with young researchers. 
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PART FOUR ADDITIONAL REFLECTIONS AT 

SEVENTY 
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Building cross-systemic bridges with Danny in a divided 

Europe 
 

by Jerzy Cieslik 

Leon Kozminski Academy, Warsaw, Poland 

 

 

I met Danny for the first time in the mid-1980s at the international conference in 

Paris, discussing the role of multinational enterprises in developing countries, the area 

which at that time was our joint academic interest.  Following that in 1986, Danny 

invited me to lecture at the postgraduate program for international students at the 

Institute of Development Policy and Management at the University of Antwerp. This 

was my first experience in teaching abroad so I came well prepared. However, after 

making initial comments and throwing few jokes, I realized that my contact with the 

audience was rather weak, if existent at all. Then a young student stood up and said 

with a very heavy French accent ―Sorry Professor we are the French-speaking group, 

we do not understand English‖. There was a moment of panic but later with some 10 

French words and lot of gesticulation (it is my habit anyway) I managed to go through 

the 1.5 hour lecture. Interestingly, upon returning home I got a postcard from the 

Togolese student saying that she was very impressed by my lecture and wanted me to 

become supervisor of her PhD thesis! 

 

Thanks to another invitation from Danny and financial support from his Institute it 

was possible for me to attend my first EIBA conference in Antwerp in 1987. I do not 
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remember its scientific program but I do remember a very particular ―cultural shock‖ 

experienced there. The farewell dinner was held at the historic building in Antwerp 

owned by the Bank of Paribas. After all speeches the chandelier lights went off and 

the special lighting was flashed on the paintings hanging on all walls. Then we 

immediately realized that these were original Tiziano, Rubens and Rembrandt 

paintings and, due to special lighting effects, the characters portrayed (mostly young 

ladies with affluent shapes) actually popped out from the frames. 

 

In 1988 Danny came to Warsaw as a guest lecturer at my university and he stayed at 

our house at that time. He brought a large box of Belgian chocolates to my then 11-

years daughter Justine. At those times such luxury items were unavailable in almost 

empty Warsaw shops so that in order to control obvious temptations we warned our 

daughter of the dangers of the excessive chocolate consumption.  Justine came to me 

next day with reproach: I saw your friend Danny taking two chocolates at once …. 

 

  

Students from developing countries at the Central School of Planning and 

Statistics (now Warsaw School of Economics) following a special 

postgraduate program 
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Danny comes Down Under 
 

by Peter Enderwick 

Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand 

 

 

It was December 2001 when Danny van den Bulcke made it down under to New 

Zealand. I seem to recall he had been in Australia or on one of his numerous trips to 

Asia and made the short hop over to New Zealand.  

 

December is the start of the southern hemisphere summer so he probably came 

expecting sunshine. Of course this trip had all the usual elements of time with Danny 

– cameras, extreme weather and potential disasters. 

 

After paying his way with the compulsory presentation at the University of Waikato, 

Danny, as he invariably seems to, had a few free days. So we arranged to do some of 

the usual tourist things. One day trip was to glow worm caves and a kiwi (the bird) 

house. What I remember most clearly was the highly unusual weather – it poured and 

poured! We spent the day cold and wet, warmed only by the additional drama of 

Danny leaving his camera; luckily it was still there waiting for us when we went back. 

 

Better weather the next day saw Danny, I and Simon my son (14 at the time) head 

down to a buried Maori village (buried by a massive volcano in 1888). Glorious 
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weather and landscapes brought out the photographic artist in Danny and he spent a 

happy day snapping. One element of dissent, Danny do you recall trying to get Simon 

to pose for you in an old bath tub abandoned in a field? Well Simon certainly does, 

indeed his mother and I still think this may explain why he now lives in Australia! 

 

Other highlights – your trip to the Bay of Islands, how was that, we never heard. Do 

you remember taking photos of my daughter‘s car number plate DEDSXY? How can 

you forget your evening with Michele Akoorie at the stud farm? 

 

Drama, bad weather, child labor yes but always the very best company, it was great to 

have you visit.   
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Climbing the Sydney Bridge with Danny 
 

by Niron Hashai 

Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel 

 

 

AIB 2001 was one of my first AIB conferences. After a long flight from Leeds to 

Sydney I arrived exhausted….only to have a short night sleep and attend the junior 

faculty consortium early on the next day. It was an interesting day with lots of big 

shots like Jay Barney, Bob Hoskisson and of course Danny whom I already met a 

couple of years ago when attending his famous doctoral tutorial at EIBA 1998… 

 

The day has ended and I 

really planned to go and 

rest, but then came a young 

man to me saying: "Niron, 

we are going to climb the 

Sydney bridge. Would you 

like to join us?" The young 

man was Danny….and of 

course I could not 

refuse…. 

 

So off we went to the 

bridge…I was really 

hoping for a standard 

touristic bridge climbing 

that will end quickly and 

let me go and rest, but…. I 

tell you, these Australians 

are damn serious… 

 

First, they decided to group 

all the big shots from 

strategy and IB together. 

So, here I was in a group 

with Danny Van Den 

Bulcke, Jay Barney, Bob 

Hoskisson and Stefanie 

Lenway (I'm joking they 

had no idea who is in the 

group….but just imagine 
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what could have happened to our field if something had happened to us…actually 

them…) 

 

Next, the climb was thrilling, frightening and amazing – we walked for three hours all 

the way to the summit over ladders, catwalks and arches escorted by professional 

climb leaders, heard great stories on how the Sydney bridge was envisioned and built 

(including on those who did not make it to the end the building…), got to see the 

breathtaking 3600 view of Sydney and its beautiful harbor or too make a long story 

short… had an unforgettable experience…  

 

One thing has bothered me though…one of the youngest guys on the tour I was sure it 

would not be a problem for me...Well, it was not easy…But, to see "young" Danny 

climbing on the bridge was really an experience – I really envied the way he did this 

so easily… so, it was only natural that in every conference we have met ever since we 

were looking for a bridge to climb… 

 

I must admit – I had the climb of my life. 
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"Clashing with Danny" 
 

by Seev Hirsch 

Tel Aviv University, Israel 

 

 

Once in a while a clash with a colleague is unavoidable. The clash I had with Danny 

was caused by an oversight, my oversight. It was about the invitation of a speaker to 

the Fellows' Session on "Nation States and Global Corporations", which was held at 

the recent EIBA Conference in the Capital of Estonia, Tallinn.  

 

Assembling a panel of speakers for the session was not a simple task. Several persons, 

who usually attend EIBA annual conferences, did not come to this year's meeting. A 

number of other possible speakers declined my invitation for various reasons. 

Moreover, one can never be quite sure whether the speaker who agreed to come will 

indeed turn up. 

 

 I was however, reassured by the fact that, at the early planning stage, professor Louis 

Wells (Lou), from the Harvard Business School, agreed to take part in the panel. The 

participation of Lou, a known expert on the role of multinational corporations in 

economic development, and on business-government relationships in developing 

economies, had been secured by Danny, who was organizing a special 

commemorative panel to discuss, Third World Multinationals written by Lou twenty 

five years ago. For obvious reasons Danny was not too happy with the thought that 

professor Wells, a keynote speaker in his panel, would participate in the Fellows' 

Session. Despite these reservations, he raised no objection because, as he put it 

subsequently:"…. it was difficult for me to object, as I am also a Fellow and am 

concerned about good relations in our organization.  

 

There the matter would have rested had I not committed an unforgivable "faux pas". 

My search for speakers led to an invitation to Professor Marjan Svetlicic, another 

member of Danny's panel, a fact I had simply forgotten. When told about the 

invitation, Danny responded with a lengthy e-mail which started with the following 

words: "Dear Seev, I can't say I am terribly happy with this". The rest of the message 

spelled out in detail his concerns about the effects of the overlap between the speakers 

on his session: "When Marjan informed me about your request, I did not want to 

influence his decision about accepting your late invitation, but told him that to have 

two of 'my' keynote panel members appearing elsewhere increased the risk of overlap.  

Also, it looks like the Fellows have not many experts in this area". The e-mail ended 

with a curt request: "I would appreciate if you could transmit my concerns to your 

panel members and make sure that my fear is unwarranted". 
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I immediately realized that the invitation of two speakers from Danny's panel was a 

grave mistake, for which I had to take full responsibility. Transmitting Danny's 

concern to the panel members was not enough. An overlap of two speakers was 

simply too much, and I concluded that the only choice I had was to change the list of 

speakers, and to face the embarrassment involved in having to explain the situation to 

Marjan, who accepted my explanations with good grace. Being a perfect gentleman, 

Danny bore no grudges. He accepted my apologies, and indeed did his best to assure 

the success of the Fellows' Session.  

 

This episode taught me a couple of valuable lessons: 

1. Don‘t get into situations which can end up in embarrassing clashes with 

colleagues. 

 2.     If you must have a clash, have it with a person like Danny Van Den Bulcke. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tribute to Danny and a „Bloody walk‟ in Catania, Sicily 
 

by Manek Kirpalani 

Bloomsburg University, USA 

 

 

It is my pleasure to write this tribute for Professor Daniel Van Den Bulcke (Danny) 

on the occasion of his 70th year. Danny is one of those exceptional people who is 

both an academic of high renown and a gentleman with a big heart. This coupling of 

facets leads to the development of an outstanding Professor, who contributes greatly 

to students, researchers, other academics, and society at large at his own institution 

and other national and worldwide institutions. My opinion is well substantiated 

through Danny‘s evolution, his public record, and a significant personal experience I 

had with him.  

 

First let the public record speak for itself. Danny was one of the early leaders in 

wanting to be well educated, travel abroad, and be loyal to his home country and its 

culture. This resulted in a rounded academic who speaks many languages and 

deservedly became Chairman of the European International Business Academy 

(EIBA).  Danny started off his tertiary education in Belgium but then went on to the 

University of Toronto for his M.A. in International Economics. Canada was appealing 

but Danny turned back to his culture and returned to Belgium for a PhD at the 

University of Ghent. In his time, economics was the major ‗business‘ discipline.  
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Over time as the post World War II era evolved, so did Danny. He traveled and taught 

in many prestigious universities in emerging market countries: China, India, 

Indonesia, Macau, Philippines, Poland, Thailand and Bolivia; also he was a Professor 

at the universities of Maastricht and Tilburg in the neighboring Netherlands. At the 

same time, he contributed much to his home country. His advice and expertise has 

been widely sought by many universities, his national government, and numerous 

international organizations such as the World Bank, the U.N. Centre on Transnational 

Corporations, OECD, ILO and the EU. This academic is leaving a marked and 

effective contribution, for which he deserves many congratulations.   

 

I have known Danny for many years as I am a regular at EIBA conferences and I have 

always gained by my talks with him. At the 33rd Annual Conference held in Catania, 

Sicily, I met Danny the first evening and he proposed that we take a quicker shortcut 

across a couple of streets to the reception hall. Reaching quicker we would be the first 

to sample the ‗goodies‘ and toast the incoming members. Who was I to ignore my 

mentor‘s suggestion?  We walked rapidly; Danny as usual bursting with vitality and 

news while I followed with my head in the air taking in all the intellectual thoughts. 

 

Suddenly I found out that some Catania street cobble stones have leveled up and 

others down through time. I went for a toss and hit my nose in the fall. Danny came to 

the rescue and so we walked in somewhat late and disheveled, looking like prize 

fighters!!! Danny looked like a winner with some blood on his knuckles and shirt, 

while I looked really beaten up. Everyone looked somewhat startled. Danny 

summoned help and Nicole Coopman, EIBA Executive Secretary, came to our aid 

followed by others. Fortunately my nose was not broken but it took some weeks to 

heal. But what I remember clearly throughout the Conference was the number of 

times Danny came by to find out how I was and whether I needed anything. This was 

way beyond any requirement on his part to do so, and in the midst of his busy 

schedule during the conference. Furthermore, even after the Conference he kept in 

contact with me right until he was sure some weeks later that I was OK. This was the 

gentleman in him, caring when he did not have too. For this facet of character I salute 

him. 
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Thunderstorm over Beijing 
 

by Francesca Sanna-Randaccio 

University of Rome, ‗La Sapienza‘, Italy 

 

I met Danny at my first EIBA Conference (Helsinki 1989), and immediately a long-

lasting friendship developed.  I knew he was an outstanding scholar but I soon 

discovered his good humor, immense energy, great wit, and the endless flow of 

interesting ideas that come to his mind. It didn‘t take much longer for me to 

appreciate his gift as a photographer.  So when asked to contribute to this book, it 

came natural for me to go back to the lovely photos that  Danny had sent to me after 

each of the many meetings (EIBA and AIB)  we shared.   These photos remind me of 

the several good moments spent with Danny, as the one in Jerez (Spain) in 1992 

where we held an interim EIBA Board meeting, with John Cantwell and Juan Duran.  

 

I also shared an interesting travelling experience with Danny.   It was June 2006 after 

the AIB Conference in Beijing.  On our way back to Beijing from Shanghai, Gianni, 

my husband and I discovered with pleasure that Danny had boarded the same plane. 

Over the following 24 hours we kept good company, in spite of the rather 

adventurous circumstances. Leaving Shanghai we were kept on the tarmac inside the 

plane for almost four hours, with no explanation given and –what really impressed us- 

Jerez de La Frontera (1992) with John Cantwell, Francesca Randaccio and Juan Duran 
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no reactions from our Chinese fellow passengers. Danny, my husband and I were a 

little nervous as we had to get into Beijing on time for our flights back to Europe. 

Finally we found that the delay was due to a major thunderstorm on Beijing. After 

some additional hours on the tarmac, the plane took off but …..to our great dismay it 

did not  land in  Beijing. We were disembarked in what was for us unknown land as 

by then the only working language was Chinese. No further announcements in 

English.  The chaos was total as finally the hitherto disciplined Chinese passengers 

started complaining all at the same time and we helplessly but quite intrigued assisted 

to long discussions in Chinese. Finally a young Chinese couple explained to us in 

English that we were in Taiyuan, a city once on the silk road, 800 KM South West 

from Beijing: too long a distance to be covered by a rented car before the departure of 

our flights. We had no alternative but to spend the night at the airport waiting for the 

first flight to Beijing. 

 

We were quite tired but, in Danny‘s company, it was great fun. Colorful groups of 

people continued to arrive in this small hall, as many other planes were rerouted to 

Taiyuan airport.  A large group of Chinese all dressed equally with red jackets came 

out of one of these planes, and marched orderly back and forth in front of us. It 

looked like a theatre performance in our honor.  Then, we suddenly became very 

popular. In fact in this small airport in the middle of China there was a maxi screen 

projecting a match of the soccer World Cup. Italy was playing the Ukraine in 

Hamburg and the Chinese passengers in the room were supporters of the Italian team. 

Body language made soon clear that the three foreign fellows (Danny shared in the 

popularity) were Italians and we became a big hit.  The night went on: Italy scored 3 
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to 0 and finally, at 5.30 a.m., they made us board a plane for Beijing. Travelling with 

Danny may be a little hazardous but is certainly full of interesting surprises. 

 

 

Danny "The Flemish", aka "The Flamenco" 
 

by Juan Duran 

Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain 

 

 

To me –like to many friends and colleagues of the EIBA family and IB scholars in 

general-, thinking of, and being with, Danny brings good memories. Also looking at 

Professor Van Den Bulcke, I have the feeling of a certain continuity in the IB 

academic process (of course, not without changes and innovations). 

 

I remember many places and IB conferences around the world with Danny. All of 

them brought me good experiences but some had special flavor and "idiosyncratic" 

characteristics. A very special one was EIBA's first interim or Spring board meeting 

held outside Brussels, that I organized in Jerez de la Frontera ( the land of good 

flamenco) when I was  President of the Spanish Management Association. We held 

our annual Spanish Conference together with an international seminar with the EIBA 

board members. At that time we also visited the Sevilla International Exhibition Fair 

(1992).  

 

Also the Mayor of Jerez organized a flamenco event for us. It provided me with an 

opportunity to appreciate the artistic character of the European colleagues.  Special 

mention has to be made of to the "transformation" of Danny‘s face and "soul", as well 

as the ‗not so rhythmic‘ handclapping by John Cantwell with, the singer, the guitar 

sound and the dancers. They seemed to be mesmerized by the music and dancing and 

seemed to have found a new meaning in life. The picture taken at that time was used a 

few months later on the cover page of the academic program of the EIBA conference 

organized in December 1992 in Reading. It was a good thing that the participants of 

the excellent conference at the University of Reading could not guess how much 

sherry the EIBA national representatives had been drinking. 

 

Also I want to mention a special meeting that we (Danny and myself) had in ‗La 

Habana‘ (Cuba) with some Cuban colleagues before we went to the AIB Conference 

in Puerto Rico. It was a pleasure for me to show him around in Havana, as I had been 

there several times already. Another exciting place where I met Danny and some 

other good friends, such as John Dunning and others, was Casablanca where we 

attended an international conference on trade and development. I very much regretted 

that I could not accompany Danny on his side trip to Marrakech where, surprisingly, 

he did not run into any problems. 
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It has been a privilege and a real pleasure to have become the close Spanish friend of 

an outstanding colleague such as Danny Van Den Bulcke and having been invited to 

contribute a chapter to the Festschrift in his honor edited by Filip De Beule and Ludo 

Cuyvers. I am sure that in the years to come we will have more chances to meet at 

conferences and seminars in different parts of the world. 

 

To have a friend like Danny gives me a good feeling. 
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A man for all seasons 
  

by Walter Vanthielen 

Hasselt University, Belgium 

 

 

As far as I recall I never travelled together with Danny to exotic places except at the 

end of the seventies when we went together to Tilburg University for the first meeting 

of the KNIE group (KNIE brought together international economists from Flanders 

and the Netherlands, but ceased to function some 20 years later).  

  

My first meeting with Danny took place at the Limburg Business School (EHL) (now 

Hasselt University) in 1973 upon my return from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison. Graciously he let me teach the international economics course so he could 

concentrate his efforts to finish his doctorate at Ghent University. Since that time he 

became the national and international expert on multinational corporations.  

 

Strategically it was quite an achievement to choose such a controversial (certainly at 

that time) topic for a doctorate which has remained in the centre of interest for 

academics and policymakers alike for such a long period.  

  

As a colleague in the department of economics he much favored transparency and 

equity in decision-making. He has always been opposed to departmental infighting 
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and decision making based upon opportunistic motives. As a member of the 

department and the faculty he has always maintained this consequent attitude. 

Because he thought that research was much neglected he established the Limburg 

Economic Research Centre and was quite disappointed that it did not get the 

necessary support. When he left the EHL in the early eighties the loss to the school 

was not fully appreciated by everybody. His ‗revenge‘ came 25 years later when he 

was invited to join an advisory commission to put the Faculty of Business Economics 

on the rails again in terms of  research strategy and research output. 

  

My greatest debt to Danny is that he gave me the opportunity and even pushed me a 

little to participate in the development efforts of the Flemish Interuniversity Council, 

more in particular in the cooperation projects of Danny and his colleague Ludo 

Cuyvers in South East Asia and China. In 1992 I was offered a temporary teaching 

assignment at the Ateneo de Manila University in the Philippines teaching a fully 

fledged course on international economics. Thereafter I was also sent to Bangkok, 

Thailand (NIDA) and Xian, China (International Trade Institute). Other colleagues of 

Danny at the University of Antwerp allowed me teach in Kenya and Nicaragua. I 

must admit that these foreign visitings are among the most cherished periods of my 

career.  

  

For as long as I know Danny he was able to combine a full time teaching load with 

numerous trips to foreign universities to teach or to foreign countries to participate 

actively in conferences. Since his retirement he has not been able to stop. I suspect it 

must be some kind of addiction. (He reminds me very much of Professor Zap, a figure 

in the famous novel by David Lodge: Changing Places). 

  

One other very fascinating aspect of his personality is how (young) female 

administrative staff are 'attracted' to him. Among them he has always been, and still 

is, their most popular professor of our School.  As they know that I meet from time to 

time they always inquire about him and ask me to transmit their greetings and an 

invitation for a visit.  

  

I consider it a privilege to have met Danny.  I learned quite a lot from him apart from 

my travelling career. From the title of a film on Thomas More I would say ―He is a 

man for all seasons‖. 
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Danny on a toboggan Down Under  
 

by Denice and Lawrence Welch 

Melbourne Business School, Australia 

 

Amongst Danny‘s many exploits was his visit to Australia in July 1989 when he was 

invited as a keynote speaker to a conference on the opportunities and threats facing 

Australian business from an enlarged Europe (Europe 1992) organized by Monash 

University in Melbourne.  

 

Danny often wonders where and why he got his reputation for being a somewhat 

dangerous travel companion. Well, two instances during that visit illustrate what 

those of us associated with Danny often talk about as ―Danny escapades‖. 

 

The academic side of the visit went well. He enjoyed the idea of the concept of 

Christmas in July (it fitted with the Down Under quirkiness of the Australian 

character) and encounters with Australian wildlife.  However, he wanted proof that it 

was possible to ski in a country that he associated more with sun and surf. Lawrence 

was happy to arrange a trip to Lake Mountain for an introduction to cross-country 

skiing. Danny had never skied before, so he was eager to experience his first ski in the 

most unlikely of surroundings. Lake Mountain is situated about 120 kilometers north-

east of Melbourne. On arrival at the ski centre though, the snow conditions were 

extremely icy. Concerned that his friend might suffer an injury, Lawrence insisted 

that instead of skiing, Danny would be better off confining his snow experience to a 

toboggan run, and to take the walking track that ran beside one of the ski trails and 

take photos of the snow gums. Reluctantly, Danny agreed. Lawrence went for a ski 

only to be told by a ski patroller that, earlier that same day, a tree had fallen over the 

walking track, killing a woman… 

 

The July visit was one of the rare times (she apparently knows why) his wife joined 

him on an overseas trip and Danny had cause to be grateful. After the Melbourne 

conference was over, they toured outback Australia, taking in Alice Springs and 

Uluru (formerly known as Ayers Rock, which he climbed).  Danny was delighted to 

find that among the attractions in Alice Springs was a hot air balloon trip that would 

allow him to do two things: fulfill his dream to have a hot air balloon ride, and take 

unusual photographs. The hot air balloon ride however had to be postponed due to 

high winds, so Danny was faced with a wait until the next day. He was pleased to find 

that the conditions the next morning were fine and became excited. His wife, 

however, checked their itinerary and found that they were due to take a flight to Perth 

that same morning, as he was programmed for a lecture at Curtin University for 

Technology. Danny had no choice but to cancel his balloon trip. Upon arriving in 

Perth that day, the news had just broken. Two hot air balloons had collided mid-air 

near Alice Springs killing all on board. Danny would have been on one of those… 
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Danny visiting Denice and Lawrence Welch at Monash University (1989) 
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Fear of Flying, with Danny 
 

by Gerry Van Dyck 

European Institute of Advanced Studies in Management (EIASM), Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Ever since I joined EIBA in 1977 till my last Annual Congress in 2000 in Maastricht, 

the Netherlands, I had at least once a year the ―pleasure‖ of travelling abroad with 

Danny Van Den Bulcke.  During all these years I cannot remember one ―un-eventful‖ 

trip!  

 

The one that beat them all was the trip to Oslo for the 1983 Annual Conference of 

EIBA organised by Pal Korsvold. We left Brussels with a considerable delay and had 

to catch a connecting flight in Copenhagen, which of course we missed; ideal to do 

some shopping in the lovely Copenhagen airport while waiting for the next plane to 

Oslo. A very pleasant pastime, were it not that I left my passport and my boarding 

card on the counter of one of the boutiques.  When trying to board the plane, I was 

rushed back to the store on one of those electric cars while Danny managed to keep 

the plane grounded by having one foot on the outside steps and one foot in the plane, 

much to the dismay of the hostesses and the other passengers of course. My 

embarrassment was only surpassed by how pleased I was with the beautiful pair of 

red shoes that I bought. 

 

Finally in Oslo!  Waiting patiently for our luggage, Danny‘s was of course the last 

piece to arrive.  To his great consternation his suitcase (from the looks of it, an 

antique that had made it through several generations of Van Den Bulckens) was 

completely ripped, his private belongings (his books, underwear, and camera 

equipment of course) dangling out of it. After a lot of wheeling and dealing we ended 

up with a voucher for Danny to buy a new suitcase similar to the one that was 

damaged. Pleased as he was with the result of his negotiating skills, Danny gallantly 

offered to carry my shopping bag with my new red shoes. Needless to describe my 

distress upon arrival at the hotel when we discovered that Danny had lost my 

beautiful red shoes!!!!  

 

During one of the breaks during the conference, Danny dragged me along to help him 

with the purchase of a new suitcase.  It was finally the sales lady who decided on 

which one to take, since Danny could not remember any details about his old one and 

I had only seen it once in rather dismal shape. 

 

The next day, back to Belgium: weather conditions extremely poor, all flights to 

Copenhagen cancelled.  After hours of running from one desk to another, we were 

finally given a seat to ―Amsterdam‖. In the time that it took us getting a seat on a 

plane from Amsterdam-Schiphol to Brussels, flying time, landing and checking 
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through customs in the Brussels airport, we almost could have cycled home! As by 

then it was already quite late, Danny chivalrously offered to give me a lift to Leuven, 

his car being parked in the airport parking lot.  But where?????  After a long and 

unsuccessful search, we decided to approach a parking attendant.  When the 

gentleman wanted to know the details of the car, it seemed that apart from the model, 

Danny didn‘t know the color. 

 

That‘s where I learned that Danny suffered from Daltonism (an inability to 

distinguish between red and green, hence also the problem deciding on the color of 

the suitcase). Need I to describe the thousand deaths that I died at each traffic light 

between Brussels Airport and Leuven? 

 

Honestly, I can only but highly recommend Danny as a travel companion.  Thanks 

Danny for all those exciting trips and sorry for disclosing your secret! 
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Shoeless in Phnom Penh 
 

by Reth Soeng 

National University of Management, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

 

 

Although I never had the pleasure (or the bad luck, if I have to believe some of his 

travel companions) to travel together with Professor Daniël Van Den Bulcke, most 

often called Danny, he had visited and taught in my native country, Cambodia, more 

particularly at  the National University of Management (NUM).Together with the 

supervisor of my thesis Professor  Ludo Cuyvers, he established an exchange program 

with NUM in which Flemish professors taught courses in Cambodia and provided 

support to the Cambodian professors in the development of new teaching materials. 

 

The story that was told to me about Professor Danny‘s first visit to Cambodia is the 

following. He already got off to a bad start before his departure, because the bag in 

which he carried his hand luggage was too heavy with books and broke down at the 

airport before he could check in. As there was little time left before the plane took off, 

he bought a new one at a shop at the airport and decided to have the broken down one 

repaired to be picked up after his return. While waiting for the plane to Bangkok 

during the stopover in Frankfurt, he discovered that during the transfer of his luggage 

to the newly bought bag he had left his money and other documents in a side pocket 

of the damaged bag in Brussels airport. Luckily his credit cards were in his wallet in 

his pocket as well as his passport. He called his friend and colleague Haiyan Zhang 

from Frankfurt and asked him to go to the airport and retrieve the bag from the shop 

and recuperate his valuables. Haiyan succeeded in convincing the shop owner to hand 

over the money and documents, even though he could not show the receipt as it had 

gone to Frankfurt together with Professor Danny. 

 

Probably because of the emotions during the long flights from Frankfurt to Bangkok 

and from Bangkok to Phnom Penh, he did not feel like taking a rest when he arrived 

at the Raffles Le Royal hotel in Phnom Penh and decided to immediately start with 

his explorations and to walk to the nearby temple (Wat Phnom), which is considered 

the most important temple in the city to which it gave its name. It is situated on a 

small hill of only 27 meters high, but is the highest point in the vicinity of the capital. 

Although dedicated to Theravada Buddhism, it also houses Chinese sagas and is 

revered by their local Vietnamese community. He thought it was the right place to 

visit during the day of his arrival in Cambodia. 

 

Just like everyone else, Professor Danny left his brand-new Nike shoes at the entrance 

of the temple. While admiring the artistic possessions of the temple, his shoes were 

the least of his worries, and yet when he came outside they were gone. He tried to talk 

to people who were hanging around the temple, but no one seemed to be willing to 
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understand. Even when he proposed to offer a reward to the ‗honest finder‘ of his 

shoes, no one reacted. After he sat around for about half an hour hoping that his shoes 

would somehow reappear, all of a sudden a monk came out of the temple and offered 

him a pair of slippers, which Professor Danny refused to accept as a matter of 

principle. He finally decided to walk back on barefoot all the time trying to avoid the 

sharp gravel stones that were all over the path to the hotel… 

 

Yet, according to Professor Danny, the worst thing that happened during the trip he 

did to Siem Reap, after he finished his teaching assignment, was that his big camera 

broke down during his visit of the Angkor Wat temple complex. But as he is always 

prepared for all kinds of problems, a small reserve camera allowed him to return to 

Belgium with some good pictures from these temples that belong to the world 

heritage of UNESCO. 

 

  

Playing it safe in Laos (2003) 
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Danny‟s mishap in Corsica 
 

by Terutomo Ozawa 

Colorado State University, USA 

 

 

Danny and I have attended many conferences together over the past few decades.  

The seminar organized by John Cantwell (who led a network team of EIBA scholars 

on multinationals) in Cargese, a beautiful coastal village on a hill on the island of 

Corsica, in May 1991 was particularly a memorable one.  The accompanying photo 

(which shows several of those invited to the seminar) attests to the marvelous setting 

we enjoyed.  (Notice Danny is the only one with a cup of wine in his right hand). We 

kept balance between scholarship and fun. The result of our hard work was a 

publication, Multinational Investment in Modern Europe: Strategic Interaction in the 

Integrated Community, edited by John Cantwell (Elgar, 1992).     

 

On the fun side, one afternoon we had a picnic—and a leisurely climb—to a nearby 

mountain.  On the way, we had to jump across a shallow (ankle-to-knee-deep) creek 

(about 6 feet-wide) from a higher bank to a lower one on the other side (which made a 

jump somewhat easier).   I believe everybody jump-crossed, but some might have 

cheated it by wading through with removed shoes and roll-up trousers—or might have 

cleverly found a narrower section to cross.  Danny and I were walking together at the 

end of the group.  I jumped first—and no problem.  Danny followed.  I had a 

premonition he might not make it, since he was, as usual, carrying a heavy camera 

and what not (which would give him a good excuse).  So, I got my camera ready for a 

rare opportunity.  He fell in the middle of the stream, and made a big splash!!!  I got a 

timely snapshot of that moment. 

 

I know it was an embarrassing mishap for him, but I sent him a copy of the photo 

anyway.  Actually I tried to find it for this birthday roast, but must have misplaced it 

somewhere and couldn‘t find it.  So, Danny, I am sketching the scene from my 

memory.   Sorry to embarrass you again! 

 

Happy 70th Birthday and Many More Jumps, Danny! 
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Danny in Tibet 
 

 by Haiyan Zhang 

University of Antwerp Management School, Belgium 

 

 

Some 40 years after Tintin‘s (the hero in Hergé‘s comic books) rescue mission of 

Tchang in Tibet, Danny arrived in Lhasa together with Zhang to have one of his most 

beautiful visits and adventures: it was in the autumn of 1998. 

 

―You need a travel permit‖ 

 

The news was shocking. When the travel agency informed me that Danny would not 

have enough time to complete the whole application procedure to receive a ‗travel 

permit‘ for Tibet, I did not dare tell him this immediately. He had tried twice to visit 

Tibet and had not succeeded because each time it was closed for foreigners. After 

many telephone calls, the agency promised to help us to get the permit in Chengdu, 

where we had to stay overnight before flying to Lhasa. As in many other trips made 

together with Danny, we got off to a troubled start. 

 

We arrived in Chengdu in the late evening, and checked in at the Tibet Hotel. To my 

surprise nothing, but absolutely nothing, had been arranged by the agency. Danny got 

anxious and thought that now that he got so close, the Tibetan visit would be 

cancelled again as without the special permission (e.g. refused to Richard Gere) we 

would not be allowed to board the early morning flight to Lhasa. I tried to remain 
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calm and hoped that Danny would be able to get a ‗most favorable treatment‗, which 

the Chinese administration used to grant to ‗Laowai‘ (i.e. respectable foreigners). And 

yes, to my enormous relief past midnight a Chinese official came to my room and 

delivered Danny‘s travel permit.  

 

Although Danny often told his students in Belgium about China‘s special 

interpretation of ‗national treatment‘, such as lower tax rates for foreign invested 

companies or higher hotel  rates and entrance fees for museums for foreign visitors, 

he had never expected to be on the receiving side of such special treatment. For a long 

time he was convinced that the administrative miracle was the result of my Chinese 

connections. It was only several years later when he received the prestigious 

‗Friendship Prize‘ from the Chinese government and posed in the same picture with 

China‘s premier Zhu Rongji in the Hall of the People, that he hopefully realized that 

he was indeed an extra-ordinary Belgian in China and therefore had been entitled to 

special treatment. 

 

―Beer from the roof of the world‖  

 

On a warm afternoon during that trip, we had a Lhasa Beer together on the terrace of 

the hotel. Danny studied the bottle carefully and said: ―Haiyan, this is a great beer!‖. I 

asked him why, because for me it was just like any other Chinese local beer, nothing 

special. ‖The beer from the roof of the world‖, he read the message on the label, and 

added ―This is a very powerful advertisement, don‘t you think so?‖ I don‘t remember 

what I answered, but some years after our trip to Lhasa, the Lhasa brewery merged 

with Carlsberg to become one of the leaders in the Chinese premium beer market. 

Instead of working his way through the literature and carrying a heavy load of books 

and papers in his luggage (i.e. most of the time to create problems for himself at 

airport check-ins), Danny actually made his first research on China‘s breweries by 

drinking a beer on the roof of the world. As the old Chinese saying goes: ‗Traveling 

thousands of miles is more useful than reading thousands of books‘. Danny‘s 

experience showed that this learning process even works for a Belgian professor, and 

that it not only works in China, but all over the world! 

 

―Disco in Lhasa‖ 

 

When talking about his trip to Tibet, I often heard Danny exclaim: ―Do you believe 

this? Haiyan took me to a Disco in Lhasa!‖  And what can I say, it‘s true. One 

evening, we left the hotel and followed a crowd to arrive at a festival hall in the 

downtown area. The entry was free, and there was some kind of special political or 

cultural event. The hall was full of people, e.g. Chinese, Tibetans, but only one 

westerner, it was Danny. After some monotonous speeches and Chinese stylized 

performances, the music turned into disco and people started to dance. Clearly this 

was not the kind of Tibet he had expected, so we decided to leave. 
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It took me some years to (maybe) understand why Danny could wear a Hardrock T-

shirt when traveling in Manila, but not feel all that comfortable to participate in a 

disco scene in Lhasa. Maybe, the Tibet he had wanted to visit since so many years 

should remain a sacred land with plenty of monasteries, temples and monks as he 

discovered in his childhood through ‗Tintin in Tibet‘, and should not be touched by 

the globalization he taught his students about...  However, the next day, Danny met 

the most popular Tibetan singer, Tseten Dolma, at the Potala Palace, and posed for a 

picture with her to console his disturbed spirit. 

 

―Close to the sky‖ 

 

When arriving in Lhasa, we had to join a small group of Chinese because at that time 

individual travel was not yet allowed. One of our travel mates was a young lady from 

Beijing, lying on her seat, pale, using an oxygen bottle. She suffered from the altitude 

sickness; even though, Lhasa was only the first stage of our trip, at ‗only‘ 3,650 

meters above sea level. After I realized the danger of falling victim to this sickness, I 

secretly bought an oxygen bottle during our first rest stop. I thought that Danny might 

need it, as he came from a low altitude country and was much older than our Chinese 

travel companions. I did not tell him about my precautionary purchase, knowing that 

he might be obstinate and refuse to use it. I thought about what he once told me about 

At the Jade Dragon Snow Mountain or Yulong Mountain near Lijiang, China 
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what happened in a restaurant during his first visit to Japan, when a waiter saw him 

struggling with the chopsticks and showed the other guests how he helped out the 

westerner by bringing him a fork and knife.  Danny was too embarrassed to accept 

this ‗equipment‘ and worked so hard that he finally learned how to use chopsticks. 

Yet, when he travels in China and is being complemented on his masterful way of 

using chopsticks, he knows that his Chinese hosts are in fact surprised that his special 

personally developed technique really works. 

 

 

During the whole trip, although Danny was the oldest member of the group, he was 

always at the front, carrying his heavy bag with cameras, lenses and film rolls, as well 

as sweets and biscuits for children begging along the route. He always moved around 

quickly, took many pictures (he used about 25 rolls of films in one week, i.e. almost 

1000 pictures!), and even pursued yaks on the Himalayan plateau. When we arrived at 

the highest mountain pass of the trip, the Snow Dracula (5,454 meters above sea 

level), it was a clear and windy afternoon. I started to feel some symptoms of the high 

altitude, e.g. a rapid heartbeat and a headache and even drowsiness. ―Danny, ça va?‖ I 

asked, ―No problem, a little bit of a headache, but I am fine‖, he answered and 

continued to admire the mountain peaks and take pictures. I was surprised by his 

physical condition. He is indeed solid as a rock.    

 

 

With the most popular Tibetan singer Tseten Dolma 
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―Tintin in Tibet‖ 

 

A few years after our trip to Tibet, i.e. in 2001, Danny came back from Beijing and 

brought me a copy of the first official Chinese edition of ‗Tintin in Tibet‘ (which was 

titled ‗Tintin in Chinese Tibet‘). Reading again the adventure of ―Tintin in Tibet‖, I 

felt, as his friend Tchang, very lucky to have met Danny and been his travel 

companion in different parts of the world and lived through many adventures, 

especially the Tibet one in 1998! 
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Chasing Bears with Danny in Kananaskis Country, Canada 
 

by Alain Verbeke 

University of Calgary, Canada 

 

 

Few places in the world can match the beauty of Kananaskis Country in Spring Time.  

During that season, after the harsh Canadian winter months, plants and animals wake 

up from a long sleep.   At that time, one of nature‘s most feared creatures, the Grizzly 

Bear - the king of the Canadian mountain forests - rises again, and starts looking for 

food.  As Spring progresses, female Grizzlies give birth to cubs, and damned is the 

human who comes between the mother and her offspring.  Every year, several people 

in Canada die after being attacked by Grizzlies.  Kananaskis country is dangerous 

territory indeed.   

 

And it is there that Danny and I went for a very long walk in early June 2007, far 

from Kananaskis Village, where the G8 meeting had been held, far from access to 

mobile phone transmitting stations or other means of communication.  Danny had 

come to the University of Calgary as a member of a doctoral committee. We were 

alone, without guns or knives, and we got lost. I heard branches of trees being crushed 

by what was undoubtedly a large animal.  It could have been a deer, or an elk, or a 

cougar, but Grizzlies had been spotted earlier that week in the area.  I realized we 

were in serious danger, and I started clapping my hands as loud as I could.  Grizzlies 

usually try to avoid humans if they can, and only attack if taken by surprise.  

 

 Danny looked at me with a big smile, implying I had ―gone native‖, i.e. was 

engaging in somewhat irrational behavior driven by local customs and out of touch 

with the new era of global tourism.   After approximately 45 minutes of hand 

clapping, loud speaking and even shouting, we ended up at the Kananaskis golf 

course, where we were told by the course marshal to leave the premises as soon as 

possible.  However, after Danny and I suggested we were hotel guests at the nearby 

resort, we were treated more politely and were eventually allowed to use the golf 

course shuttle to get back to the resort where the car was parked.   

 

I was happy we had survived our adventure without a serious incident.  A friend and 

her husband had been attacked by a bear several years ago in Kananaskis country, and 

that attack did not have a happy end.  However, I could sense that Danny still did not 

realize at all what he had escaped from and that I had tried to scare him.  It was only a 

few weeks later, -when he read an article in the Belgian press that a Belgian tourist 

had been violently attacked by a bear in Kananaskis, and had suffered severe 

wounds,- that he sent me a copy of the article that was published in the Belgian paper 

and admitted that he understood that I had not been putting on a performance just to 
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impress him. Just to show that even a world traveler and global scholar needs local 

framing to be able to comprehend the silent language of looming dangers overseas.   

 

To conclude, if Danny ever suggests going with you for a walk in a faraway place, 

telling him a story in the hotel restaurant or bar may be a safer bet. 

 

  

With Alain Verbeke and René Belderbos at AIB conference in Milan (2008) 
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Catching thieves from Rotterdam to Québec City 
 

by Jeremy Clegg 

Leeds University Business School, UK 

 

 

About every encounter with Danny would qualify as a war story. Two of the stories I 

remember are the following. 

 

There is the time when at a workshop in Rotterdam in 1994 it turned out that I 

became a witness (almost) and then the prime suspect in the case of a crime 

perpetrated against Danny. We participated in a workshop at Erasmus University and 

most of us came directly from the EIBA conference in Warsaw. Danny had flown to 

Brussels and from there drove to Rotterdam the same night. He parked his car outside 

the hotel in which the workshop participants were staying. When I passed the car (for 

some reason I remarked upon it) in the evening going into the hotel, and then in the 

morning coming out it was the only car with a smashed side window, with glass all 

over the place. I naturally, for a second, thought that I was back home in Britain, but I 

figured there wasn't much I could do as the criminal had already had his way.  

 

International workshop UNU-Intech, Rotterdam (1994) 
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At the workshop lunch I mentioned to Danny that I'd seen this rather poor example of 

crime in a place I hadn't expected it and he gave me a rather penetrating stare. He had 

spent the whole morning in the police station trying to get some response to the fact 

that his car radio, a treasured gift from his daughters, had been stolen from his car. It 

was at this point that I became suspect number one, and I think I have remained in 

this category ever since. 

 

More recently, at the worldwide AIB conference in Quebec City, Canada, 

unaccountably Danny informed after my return to the UK that he had  retrieved my 

conference badge (it was one of those badges that hangs around your middle from the 

strap round your shoulder) on the street (at least that's what he told me). My 

recollection is that at the end of the conference I placed my badge in a special bin, 

provided for recycling, and I must say I am pretty clear about that recollection. 

However, when back in the UK I received an e-mail from Danny telling me he had 

retrieved my conference badge, but was concerned about where he had found it, i.e. 

lying in the gutter in a particularly downbeat part of the city, more particularly in the 

red light district. He had picked it up to protect my reputation as a respectable scholar, 

but wanted to inform me about it because other conference participants who had lost 

their way in the street labyrinth of old Québec might have seen it and left it where it 

was. 

 

At the AIB galadinner with Jeremy Clegg and Filip De Beule in the Great Hall of the People, 

Beijing (2006) 
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Naturally I queried this, but I shouldn't have because not long afterwards the evidence 

arrived in my post. I think it was lost on Danny that he must have been also in this 

part of Québec. To this day, I have no idea how my badge came to be in the gutter, 

but to his credit Danny never went public with this salacious information. I commend 

him for it. 
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Danny in India 
 

by N S Siddharthan 

Forum for Global Knowledge Sharing, India 

 

Most scholars associate Danny with China and his work based on the Chinese data. 

Though he has not worked on India, Danny has been a regular visitor to India and he 

has travelled widely in rural India. Twice (1996 and 1997) he has been teaching an 

international management course at the Xavier Institute of Management in 

Bhubaneshmar, the capital of Orissa, the second poorest state in India. I first met 

Danny at the United Nations University Institute for New Technologies, Maastricht, 

(early 1990s) during a conference. We struck an instant rapport and I requested him to 

visit me when he was next in Delhi. Later when on a visit to Delhi he came to the 

Institute of Economic Growth (IEG) to meet me.  At that time we were in the midst of 

an international workshop organized by IEG and we were all getting ready for a group 

photograph. Danny also promptly took a photograph of the group thereby revealing 

his passion for photography. 

 

Soon I discovered his other passion, namely, his enthusiasm and delight in visiting 

places not frequented by tourists. He was willing to sacrifice the normal comforts that 

an average or typical tourist would like to have. The urge to forgo comforts came as 

he was interested in knowing the lifestyles of common people and in particular rural 

people. I also realized that Danny could be equally at home in a five star hotel and in 

a lowly rural dwelling. He wanted to visit huts of the rural poor and was willing to 
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share their modest meals. It is this urge and desire that made his travel accident-prone 

and got him into several tricky situations.  

 

Whenever I invited him to participate in a conference in India, he made it a point to 

extend his stay by a few days to visit places of interest. During one of his earlier visits 

to Delhi he expressed his desire to go to the Indian state of Rajasthan and wondered 

whether I could make travel arrangements through my travel agent. At that time I was 

not aware of his strong independent streak, took it for granted that he is like any other 

European tourist and gave him a travel schedule complete with all bookings. When he 

returned I asked him about his Rajasthan trip and he narrated all the adventures he 

had had. For travelling between cities in Rajasthan, I had booked him on a 

government owned luxury bus (coach). He decided to deviate from the schedule, 

cancelled the bus booking and decided to travel by a private bus. The problem was, 

the private bus did not have the permit to go on the main highway. It therefore went 

through bumpy village roads, taking a very circuitous route, and more than double the 

time to travel the distance, and worse dropped him at the outskirts of the city at an 

awkward hour (if I remember right in the middle of the night). All the co-passengers 

were wondering why he took this bus to travel to the city when he could have taken 

the government deluxe bus. Fortunately for him one of the co-passengers, a catholic 

priest, took him to his village and then dropped him at the hotel the next morning.  

 

During his next visit to Delhi, Danny again expressed his desire to visit Rajasthan. 

This time I just booked a return Delhi – Jaipur (Capital of Rajasthan) – Delhi ticket so 

that he could exercise his options regarding his travel within Rajasthan. When I 
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visited him on his return, he was unwell and told me that he had a bad stomach upset. 

He had visited some remote villages that are dominated by the Bishnoy sect. 

Members of this particular community have been jealous guardians of the local flora 

and fauna for several centuries and have risked their lives fighting the governments of 

the day to protect their environment. Danny had visited a hut during lunchtime was 

invited to share their lunch. He was aware that hygienic conditions in the hut were not 

very good and yet he agreed to eat with them as he felt that it would be impolite to 

refuse. The result was a stomach upset. Despite that experience, I am sure Danny 

would do it again if he found himself in a similar situation. The desire to study a 

community that has been fighting for the rights of animals and preservation of local 

plants and trees made him undertake the trip and he was ready to face the 

consequences. Very rarely do we see this kind of interest in a business economist. In 

this respect Danny is unique. 

 

I would like to end this short note with an incident that shows his love for 

photography and his camera equipments. During a visit to Chennai (Madras) he went 

to Mamallapuram, a well-known historic site of tourist and archaeological interest. He 

returned from the trip with injuries. Apparently he was standing on a rock, engrossed 

in taking photos. In his enthusiasm he stepped back over the edge and fell down a few 

feet. While falling he was more concerned about his camera and hence sustained more 

injuries than necessary. Fortunately there was no fracture and the injuries were 

superficial.  

 

Last year (2008) during his visit to our annual conference at Delhi, he wished to go to 

Amritsar to see the Golden Temple. But this time it was incident free as all the 

arrangements were made by Filip who also accompanied him. The trip was a success. 

I am sure with Filip in charge; this volume will also be a success. My best wishes to 

Danny for a long and healthy life. 
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Danny Van Den Bulcke: Beware his best wishes! 
 

by Rolf Mirus 

University of Alberta, Canada 

 

 

I had been warned that travelling with Danny has its consequences. But how could the 

company of such a thoughtful and statesmanlike friend, with a ―charm fit to disarm‖, 

become a risk? I had discounted ―the hearsay and attributed the stories to good-

natured banter among the colleagues. And, strictly speaking, we did not really ever 

travel together: I would fly in from Canada, typically via Frankfurt, so at best we 

would have been sharing a departure lounge. But we did briefly journey together at 

EIBA conferences, in buses and, at the Paris meeting in 2002, in the bateau mouche 

up and down the Seine from near the Eiffel Tower. And it was on that occasion that 

Danny‘s reputation caught up with me. 

 

 

My wife and son #2 on separate itineraries had converged on Paris, and we all had 

agreed to meet in the lobby of my hotel after the boat ride that concluded the 

conference. It was nearly the appointed time as the boat was only just pulling into the 

pier. I had said my farewells and was rushing off the boat, past the coat check line-up, 

where I briefly explained to Danny why I was in such a hurry to leave. Ever the 

With Rolf Mirus, Vitor Simões, Rebecca Piekkari (Tallinn, 2008) 
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gentleman, Danny wished me ―all the best and give my regards to…‖. And then, just 

after 23:00, it happened. 

 

I had jogged to the nearest Metro stop, Jena, a small station, deserted at that hour. The 

only other prospective passenger was a tall, broad-shouldered, jeans-jacketed North 

African (likely) on the opposing platform. Hollering across the tracks he asked me for 

a cigarette. My response was that I did not smoke. I began to feel a bit uneasy when 

he left his side and showed up on my side of the platform. No train in sight, the 

emergency call button steps away, panicky thoughts went through my mind: why did 

I have to wear that long heavy winter coat, why was there only one exit through such 

a long tunnel, what good would it do if I pushed the emergency button – if I even had 

a chance to get to it? Danny far from my thoughts), sensing imminent danger, my 

decision was to run and scream should my fears be borne out. So when he walked 

past, turned and tried to grab my coat, with the threat ―Now you will buy me a pack of 

cigarettes!‖, I took off into the exit tunnel hollering for help. My startled assailant – 

how could an old greybeard move so fast - was a few steps behind me after 

momentarily pausing to assess whether or not to pursue. He must have concluded that 

he who runs is a bird worth plucking! And in that he would have been right. 

 

Just then, to my great relief, a young man with a big musical instrument appeared at 

the end of the tunnel – only to turn quickly around as he heard me screaming. That 

was enough, however, to make my pursuer pause and allowed me to catch up with 

(and thank) the young American bass player who had left his gig early to be with his 

pregnant wife. We walked together to the next station, my heart rate gradually 

slowing down from the 200-something pace it had reached. As we approached that 

station, a bigger interchange station, my ―attacker‖ emerged from the stairs of the 

metro, and when I pointed him out to my acquaintance, made a threatening gesture. 

Fortunately, there were more people about and he walked away. And when we got on 

the train, the EIBA conference participants from an adjoining table on the boat got a 

firsthand account of the event. 

 

As a result I am much more aware of unsafe environments and wary of Danny‘s ―best 

wishes‖! 
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Danny Van Den Bulcke at seventy: From Gilleleje to Gruyère 
 

by Tamar Almor 

College of Management, Rislon Lezion, Israel 

 

 

My first acquaintance with Danny took place in Gilleleje. I was invited as a young 

Ph.D. student from Israel to present my Ph.D. research proposal and Danny was 

Chairman of the session.   

 

Between 1990 and 1992 the Copenhagen Business School (CBS) organized three 

consecutive summer schools which took place in Gilleleje, located at the Northern 

coast of Denmark.  

 

The Danish Summer Research Institute (DSRI) was organized by Lauge Stetting, Art 

Stonehill, John Dunning and Christian Nielsen, who were able to obtain funding from 

the (then) EEC in order to allow senior and junior scholars to get together and study 

the benefits of the "Europe 1992" project. 

 

In Gilleleje, a remote vacation village, about 40 Ph.D. students and about 40 of their 

supervisors got together for two weeks during three consecutive summers in order to 

work together on the Ph.D. studies conducted at the time.  Senior scholars who 

participated included John Dunning, Lauge Stetting, Art Stonehill, Danny Van Den 

Bulcke and Gunnar Hedlund to mention just a few.  

 

The Ph.D. students that attended DSRI included among others Philippe Gugler, 

Torben Pedersen, Nicole Coviello, Hong Liu, Ivo Zander, Rajneesh Narula and I. 

Gilleleje participants at the EIBA conference in Fribourg, Switzerland (2006) 
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While presenting lists of names may seem to make for boring reading, it is interesting 

to see that quite a few of the Ph.D. candidates on the list have become well known 

scholars within the last fifteen years and some of them have become presidents of the 

European International Business Academy (EIBA).  

 

Like many of my colleagues I became an EIBA member and, in time, an EIBA board 

member. For those of you whom might not know this, Danny has been running EIBA 

for many years, and numerous EIBA venues over the years were the result of Danny's 

efforts and ability to convince people to take it upon them to host an EIBA 

conference. Thus, while I met Danny for the first time in Gilleleje, I have met him 

since that time in many different locations. One of the more memorable ones was 

Switzerland, where Philippe Gugler hosted us at the University of Fribourg. During 

the preparatory meeting in May 2006 Danny, Philippe, Ana Teresa and I travelled to 

Gruyère where we enjoyed a truly wonderful day. 

 

Ana Teresa Tavares and Tamar Almor enjoying a day in Gruyère with Danny 
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Visiting Northern European cities 
 

by Jorma Larimo 

University of Vaasa, Finland 

 

 

I participated in the Annual Conference of EIBA for the first time in Rotterdam in 

1983. From that Conference I can remember well the lunch tour on a ship in the huge 

Rotterdam harbour area, the final dinner in a restaurant at the top of a high tower, and 

two interesting persons – Professors Roland Schuit – the president and host of the 

conference – and Professor Danny Van den Bulcke. Since that meeting I have met 

Danny annually at least once, usually twice or even more often in various parts of the 

world - usually at the EIBA Annual Conferences, but also at the AIB and AIB UK 

and Ireland Chapter Annual Conferences. Since the first meeting I have admired the 

energy, good memory, and positive attitude Danny always has had. 

 

In May 2003 Danny visited also a small city at the west coast in Finland called Vaasa 

to participate an international conference. During the days of his visit he was 

impressed about the University of Vaasa, especially its location at the seaside and its 

modern library facilities. 
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In the photo Danny is standing in front of the place where all forthcoming 

dissertations are shown by ‗hanging‘ during a period of ten days before the defense in 

order to allow all interested parties to check out the thesis. Thesis defenses are open to 

the public and quite often well attended in Finland as sometimes there are between 

100 to 150 attendants. Besides Danny´s head you can see a copy of the ―brains‖ – 

good symbol related to the doctoral dissertations. The task of an opponent for a 

doctoral thesis is quite demanding as Danny has experienced at the Stockholm School 

of Economics in Sweden at the beginning of the 1990s, although the Finnish 

experience is still missing. 

 

During his visit to Vaasa I showed Danny around in the Finnish countryside. He was 

very surprised to find out that it took less than half an hour to drive from the 

University to a place where our family has a summer cottage on the shore of a small 

lake. He realised that Finnish people are very close to nature and regularly visit their 

summer cottages to enjoy the peaceful environment so close to the city. Unfortunately 

we did not have enough time to heat the sauna and go for a swim. However, when 

Danny climbed one of the big boulders near the summer house to find the best spot 

for a picture, I was glad he did not fall off and end up in the lake anyway. 

 

Later on one of our interesting joint efforts concerned the planning of the EIBA 

Annual Conference in Tallinn. When Danny had come to Vaasa he was looking for a 

future venue of the EIBA conference. Regretfully I had to accept that Vaasa was too 

far off the beaten track for hosting the EIBA conference. But Danny convinced (or 

brainwashed) me into helping one of the Baltic universities to organize a future 

conference. Looking back I am glad I accepted the challenge. Following up my own 

preliminary contacts, we met in Tallinn in the summer of 2004 to explore the 

possibilities of such an event in Estonia, more in particular to have discussions with 

representatives of Tallinn Technical University. They showed us the different places 

in Tallinn, and let us taste the Estonian culture and hospitality. It was interesting to 

realise that the hotel chosen for the conference was actually built in 1980 for the 

Moscow Olympics to house the sportsmen who participated in the sailing events. At 

that time Estonia was still part of Russia.  

 

When the EIBA members finally met in Tallinn in December 2008 four years had 

passed since our first contacts. By that time, the Estonian economy had even turned 

from high growth to a serious slowdown. However, that the Annual Conference in 

Tallinn was very successful was most satisfying for Danny and me because we laid 

the foundations many years before. Of course, this would not have been possible 

without the efforts of the local organizers. ‗Terviseks‘ (meaning ‗Cheers‘ in Estonian) 

to Danny on his 70th birthday! 
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Trick and treat 
 

by Ludo Cuyvers 

University of Antwerp, Belgium 

 

 

I am very proud that Danny and I have shared a number of positions in the academic 

world, although I have to admit that I sometimes followed in his footsteps. He was 

President of the International Tradeinvest Institute, some three years before I became 

President, and I succeeded him as member of the Committee for International 

Scientific Contacts in the Fund for Scientific Research. 

 

Our collaboration goes back more than twenty years. In 1988 I was asked to prepare a 

paper on outward oriented development strategies of Asian economies, for a 

conference organized at the Erasmus University Rotterdam. This was a challenge as, 

at that time, I was only familiar with Japan and Singapore, and much less with 

countries such as South Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Moreover, I did not feel all 

that confident to deal with foreign direct investment issues which are Danny‘s special 

field of expertise. For both reasons, I proposed him to co-author the paper. It proved 

to be the starting point for our long term intensive co-operation about the analysis of 

economic development in South East Asia.  As a result of the positive experience I 

also asked Danny to assist me in my first academic contacts for export training 

sessions in Thailand, Malaysia and the Philippines.  

 

Based on our mutual experiences, Danny and I successfully applied for funds in so-

called ‗Own Initiatives‘, i.e. projects of Flemish universities with counterparts in 

South East Asia. More particularly we started up cooperation agreements with the 

Ateneo de Manila University in the Philippines, the National Institute of Development 

Administration (NIDA) in Thailand, Can Thö University in Vietnam, the National 

Institute of Management in Cambodia and the project with the National Organization 

for the Study of Politics and Administration (NOSPA) in Laos which is still ongoing. 

Yet, Danny and I rarely traveled together in South East Asia. It only happened on a 

couple of occasions: twice in the Philippines and in Thailand and once in Cambodia. 

Due to the time constraints that both of us  faced by our different teaching schedules 

and research activities – Danny evidently even much more than myself – our ‗co-

ordination missions‘ were most often carried out by only one of us, i.e. mostly by me. 

I often wondered why this was the case. I can only come up with the following 

hypothesis: on the one hand I needed strict planning well ahead of time, while on the 

other hand these travels for Danny were rather ―in betweens‖, due to his many other 

trips abroad which left him much less flexibility.  In addition, during the 1990s Danny 

was President of the Institute for Development Policy and Management at the 

University of Antwerp, which resulted into even more ―last minute‖ trips. 
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In March 1992, and 

for reasons that I 

don‘t remember, 

Danny had arrived 

before me in 

Manila. I believe 

that he was on his 

way back from 

China. We were 

supposed to stay 

together in the 

―Faculty Houses‖ 

on the campus of 

Ateneo de Manila 

University in 

Quezon City. The 

―Faculty Houses‖ 

was a modern 

building, consisting 

of eight studios and 

a swimming pool, 

nicely situated on 

top of a hill with a 

beautiful view, 

especially at night, 

over the suburbs of 

Manila.  At that 

time, our project 

assistant in 

residence was 

Willem Dewint, who lived in one of the studios. Danny and I would participate in the 

graduation ceremony, on the occasion of which we were honored to being introduced 

to President Corazon Aquino, whose daughter was among the graduates. When 

President Aquino inquired about the health of our King, Danny looked surprised and 

answered that he was fine. I had to correct him by telling the President that King 

Baudouin was about to leave the hospital after having received treatment. News about 

the royal family apparently had not reached Danny during his stay in China. 
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When I arrived in Manila International Airport Willem Dewint was waiting for me 

outside the arrival hall. We took a taxi, which to my surprise did not bring us to 

Quezon City, but to Makati, Manila‘s business district.  Willem explained that Danny 

stayed there in a posh hotel, as he did not want to stay together with me at the 

―Faculty Houses‖.  Although I was perplexed by this explanation, I was convinced 

that Willem must have misunderstood Danny. The real reason must have been that he 

considered the ―Faculty Houses‖ to be too far away from ―the madding crowd‖. Or 

maybe, he had remembered my story about the big cockroaches, I had seen there 

during an earlier visit. When we finally arrived at the Makati hotel, Danny welcomed 

me in the lobby of what he called ‗his‘ hotel and offered us a large beer to recover 

from a taxi ride through the hectic traffic, while also ordering another one for himself. 

I was quite disappointed that Danny had decided not to stay on the campus with me 

and realized that Willem had been right and that my own ‗rationalization‘ was 

completely wrong.   

 

When we had finished our beers we decided to go for a walk. Only then, due to a 

minor tongue in cheek remark, I suddenly understood that Danny had pulled my leg. 

As a matter of fact, we evidently were going to stay together on campus in Quezon 

City. Danny had concocted this story because he wanted to avoid the long taxi ride 

and the proverbial traffic jams on EDSA, Manila‘s ring road, all the way to and back 

President Aquino between two professors from the University of Antwerp 
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from the airport. I blamed myself for being such a good ‗believer‘ and realized that I 

had been tricked again by Danny, and that it probably would not be the last time 

either. Later on I even became an accomplice. One of his favorite stories is that my 

wife has a picture of him on her bedside. While coping with the incredulous looks of 

our partners in the conversation, I am supposed to confirm this with a sad expression 

on my face and only after some time explain that it is actually a picture of me, taken 

by Danny, which my wife considers the best photograph of her husband. 

 

It was also during our stay in Manila, that we discovered our common interest in 

Belgian comics. There are also some vestimentary events that I remember about our 

time in Manila. In the morning of graduation day, Willem had taken a picture with 

Danny‘s camera, with both of us in a T shirt of the non-existing Manila ―Hard Rock 

Café‖, and in the evening we posed in barong, the typical and obligate Filipino men‘s 

shirt, with the Philippines‘ President Aquino in between us. I also remember being 

accused by Danny of unusual (fools‘?) luck when in the afternoon of the Sunday, 

before my return flight to Bangkok the next morning; we came accidentally across the 

International Office of Thai Airlines. This made me realize that I still needed to 

reconfirm my flight and to be able to do so just before closing time was indeed a real 

stroke of luck. At the beginning of the 1990s the non confirmation of a flight at least 

72 hours in advance normally meant that you were not allowed to board the plane. 

Danny complained that he would not have been so lucky and that he would have had 

to spend at least a whole day in the airport before getting on another flight. Based on 

the ‗cowboy stories‘ that were told about him, I believed him and even tried to 

sympathize with his theoretical plight. 

  

Some time after Danny became President of the Institute of Development Policy and 

Management (IDPM) at the State University Centre Antwerp (RUCA), I asked him to 

help me in starting up a major in ‗International economic relations‘ in the Master 

curriculum of the Faculty of Applied Economics called ―International Business‖ 

which consisted of a number of new courses, among which International Management 

Strategies, taught by Danny, and International Trade which I took on myself. The new 

major attracted a large number of Master students and continued to do so after the 

Faculty of Applied Economics of RUCA and UFSIA merged in 2000 and the major 

was integrated in the new curriculum. As mentioned before, we were very 

complementary as I myself specialized in international trade issues while Danny‘s 

expertise resided in foreign direct investment and the activities of multinational 

enterprises. When Danny a few years later reformed the curriculum of IDPM and 

launched three new Master programs and I was asked to lecture in the Master in 

Global Management and Development, I was glad to oblige. 

 

However, we also share some frustrations as our efforts to interest the students in the 

Asian economic development and the growth of the emerging economies were 

shelved after many years of successful operations. For both of us it was disappointing 
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to discover that several of our colleagues did not have the necessary global 

perspective to prepare students for a globalizing economy with South East Asia and 

China and India among the major new players. As a result I myself resigned from my 

lectureship at IDPM after Danny stepped down as President and decided to 

concentrate on my ‗core businesses‘ as professor in the Faculty of Applied 

Economics. Yet, I continued to be responsible for a course on ‗Asian Economic and 

Business Environment‘ in a Master in Global Management at the UAMS, the 

University of Antwerp Management School, which was part of  a major in ‗Asian 

Business‘ launched by Danny. In this program he taught a course on the economic 

development of 

China, which 

regretfully was 

abandoned after his 

retirement. 

 

Danny and I also 

became involved in 

joint research 

projects. He always 

reworked our draft 

reports heavily, 

rephrasing full 

sentences, making 

comments in the 

margin, revising and 

re-revising the 

revisions.  I have to 

admit that I learned 

a lot from him in 

this way, even 

though I sometimes 

thought that he 

exaggerated in his 

insistence to write a 

paper in which 

everything had been 

more than ‗triple‘ 

checked, even 

though the deadline to deliver the promised article was coming dangerously close.  

This experience of writing papers together with Danny also proved to be useful later 

on, as I became one of the few who can decipher his hieroglyphic handwriting, which 

often brought others close to a nervous breakdown.  My doctoral student Reth Soeng, 

who recently received his doctoral degree on a thesis with papers on foreign direct 
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investment in Cambodia which Danny and I co-authored, often came to my office in 

despair, with a copy of his most recent draft full of illegible scribbles from Danny.  

Sometimes, even Patricia Franck, his longtime secretary, did not always succeed in 

reading his  handwriting, e.g., when typing out one of his questions for an exam as 

‗Explain the Unilever (!) effect of a customs duty‘, which resulted in interesting 

speculative answers by the poor students who thought they had missed something 

during the lectures. It should have been ‗Ruilvoet effect‘ (meaning terms of trade 

effect). This must have been one of the few times he did not check something a 

second time. 

 

Danny ‗officially‘ retired in 2004. To celebrate the fact that he became emeritus 

professor, an international conference was organized at the University of Antwerp at 

the beginning of December 2004. After the scientific papers had been presented I had 

the opportunity as one of the laudatio-speakers to give the audience a glimpse of 

Danny‘s more profane and non-academic interests, such as a collector and avid reader 

of Belgian comics. As a follow-up of the conference together with Filip De Beule I 

edited a festschrift with contributions from eminent international business specialists. 

The book was published by Palgrave MacMillan and presented to Danny one year 

later on December, 5, 2005 by the rector of the university. Filip and I were able to 

keep the conference and the book project a secret for quite a long time. But at some 

point he discovered our plot by an inadvertent remark by one of the authors of a 

chapter.  And although we first  tried to deny that such an initiative had been taken, 

we had to tell him to make sure that he would not be somewhere else in the world on 

the occasion of an event organized especially for him…It reminded me that it is easier 

to be tricked by Danny than to trick him. However, once he knew about it he became 

very concerned and wanted to make sure that everything would go all right. In the end 

we did not regret that we had not been able to trick or surprise him completely, as he 

even reviewed the draft chapters for his own Festschrift, and made many useful 

comments that we passed on to the authors in our own name. Later on, Filip would 

confide to me that Danny even had corrected the proofs of the chapters… So, with 

Danny it is not so much like Halloween‘s ‗trick or treat but rather ‗trick and treat‘! 
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My travels with Danny, 25 years of photographic memories 
 

By Vitor Corado Simões 

Technical University of Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

When one travels with Danny, it seems that the probability of having the car breaking  

down, missing flights, unexpected landings (though not necessarily in the Hudson 

river) and other odd situations is quite high. This is part of a globetrotter‘s charm... 

 

Fortunately, such instances have been absent from my travel experiences together 

with Danny (I don‘t know why, but maybe because I have a moderating effect on him 

or just by plain chance). Apart from carrying his heavy bag under the Brazilian sun to 

visit the Contemporary Art Museam of Niterói, a masterpiece of Oscar Niemeyer, 

with a wonderful view over Rio de Janeiro, I have not experienced the troubles 

reported by other, very reliable, friends. In fact, I have travelled with Danny in all 

kinds of situations and conditions such as in turbulent airline flights, boat trips on 

wonderful lakes, bus rides in snowing countrysides, late-departing trains, random 

walks, and nothing happened... except, of course, the strengthening of our friendship. 

 

I still have a vivid memory of my first walk with Danny. It was in a superb spot, Villa 

Serbeloni in Bellagio, overlooking Lake Como, during pleasant fall weather in 1983. 

John Dunning had invited us to contribute a chapter to a book he was preparing and 

we spent a week together at the Villa Serbelloni, at the courtesy of the Rockefeller 

Foundation, to discuss our work. By that time I was not yet in academia, but John‘s 

invitation sparkled my appetite for research and made me make the right choice later 

on. My English was not that good (nor is it now). One day, Danny invited me for a 

stroll to enjoy the magnificent views over the lake. I wanted to be kind to Danny. I 

thought: this guy is a Belgian, the Belgians speak French, he is teaching at the 

Collège d‘Europe, and my French is better than my English... So, I started speaking 

French, just to be told by Danny something like this: this is not my mother tongue, so 

let‘s speak English, it will be better for both of us. 

 

As far as I can remember, by that time Danny was already carrying his bag with all 

the photographic material inside... and so I had the first photos taken by Danny. I 

even think that he allowed me to hold his camera to take a picture of himself, with 

Lake Como in the background, but I‘m not fully sure. Anyway, my first travelling 

experience with Danny (and, of course, the first photos) took place in that beautiful 

scenery. And it was during that trip that I learned that (at least some) Belgians are 

strange people. From then on I have inextricably associated Danny with photography. 

And, as a student of innovation management and technology transitions, I can confirm 

that he has been remarkably successful in handling the transition from traditional to 

digital photography. 
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I am not sure, but most probably Danny also told me about EIBA during our stay in 

Bellagio. What I know is that in early 1986 I received a photo from Danny showing 

how magnificent the Scottish medieval heritage was... at least as portrayed by the 

EIBA Glasgow Gala Dinner arranged by Neil Hood. The cover letter reminded me 

that I should show up at the next EIBA conference. The invitation was so compelling 

that I decided to attend the EIBA meeting in London. It was my first EIBA 

conference, a very special one since it was jointly held with AIB. 

 

In December 1987 Danny had agreed to organize the conference in Antwerp, at a time 

when EIBA was not doing all that well. It was a superb conference, not only by its 

high academic level, but also because of the fantastic social and cultural events. Three 

aspects are still very present in my memory, assisted by Danny‘s photos, of course. 

First, there was the pre-conference get-together walk through old Antwerp, and the 

explanations given about the wonderful masterpieces by well-known Flemish 

painters. Secondly, there was the chamber music concert in a small chapel from 

which a lovely Christmas spirit emerged. From then on, I have always associated the 

EIBA conferences in December with a Christmas atmosphere that is often very 

typical for the country where the conference takes place. Danny‘s photos succeeded 

in reflecting the Christmas mood extremely well. Third, there is the exquisite ‗beer & 

cheese‘ Gala Dinner party. I have a picture, taken by Danny (who else?), with 

different types of Belgian cheese and several half-liter glasses of beer that brought the 

spirit of the EIBA members and certainly myself into higher regions... 

 

‗Then, we took Berlin‘ (to say it with the words of singer poet Leonard Cohen), with 

Hans-Günther Meissner at the helm of EIBA. New pictures in Berlin, for sure! But 

these were not so joyful. Danny‘s pictures of the Berlin Wall, and the armed East 

German soldiers in front of the Wall, still impress me today. However this was also 

the conference during which I found out that  EIBA had a couple of first-class 

entertainers: i.e. Roland Schuit, playing Santa Claus, and Danny, with his under-

cooled sense of humor, acutely remembering comic situations that most of us had 

failed to fully grasp. Some of us were a little jealous by the way he got the attention 

of the nice girls of the conference secretariat by thanking them for their hard work 

during the conference with Belgian chocolates. By this time, Danny had already 

invited me to become the representative of the (then, tiny) Portuguese chapter, and 

offered me a seat at the EIBA Board.  

 

One of the most ‗magic‘ moments we lived together was a year later in Helsinki, 

singing in the snow in front of the statue of Sibelius. I still have several pictures of the 

students‘ choir from the Helsinki School of Economics, with EIBA President Reijo 

Luostartinen as the soloist. By that time, Reijo had succeeded to convince me about 

the economic advantages of small countries.  Eventually a study group called 

SMOPEC was formed. It has always intrigued me why Danny never joined this 
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research group as he comes from a small country and published about foreign firms in 

Belgium. At the beginning I thought that it was because his interest had shifted to 

Asia and China, but now I am convinced that it is because Danny‘s horizon, at the end 

of the day, is nothing less than the world.  

 

EIBA records show that between 1979 and 2008, i.e. during a period of 30 years 

Danny missed only one EIBA conference, i.e. the one held in Madrid by Juan Duran. 

The reason was that he was starting to experience the Chinese ‗attraction‘ and could 

not interrupt his teaching assignment in Xian to come to Spain. But even absent, 

Danny left his fingerprint, or should I call it photoprint, all over the conference. As a 

matter of fact the wonderful photo on the cover of the EIBA Madrid program, 

featuring some of the (then) members of the Board, with a bullfighting advertisement 

in the backstage had been taken by Danny in Jerez de la Frontera, when the Board 

met there a few months before for the interim Board meeting. 

 

But my travels with Danny have not only been linked to EIBA‘s activities. In the late 

spring of 1991, we were together on the beautiful island of Corsica, next to the sea, 

with the first versions of our chapters for another book, to be edited by John Cantwell. 

I still remember that Danny was the discussant of my chapter. After all the criticisms 

that he raised, including his comment that I had misunderstood the meaning of the 

miniature-replica concept, I felt extremely relieved when he concluded on a positive 

note. What about the pictures from Corsica? The sea, the sea again, the calanches de 
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Piana, the excellent bouillabaisse we ate at a restaurant at the port (although its 

quality was surpassed by Danny‘s picture of it), the small fortresses along the coast.  

Danny kept pushing us along during a long walk as if he wanted to take pictures of all 

the fortresses. However, the best pictures are those portraying the goats that were 

constantly interrupting our meetings that often took place outside. Danny took so 

many pictures of them, that I thought he was confusing them with models showing off 

on the catwalk. He told me later that he was grateful to goats, because one of them 

had allowed him together with his parents and sister to get through the difficult war 

years. 

 

At the Gala Dinner at the end of the Copenhagen conference, the organizer Harald 

Vestergaard had hired a professional stand-up comedian to imitate EIBA Board 

members. Harald contracted a very good entertainer to replace Danny. But the almost 

unanimous decision of EIBA‘s ‗citizens‘ was that, although he was really good, he 

had not been able to match Danny‘s quality. Nobody else attempted to contract an 

entertainer to replace Danny again... until we came back to Denmark many years later 

to be told stories written by Hans Christian Andersen.  

 

Meanwhile, I had become cognizant of Danny‘s efforts to ensure the continuity of 

EIBA and its mainstay the annual conferences. If this is still a hard task today, it was 

even more daunting in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Danny was continuously 

looking for new possible venues and scanning the academic horizon to identify 

qualified and motivated future organizers. His arguments were compelling, and his 

ability to convince the still undecided was (and still is) very strong. After one had 

only tentatively admitted the possibility to organize the conference, he did not lose his 

‗prey‘ anymore. And it has to be added that after one had succumbed to his charming 

perseverance he provided enormous advice and support until the very day the meeting 

was held. That is how, he convinced me to host the EIBA in Lisbon in 1993, the year 

after the conference in Reading organized by John Cantwell.  

 

The Reading conference was memorable because Danny had succeeded in convincing 

Peter Buckley, then chairman of AIB-UK to have a joint conference on the occasion 

of John Dunning‘s retirement from Reading University. It was there that John 

Dunning promised his wife Christine to work less hard after the publication of the 

impressive volume Multinational Enterprises and the Global Economy. We had a very 

late dinner at a magnificent palace, some miles away from Reading, after the bus 

driver lost his way in the woods. Danny could not be blamed for this, however.  

 

Back to EIBA Lisbon. For Danny the flight to Lisbon was less turbulent than the one 

before, when there was a heavy storm, and the plane had to land in Faro. In Lisbon, 

Danny showed his entertainer capabilities once more, although he has not able to join 

in with the Portuguese students in singing fado. I still keep at my home studio a 
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picture of mine at the conference, taken by Danny. In fact, Danny succeeded in 

making me almost photogenic! 

 

In Lisbon, I started to appreciate another facet of Danny‘s commitment to EIBA and 

his devotion to the future of our profession, i.e. the Doctoral Tutorial. The mix of 

professionalism and welcoming attitude he put in the Tutorial was remarkable. Until 

then I was not aware of the care, commitment and effort he put in the preparation and 

the organization of the Tutorial he was responsible for during no less than 17 years, 

i.e. between 1987, when he launched this initiative, to 2004, the year of his 65th 

birthday. I still remember the suggestion he made in Lisbon to have a get-together 

dinner for the faculty and the students on the evening before the Tutorial to allow 

them to get better acquainted and thereby improving the quality and efficiency of the 

presentations and discussions. This tradition has been continued since then and 

certainly contributed to the success of this important initiative. 

 

From Lisbon to Warsaw... More photos to revive my memories. I remember the visit 

to Chopin‘s home and Gunnar and Marina playing the piano. I think it was also in 

Warsaw that I carried Danny‘s bag for the first time. More photos in Urbino, the 

wonderful and picturesque city. Apparently this was a fascinating place for Danny 

judging by the many pictures he took of the typical and not so typical sights as well as 

Federigo de Montefeltro‘s nose, used as a logo for the conference brochure by 

Roberto Schiattarella. It was during a sidetrip to Gubbio that he took a picture of my 

wife Elisa and me chatting during an exquisite lunch. It‘s our best picture together, 

The Portuguese and Brazilian delegation in Ljubljana 
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and I have given it a place of honor in our living room. And of course when I look at 

it, I also remember the expert photographer who caught this specific moment with his 

camera. 

 

From Urbino up North to Stockholm, to learn how seriously ill Gunnar Hedlund was. 

I remember our visit to the room in the City Hall where the Nobel Prize dinners are 

held after the prizes have been awarded. It was interesting to see how eager Danny 

was to capture such beauty in his, still analog, camera. Maybe he dreamed that there 

was also a Photo Nobel Prize, and that he might even win it. I think he would be 

entitled to it, not just for atmospheric quality of the pictures, but also for the kindness 

and friendship to send, every January, the photos from the previous EIBA conference 

to his friends and colleagues. 

 

The next Conference was in Stuttgart, efficiently organized by Klaus Macharzina. 

After Stuttgart we went to Jerusalem, the first and only time that EIBA left the shores 

of the European continent. The situation was relatively peaceful at that time, although 

there was a lot of commotion and enormous traffic jams because it coincided with the 

visit from the US President Bill Clinton. Yet, Eugene Jaffe and Seev Hirsh ran a 

successful conference in which the special session with representatives of the 

different religions in the regions under the chairmanship of John Dunning was quite 

memorable and showed the wide interests of the EIBA membership.  I still keep 

Danny‘s pictures portraying me at the Olive Trees Garden. At the end of the 

conference he delivered the closing speech, in which he alluded to the development of 

trade and investment cooperation in the region and to the atmosphere of peace that 

was reigning at that time.  

 

In Manchester Danny became a ‗red devil‘, and enjoyed the opportunity provided by 

Fred Burton to visit Manchester United‘s famous stadium ‗Old Trafford‘ and to take 

photos of the field. I myself was honored to be able to thank the Mayor of Manchester 

(in full regalia) on behalf of the EIBA Board for his hospitality during our visit to the 

City Hall. Danny succeeded in capturing this important moment with his camera, 

which allowed me to show the picture around later on and impress my family and 

colleagues. 

  

By that time, Danny had already become a specialist on China. Earlier than most of us 

he had anticipated the growing role of international business and regaled his EIBA 

colleagues with the stories of his visits to this newly emerging and intriguing country. 

He also discovered the charms of a still-Portuguese group of three small islands, but 

about-to-become part of China, i.e. Macau. Danny‘s Chinese connection is still very 

much alive, and he still follows Sino-European relations closely. Last year  he 

convened a special panel at the AIB Conference in Milan about ‗Europe at Fifty‘in 

which he dealt with that theme. 
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I missed the Maastricht EIBA meeting and consequently I did not get any pictures. 

When we met in Paris the following year, I did not attempt to challenge Danny to 

speak French, even though he himself spoke the language of Molière at the beginning 

of his speech during the Gala Dinner held on a boat on the river Seine. To compensate 

for a nasty picture he took of Juán Durán and me during that trip he allowed me later 

to pose with two charming Spanish young ladies. I also have an unforgettable photo 

with two nice Greek girls of the Athens conference secretariat, with the Acropolis in 

the background. Danny was very proud of the fact that he had succeeded to get a 

woman IB professor to host an EIBA conference for the very first time in 28 years. 

And rightfully so, because Marina Papanastasseou did an excellent job. That the so-

called ‗glass ceiling‘ was broken again a few years later when Grazia Santangelo 

would host us in Catania and also for the third time in 2010 when Ana Teresa Tavares 

will do so in Porto, is to a large extent  due to Danny‘s efforts to do away with the 

gender barriers.  

 

Next year we were back in Copenhagen. I remember Danny trying to choose the best 

angle to capture the beauty and architectonic irreverence of the CBS building. As it 

happened with Harald Vestergard a dozen years before, Torben Pedersen decided to 

challenge Danny by going public with the story about a strange trip from Calgary to 

Banff for the AIB conference a number of years before and an even stranger night at 

the hotel in Banff. I must admit that it became extremely mysterious and that I am 

still wondering what happened. I have never seen the photos. I may say: in Danny‘s 

pictures, I trust.  

Danny and Vitor with Angela da Rocha, and John Dunning 
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From North to South, from Copenhagen to Ljubljana. From out-dated technology to 

digital photography. At last, Ljubljana heralds a new era: we have now Danny‘s 

EIBA pictures at the EIBA website in a photo gallery. This enables us to fully 

appreciate Danny‘s photographic capabilities, and to revive the nice moments of 

EIBA socialization after the intensity of the discussions about the papers in the 

meeting rooms. I especially remember three photos from that conference. The first 

one, with my good Brazilian friend Carlos Hemais who died one year later and was 

already very ill when he came to the conference. The second, featuring Danny 

awarding John Dunning with EIBA‘s Lifetime Achievement Award in International 

Business. And, last but not least, a third photo with the participants, including myself, 

of the panel session about the book in honor of Danny‘s career, edited by Ludo 

Cuyvers and Filip De Beule, entitled Transnational Corporations and Economic 

Development – From Internationalization to Globalization. Clearly, Danny‘s photos 

have, to a significant degree, become my memory. 

 

Up North, again: Oslo, in 2005. That wonderful half-village, half-city, where one 

feels relaxed and close to nature, together with the organizational skills of Gabriel 

Benito brought us another successful conference. Looking at some 50 photos, out of 

the more than hundred taken by Danny, and displayed at the EIBA website, one 

wonders how Danny can do so many things at the same time during a three day 

conference: EIBA chairman and chairing of the Board Meeting, the General 

Assembly, the AIB West European Region, organizer and chair of two panel sessions, 

the Doctoral Tutorial, speaking at the Gala Dinner... and last but not least the 

unofficial photographer. And there also is EIBA-zine, another product of Danny‘s 

entrepreneurship. During the EIBA conferences many participants respond positively 

and enthusiastically to Danny‘s request to contribute a short article for the next EIBA-

zine issue. However, for one reason or other, such good intentions rarely materialize 

and, time and again, as a result Danny takes it upon himself to write most of the 

articles. This is another facet of Danny‘s multi-variate capabilities: a photographer, a 

journalist, and an outstanding academic. So many features in just one man! 

  

 

With this historic overview I almost forgot about this ‗globe-trottering‘ traveler. In 

2005, I was fortunate to be with John Dunning and Danny in Rio de Janeiro as 

keynote speakers for a conference on international business. I have never learned so 

much about China as I have done by carefully listening to Danny‘s presentation. He 

was so convincing about the opportunities that were emerging in China, that even his 

Brazilian audience, who were overly confident that the future belonged to Brazil, that 

they started thinking that maybe it was in China. So much for his academic work in 

Brazil. During this trip he wanted to visit Paraty, the lovely small city founded in the 

17th century. Paraty is known to be a paradise for photographers, and therefore also to 

Danny. I went with him (and carried his bag) to a travel agency to book a three day 
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trip to Paraty. During the whole trip it rained cats and dogs and some of the streets of 

the small port were inundated. Yet, Danny as ever an optimist told me later that, even 

while soaking wet, he had succeeded in reflecting the special atmosphere in his 

photos. 

 

The most reproachable picture taken in Rio was the result of Danny‘s successful 

attempt to get me in front of a pro-fire arms poster to associate me with this 

movement in Brazil, an issue that was the subject of a referendum during our stay 

there. To show my protest about the fire arms photo I did not offer to carry Danny‘s 

bag. However, after some time I changed my mind, because otherwise I would not 

have any souvenirs from this delightful visit to Rio. I thought I had made a good deal, 

although later on I was not so sure anymore.  I realized that Danny became the owner 

of my memory, and only released selected parts of it. For instance, Danny‘s photos at 

the  Palace Hotel - where pictures decorated the walls of all the famous Hollywood 

stars who had stayed there - and where he had tried to get star status himself by 

impersonating some of them, never reached me. 

 

In 2006, EIBA moved to Fribourg hosted by Philippe Gugler, in order to clarify the 

vexata questio of which chocolates taste best: i.e. the Swiss or the Belgian ones, 

corporate ownership notwithstanding?  Danny was courageous enough to take 

Belgian chocolates to Switzerland and claim that they were better than the Swiss, 

although he admitted that the difference was marginal, in order not to upset his hosts 

too much. More important, however, was that, we found a rejuvenated Danny, after 

the back surgery he had undergone at the beginning of the year. A Danny who could 

carry his bag again. Contrary to what I had expected he did not  show up in Fribourg 
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with a brand new, 200-grams light, camera. Against all medical advice he persisted to 

handle a heavy camera with several lenses. After more than 20 years I was still not 

able to predict Danny‘s moves. Neither did I realize that after the conference he made 

a trip to Zermatt to see the Matterhorn, a mountain that had fascinated him since his 

youth. No wonder for someone who was born in a ―plat pays‖, to recall Jacques Brel. 

 

From Fribourg, we moved to Catania, Sicily, to experience in loco how old 

Mediterranean societies function, and how surprising baroque architecture can be. 

And of course, the Etna volcano. I was not successful in convincing Danny to join me 

for a trip to Agrigento, as he had already been there during the interim Board meeting. 

I had the feeling that Danny was taking less pictures of the meeting, perhaps because 

he was too impressed by the snow covered top of the Etna or fearful of the mafia. 

Looking at the EIBA website I even have the impression that he himself was 

photographed more often. In retrospect, the most important feature at Catania was a 

special plenary session organized by Danny about the second edition of John 

Dunning‘s magnum opus Multinational Enterprises and the Global Economy. 

Documented also by Danny‘s camera, this was the last EIBA venue where John 

Dunning made a presentation. John Dunning, the man (and dear friend) who made our 

lives intersect in Bellagio.  

 

Yet, thanks to Danny, I was also asked to be on a panel in June 2008 together with 

him as well as John Dunning, Juán Durán and Marjan Svetlicic. This heralds another 

facet of Danny: namely his ability to identify interesting topics and suscitate a lively 

discussion among the panel members and the audience about the issues involved, 

such as ‗The European Union at Fifty‘. He reserved the top place for himself, 

however, featuring in the program twice, with opening and closing addresses on 

different topics! But this time he lost: we took so long in our presentations that he got 

no time left for his last one.  

 

My earlier impression of Danny giving up his ‗duties‘ as EIBA‘s photographer was 

not confirmed in Tallinn in December 2008, however. Although he informed us that 

at the end of 2009 he will step down as Chairman of EIBA, I hope he will continue to 

come to the EIBA meetings to organize panel sessions and to capture the academic 

sessions and social activities with his camera.  

 

In recent times, I noticed that Danny is becoming an Iberian Peninsula fan. There will 

be two conferences in the Iberian Peninsula in a row. I have been looking for the 

reasons for this (wise, from my perspective) decision. I know that Danny is always 

concerned about the quality of future EIBA Conferences, and is usually very 

convincing in presenting his arguments to the Board. I know that Danny always puts 

EIBA interests first, and thinks (as I do) that both José Plà and Ana Teresa Tavares 

have all the capacities to organize outstanding Conferences. But there should be 

another reason for this preference for the Iberian Peninsula... 
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Twice in a row in the Iberian Peninsula... I could not believe! It looks like the 

globetrotter wants to settle, and to come to the sun, in Algarve or Andalucia, the best 

places in the World to enjoy it. This is a sound hypothesis. However, time only will 

tell if this is to be confirmed. There are some counter-arguments. Though he might be 

reducing the pace, it is not likely to have the globetrotter just enjoying the sun. But 

one thing I‘m sure about: the photographer will never give up, and with him, my 

memory will be kept alive! 

 

 

California dreaming 
 

by Christos Pitelis 

Cambridge University, UK 

 

When considering which conferences to attend, I usually take into account locational 

and institutional factors. Over time, one of the institutional determinants became 

Danny. Having chatted once outside the conference hotel in Monterrey California as 

to which sessions we should attend, soon afterwards we ended up taking photos with 

sea-lions. So much for IB, but at least the I was there. Similar experiences continued, 

as shown in the attached photograph. Having looked for more sea lions- and failed to 

find them, we decided to dress up as polar bears – with others taking photos of us. 

 

 

I look forward to the next IB conference with Danny... 
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Biking in the Andes 
 

by Robrecht Renard 

University of Antwerp, Belgium 

 

 

At first, I was a little apprehensive about Danny‘s enthusiasm. As with other 

colleagues who went to teach a short course in Bolivia in the program I was co-

coordinating over there, I had casually mentioned to Danny the possibility of making 

use of my local bicycle. Cycling is politically very correct in our academic 

community, and therefore I thought I should make the offer. But that does not mean 

that most academics go so far as to share my particular inclination and enjoy 

descending on a ramshackle mountain bike at 50 kilometers an hour from the slopes 

of the Andes, even less of ascending its steep slopes at a snail‘s pace, refusing to put a 

foot on the ground, all the while avoiding potholes, slippery stretches of grass, stones, 

cattle, and other obstacles. Most of the other Belgian colleagues, who had gone to 

Bolivia before, had politely declined my generous offer, much to my relief. But here I 

was: Danny immediately jumped to the opportunity and asked me so many precise 

questions about where he could fetch the bike, how to handle the lock, what 

excursions he could make, and on and on, that I was sure that he would actually do it. 

Typically Danny, of course. Goes off for the first time to Bolivia, at an age where 

most people have settled for the quiet comforts of late middle age, and decides to go 

biking in the Andes! Just like that. By the time of Danny‘s departure, I was fretting in 

earnest about the many things that could go wrong. Danny does not live in Antwerp, 

so it was normal that he did not turn up at his office on a bike. So how could I know 

how experienced he was at cycling? All I knew about his skills on wheels was that he 

was a very careful but somewhat distracted car driver, and that did not put me 

completely at ease.  

 

The Bolivian university with which we had our partner agreement is situated in the 

city of Cochabamba, halfway between the high Andean plateau and forbidding 

mountain peaks of Western Bolivia and the tropical lowlands at the frontier with 

Brazil, in the East. In terms of altitude it was also halfway up, or down, according to 

your viewpoint. Cochabamba lies at 2500 meters, in a broad valley surrounded by an 

Andean plateau of 3000 meters and more. The city is more easy on the lungs than the 

capital La Paz, but that does not mean that the altitude does not let itself be felt. Upon 

arrival in Cochabamba, it typically took me several days before I was fully used to the 

thin air and could comfortably cycle to the Cristo de la Concordia, the local landmark 

statue towering a couple of hundred meters above the town. And only towards the end 

of my stay would I eventually embark on what I considered my sporting highlight, a 

half day excursion, driving from the hotel towards the edge of the town, then 

gradually up into the hills, through the Eucalyptus forest and the protected park, all 

the way up to the Andean plateau, and back  again. Even if Danny had given no 
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indication that he wanted to cycle that far up, I reminded myself that even cycling in 

the town of Cochabamba is not for the fainthearted. Cyclists are very low in the 

pecking order that serves as the major inspiration for the informal local traffic rules, 

and I was almost daily warned by my Bolivian colleagues and students that I really 

shouldn‘t be driving around town on a bike at all. And I had to admit that it had taken 

me a while before I had gotten used to the obstinately reckless behavior of the local 

taxi drivers and developed the agility to avoid being squeezed onto the sidewalk at 

every turn in the road. All of this gave me ample opportunity to be worried about 

Danny, not to mention my bike. 

 

When Danny safely returned to 

Belgium a couple of weeks later, 

and came to see me, he was in 

high spirits, and I sighed with 

relief. And how had everything 

been: the students, the course, 

the local counterpart, the 

country?  Well, from his answer 

it was clear it had been fine, 

fascinating, and just good to 

have been there. But he added 

ominously that things had not 

gone completely as planned. To 

start with, he had been delayed 

for two days at Sao Paolo and 

Santa Cruz airports before 

making it to his final destination 

in Cochabamba. But then, with 

Danny, things never did go 

completely as planned. He once 

told me, only half in jest, that the 

laws of probability did not apply 

to him. When things might 

possibly go a little bit wrong, 

with him they just went wrong 

all the way. It had to be like that, 

it was his fate. So, when he told me that he had had such a long delay, something that 

had never happened to me in all my travels to Bolivia, I had to consent that there was 

something remarkable about him being singled out for this particular case of bad luck. 

And what about the biking, I asked, a little anxious, and, by now, very curious. Well, 

that had gone very well, ―on the whole‖. That last part of the sentence put me on 

edge. First though, Danny, as a consummate diplomat, gave me the reassuring part of 

the news. I gathered from what he said that he was actually quite an experienced 
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cyclist, that he had enjoyed the excursions, and that my worries had been 

unnecessary. But, sure enough, fate had struck. On a trip along the bicycle path that 

encircles the city, high enough above the town to be clear from the noisy traffic and to 

provide a beautiful panorama of the city itself, the fertile agricultural countryside 

surrounding it, and the hills gradually yielding to the higher mountain range, the 

bicycle had broken down, and Danny had to continue his quite long trip on foot, 

dragging the now useless machine behind him. He just made it to class that evening, 

but only just, still panting and sweating from exhaustion. 

 

That was in 1997. Two years later, Danny volunteered for another teaching trip to 

Cochabamba. I cannot recall any fateful events with the bike. I am not even sure he 

used it. But on that second mission he did make a grander tour, and visited Machu 

Picchu, the hauntingly beautiful Inca city in Peru. In a sense, that was a fitting 

destination. Cochabamba had been part of the Inca empire, and for the avid traveler 

that Danny is, this was a temptation that could and should not be resisted. Reflecting 

now on all these years of our collaboration, it strikes me as odd that Danny and I 

never managed to travel together. We were good colleagues in the same institute; both 

of us travelled widely, but somehow our travel plans never coincided. That does not 

mean that he did not influence my travel agenda. Just as he had volunteered to be a 

visiting scholar in an academic project I was coordinating in Cochabamba, I did 

volunteer for one of the many projects Danny was coordinating in Asia. It brought me 

for the first time in my life to Bangkok, and I still vividly remember how I was drawn 

into the charms of this buzzing, fast-living metropolis. The contrast with Cochabamba 

couldn‘t possibly have been greater. 
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70 years for EIBA 
 

by Klaus Macharzina 

Hohenheim University, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

When I was asked to contribute to a booklet ―Travels with Danny‖ which will come 

out on the occasion of his 70th birthday, I was surprised for two reasons. First, 

because the same request had been put to me some five years earlier; since I never 

had the pleasure to travel together with Danny I regretfully had to turn it down. 

Second, of course I was surprised that the project is still underway albeit based on a 

slightly different understanding of collecting ―common memories‖, not just (chaotic) 

travel experiences. So this time I am delighted to be on board. Since there are so 

many memories of such a long time of professional collaboration and close friendship 

with Danny I have to be selective. I will pick a few outstanding ones from different 

angles. But let me first and foremost as Dean on behalf of the EIBA Fellows extend 

our warmest congratulations to Danny wishing him the very best for the next thirty 

years. Maybe he should stay on as Honorary Chairperson of our Academy. 

 

Both of us are 39ers, according to a popular German tune the best ―cohort‖ which 

there is. A quick calculation shows that soon each of us will have devoted half of our 

lives part-time to EIBA, which together makes 70 years! Starting with the first annual 

meeting in Jouy-en-Josas in 1975 over the years we had the privilege to experience 

wonderful meetings with increasingly high academic standards, closer social 
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connectivity and richer cultural diversity with a level of participation lingering around 

only 200 delegates for many years. That is why we were amazed when for the first 

time we managed to break through to way over 300 participants in 1997. I will never 

forget the Antwerp meetings organized so superbly by Sylvain Plasschaert in 1980 

and by Danny in 1987, and I still seem to hear the sound of the brass band playing in 

that old church. On the evening before the 1980 meeting the Plasschaerts had Anja 

and me over for dinner in their lovely home, and I remember Sylvain drawing my 

attention to his younger colleague as the coming man of EIBA: how right he was. 

 

Of course my thoughts go back also to the two German meetings, namely in Berlin in 

1988, and in Stuttgart in 1997 where I respectively served as Program Co-Chair and 

President, and which Danny crowned in his inimitable fashion with his speeches at 

the respective Gala Dinners. In spite of the fact that we have totally different working 

styles I have enjoyed working with Danny on the EIBA Board for ten years and in the 

group of the EIBA Fellows since 2003. I have always been impressed by his 

enthusiasm and strong commitment.  A certain mixture of subtle Flemish humor and 

his sometimes ―unconventional‖ ways of dealing with problems has made him a most 

likeable colleague. Among the many board meetings we attended together, the 

Interim Board Meeting in Stockholm which Gunnar Hedlund so nicely hosted in May 

1996, I am sure, will always remain in our common memory. None of us, who 

enjoyed  the boat trip in the early evening sun on the canals of the ‗Venice of the 

North‘ to the theatre in  Drottningholm and the Shakespearean play we attended there, 

could have  expected that it would be  the last time we would see  our friend and 

colleague Gunnar Hedlund 

 

My last EIBA Board meeting took place in Ljubljana in December 2004. After lunch 

the Board members went back to the meeting room, me without my jacket because I 

could not find it anymore in the cloakroom.  One jacket was left but it did not belong 

to me.  When I succeeded in catching up with the group I saw my blazer walking in 

front of me, worn by Danny. When I challenged him about walking around in my 

jacket he replied: ―I knew yours is of better quality and a more fashionable blazer, 

mine comes from China. Why don´t you take it?‖ So obviously the 39ers do not seem 

to mind sharing second-hand clothes even when worn over many years of travel . . . 

with or without Danny. 

 

Ad multos, buddy, vivat et gaudeat. 
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Missing the opportunity – Macau Tower 
 

by Clara Lei 

Institute of Tourism Studies, Macau, China 

 

 

It was the first year that the new Macau Tower had started to offer the so-called ‗Mast 

Climb‘.  The Macau Tower is 338 meter high and is the 10th tallest free-standing 

tower in the world, the 8th highest in Asia. With the Mast Climb, one can climb 100 

meters up the mast‘s vertical ladders and then continue to the top and enjoy the best 

views of Macau.  

 

As ever curious about new developments in Macau, I briefed Danny about the Mast 

Climb and mentioned casually that it was necessary to book beforehand as it had 

become very popular with young people. To my surprise he proposed to do it together 

with me the coming Saturday, the day after his lectures ended and just before his 

departure. I thought this professor might have been joking (Danny was 65 years old at 

that time) and agreed inadvertently. Soon my surprise changed into dismay when I 

heard that Danny had invited other students from his master class to join the climb. 
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Yet, the students did not take this seriously and thought he was kidding, as they had 

learned to get used to his special sense of humor. 

 

When Friday came, Danny asked me whether I had made the booking for the climb; I 

was completely astounded when I realized that he had indeed intended to go on the 

climb. I could not believe that a 65 years old professor would have the courage to do 

the Mast Climb. After all, it is very high and during the 2 hour necessary for the 

ascent and descent one is only attached by a rope. Afterwards I very much regretted 

that I did not make the booking and that it was too late to organize the climb for the 

next day. I have missed this golden opportunity to climb the Macau Tower with a 65 

years old professor. I should have taken this challenge seriously. My only excuse is 

that nobody else ever suggested this to me…not even my energetic husband! 

 

But maybe Danny also had second thoughts, because when he came back two years 

later, the Mast Climb was no longer on his program. On the other hand he might have 

thought that I myself was scared of heights, and did not want me to lose face…  
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Danny Van Den Bulcke: Character role for a cosmopolitan 

Belgian actor 
 

by Rob Van Tulder 

Erasmus University, Rotterdam, Netherlands 

 

 

As a child I was a great fan of the ‗Suske en Wiske‘ stories, a typical Flemish comic 

by Willy Vandersteen, that featured two smart and serious – but easily flammable 

children – that encountered all sorts of adventures in the past and present. What was 

perhaps most interesting of this series – we have reached album number 300+ at the 

moment I think – were not the two leading characters, but their surrounding: all 

supposedly mature people that in reality were less than mature. Suske and/or Wiske 

basically had to save aunt Sidonia time and again – chaotic, frustrated by her 

appearance, but extremely caring- and uncle Lambik – seemingly clumsy, chaotic as 

well, always in for a laugh, representing the typical sense of Belgian humor – in a 

continuous fight with a long line of ludicrous villains surrounding them time and 

again. Strangely enough neither Suske nor Wiske seem to have real parents, they live 

with their aunt. The only two more or less sane people in the comic were Jerommeke 

– a savagely strong person, but of limited brain – and professor Barabas – a brilliant 

scientist, social and kind who invented amongst other things a time machine, that 

proved very helpful every time something went wrong. Barabas wore a white beard, 

looked old but wise, while at the same time he was brilliant and from time to time 

showed a compassion for a playful attitude. 

 

For me Danny van den Bulcke has always represented a mixture of my favorite 

Suske-and-Wiske characters. In the first place of course professor Barabas for 

obvious reasons. I have always admired Danny‘s persistence in studying very 

relevant, but perhaps not very sexy, dimensions of multinational enterprises: this is 

the labor/employment dimension. Danny has supported me in the past to pursue 

comparable topics with my PhD students, which has resulted in many interesting and 

relevant studies. But Danny has equal appeal to me as Lambik: the eternal comedian 

that uses his own clumsiness in an almost apologetic fashion to amuse, but also to 

teach people. Always extremely sympathetic and funny, but always also aimed at 

learning new things, getting (irresponsibly often) into major adventures with an 

immense ability to take punches and therefore – if you read between the lines – tons 

of wisdom. Danny in his identity as chair of EIBA, but also in his numerous 

performances around the world, has regularly shown his Lambik identity. Probably 

most people know him best for that. By doing that, he played on the stereotypical 

impression of (Flemish) Belgians in international business, which has always been 

extremely entertaining. But mind you: there is more to Lambik than meets the eye; 

exactly as is the case with Danny. Danny (like Lambik) is social and wise, the act is 

an act, and always puts various layers in his messages that are always aimed at the 
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common good, be it the continuation of EIBA, support for specific research and 

researchers. Part of Danny is clearly aunt Sidonia, but I will tell him personally what 

that means to me. And Danny is Jerommeke: macho man who gets things done. 

Always soft spoken, but a strong and sturdy character. Danny is neither Suske nor 

Wiske, they are too wise for this story and – besides – they are also in the comic far 

too dull!  

 

Danny, congratulations with your 70th birthday and I hope that this particular Belgian 

series will continue for a long time.  
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What? Wat Arun! 
 

By Philippe De Lombaerde 

United Nations University, Bruges, Belgium 

 

When, by pure coincidence, I met Danny Van den Bulcke  in the restaurant of the 

University of Antwerp, we hadn‘t seen each other for many years... probably eight 

years or so… if I am not mistaken …. Anyway, the few minutes we had were not 

used to give each other a quick update of what had happened to us in all these years, 

as most friends and (former) colleagues would probably do, but instead Danny, with 

his usual composure, bombarded me with an urgent request: I had to write a piece 

about our visit to Wat Arun. I said: ―What?‖. He said: ―Wat Arun!‖. 

 

I remembered that visit. And I started to understand why this request. I remembered 

that when Danny became Emeritus professor, Filip de Beule came up with this idea to 

collect experiences of people who had traveled with him during his career but which –

as far as I could see- had not materialized, contrary to the Festschrift to which I had 

contributed. Although I had not picked up my pen at that time, it was a good idea, I 

must say. And now it became clear to me that the project was being revived by hyper-

active (or should I say: entrepreneurial) Danny, himself. 

 

So I had to write about Wat Arun…. I remembered that visit back in 1993 or 1994 

but, honestly, I did not remember too much about it and, at least, I did not remember 

anything spectacular about it… Wat Arun is a Buddhist temple in Bangkok and one of 

the few touristic attractions on the Thonburi side of the Chaya Praya river… so I 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bd/Wat_Arun_from_Chao_Phraya_River.jpg
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guessed (rather than remembered) that we took one of these little boats near the 

Oriental hotel to get there … but neither of us had fallen in the water… Of the temple 

itself I remembered its architecture and colored decorations… and that we climbed to 

the top. Danny was taking pictures (as he often does)… I remembered also that some 

time after our visit he sent me a picture of Wat Arun with me posing together with 

some Thai children… which brings me to Danny as a photographer… we all know 

that he is and has been a fervent photographer … but as this anecdote illustrates, he is 

not one of those photographers obsessed by the technical features of his camera or the 

pure esthetics of the picture… more important is to make relax when the pictures are 

being taken and to remember these moments of friendship afterwards. Danny is a 

social photographer. 

 

But I was still left with my problem to write about our visit to Wat Arun… On my 

way back to Bruges, I started to explore alternative ways to shape my contribution… 

perhaps I could talk about his visit to Thailand more in general… but I could not help 

that the more spectacular stories I associated with other university professors… 

During my stay as a young researcher at the National Institute for Development 

Administration (NIDA) of one year and a half (working on a project led by Danny 

together with Ludo Cuyvers) I received many visiting professors, and I remembered 

other stories… one went to meditate in a Buddhist monastery on a far away hill, with 

another we emptied a fridge full of beer near ‗the bridge over the river Kwai‘, with 

another one we went for precious stones near the border with Myanmar, and still 

others went for other things which I leave to the imagination of the reader…. 

(remember we‘re in Thailand…) Although Danny is a globetrotter, he is not always 

the most adventurous traveler, I would say. He is not the one who will pick the 

spiciest food or who is going for bungee jumping between two visiting lectures. 

Danny is a rational traveler, I would say. 

 

I have been in other places with Danny. With him I have set my first steps in the 

world of international academic conferences. We were at the EIBA Conferences of 

Helsinki and Reading (all registered in pictures taken by Danny). I still remember his 

positive and motivating words after my presentation of my part of our joint paper in 

Reading. Danny is a good and motivating boss to work for. 

 

While trying to bring to my mind our joint travels again, I could not help thinking 

about one particular anecdote. It is not an anecdote connected to international travel 

and it did not even involve joint travel, although Danny‘s travel advice played a 

crucial role in it. The anecdote goes even further back in time…. 1986, which is 

actually the year I first met him. Danny was still working as a professor at the 

Limburg School of Economics and I was working on a project at the University of 

Antwerp. He selected me for a post as assistant. What I did not know at that moment 

was that he was simultaneously in the running for a professorship in Antwerp so that 

he actually left there before I even started, but that is a different story. …and anyway, 
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I also returned to Antwerp later on. The thing is that he invited me, together with 

another young researcher and two secretaries for a dinner in Hasselt on the occasion 

of the end of a research project on ‗The Effect of Bio-Technology on the Food 

Industry, its Production Strategies and Market Structures‘, which again illustrates his 

gentle way of managing his teams… Now, it is not so much because of the dinner 

itself that I remember that evening but rather because of what happened afterwards. 

When we finished the dinner it was already quite late. As Danny had his car with him 

(as he always commuted between Wetteren and Diepenbeek), I secretly had hoped for 

a lift to Antwerp. However, he told me that he was not returning that night but was 

planning to stay in Diest where his parents in law lived. He kindly offered me a lift to 

the railway station instead and gave me expert travel advice: ―You can still catch the 

last train, it is not a direct train: you should change trains in Aarschot‖. So, I followed 

his advice and jumped on the last train leaving from Hasselt, without asking 

questions. I knew that that alternative route to Antwerp existed. However, when I got 

off the train in Aarschot, much to my surprise I realized that there were no connecting 

trains anymore to Antwerp… and there I was: stuck in the middle of nowhere (sorry 

for the people from Aarschot). No way to reach Antwerp or Brussels by train. No 

hotels within sight… and practically nobody in the streets… I don‘t remember exactly 

how, but I finally managed to find a taxi that drove me to Antwerp… costing me a 

considerable part of my first monthly salary.  

 

When I last met him in Antwerp I reiterated my invitation to pay me a visit at UNU-

CRIS in Bruges. I have done this before on a few occasions since I moved from 

Colombia back to Belgium six years ago, usually as a post scriptum on New Year 

cards. But, for Danny, Bruges is probably not far enough, although he taught at the 

College of Europe for more than 10 years… Let me perhaps give him some good 

travel advice…: take a bus in Wetteren, then take a train in Ghent that goes to 

Hasselt… get off and take a bus to Diepenbeek and back, in Hasselt take any train in 

the direction of Bruges (i.e. via Ghent)… and most importantly:  CHANGE TRAINS 

IN AARSCHOT! 
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Daniel, the traveler always in trouble 
 

by Jimmy Leong 

Institute of European Studies, Macau, China 

 

Every year there are many foreign professors invited to give lectures in our Institute. 

Prof Daniel is among these frequent visitors to Macau but he is probably the one who 

has encountered most unusual travel experiences. 

 

It is a long way to fly from Europe to Asia and thus he often took the opportunity to 

travel in other places in China after he finished lecturing in Macau. One of the stories 

was that some years ago he crossed the Macau-Zhuhai border and caught a taxi to the 

Zhuhai Airport to fly to the island of Hainan. Knowing that he was such a magnet of 

attracting travelling trouble，I had written a note on a piece of paper with some 

Chinese characters and hoped it would help him during his trip. However, this time 

the problem came at the very beginning of the journey with the taxi to the airport. It 

was pouring with rain and there were many pools of water on the road. The young 

taxi driver was driving so fast and enjoying the splashing water that all of a sudden 

the car skidded, left the road, turned upside down and ended in a ditch full of water 

and mud because of aquaplaning. Fortunately Daniel was not seriously hurt and was 

picked up by a helpful driver who wanted to drop him off at a hospital, but finally 

agreed to drive his mud covered passenger to the airport to allow him to catch his 

flight. After he told me this story，I apologized that I should have written a special 

note in Chinese --- Please drive slowly! 
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Another story happened on one of his return trips from Macau to Europe. If I 

remember well, he did not have another on-going destination in mainland China at 

that time and he was to go to Hong Kong for the return flight to Belgium. Everyday 

there are four or five ferries which go directly from Macau to Hong Kong Airport. I 

bought him the ferry ticket and suggested the time he should be arriving at the Macau 

Ferry Terminal for his departure. However, he was afraid of getting delayed by some 

unexpected trouble and decided to go earlier to the Ferry Terminal in Macau to catch 

an earlier boat. Yet, on his arrival there he was dismayed to discover that both the 

earlier and the following ferry were cancelled. This is the only time I heard about the 

cancellation of the ferry. It looked like he was going to miss his flight in Hong Kong. 

Instead he decided to take a ferry to another Terminal on Hong Kong Island, then 

catching a taxi to the 

station and then hop on the 

express train to the Hong 

Kong Airport. It was a race 

against the clock, but he 

made it. Fortunately his 

―warning system for 

trouble‖ exceptionally had 

been operational and 

helped him to catch the 

flight back to Belgium.  

 

Professor Daniel has also 

been very courageous. At 

the time when the SARS 

epidemic had struck in 

Hong Kong and many 

foreigners were cancelling 

their trips to China, he 

decided to keep his 

engagement to teach at the 

Institute. As there was a 

serious danger that SARS 

could spread to Macau, 

after his arrival he had to 

run around with a mask, 

which he found rather 

cumbersome and did not 

wear most of the time. 

  SARS protection in Macau 
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Balloon flight above Stockholm 
 

with drawings by Leila, daughter of Gunnar Hedlund 

 

 

In June 1990, Danny was invited by Gunnar Hedlund to the Stockholm School of 

Economics, Institute of International Business (IIB), as an opponent for a doctoral 

thesis. 

 

The day he left for the airport in Brussels, there was a general strike in Belgium 

which made it difficult to get to the airport and resulted in a delayed flight. At the 

time of the arrival there was a major traffic jam because there was a marathon in the 

city which also complicated things. 
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Having had to cancel balloon flights in Arizona and in Australia before, Danny was 

delighted to be offered a balloon trip above the beautiful city of Stockholm. When 

after some hesitation about the weather conditions, the news came that the balloon 

trip would go up in the late evening, he convinced the doctoral student who had to 

look after him during his visit to also board the balloon, even though he had 

vehemently refused to do this at first. 

 

During the flight Danny was snapping pictures enthusiastically, until the pilot told 

him to stop because it was not allowed to do so above the city, because of an anti-spy 

law from the previous century. When he tried to argue with the pilot the man got 

angry and threatened to ground the balloon. Because he wanted to continue to take 

pictures he asked the doctoral student to block the view of the pilot, but when he 

finally did so, he noticed that he was always looking straight ahead instead of 

enjoying the beautiful sights below. 

 

When the next day Gunnar Hedlund inquired about the balloon trip, Danny told him 

that it had been fantastic. Yet, he added that Karl, the German Ph.D. student who had 

been his escort behaved somewhat strangely. Gunnar could not believe his ears: Karl, 

went up in the air with you? But he is scared of heights!! 

 

When he wanted to fly back to Brussels, he got stuck at the Araland airport for almost 

a whole day. The explanation of the Sabena representatives was quite simple: they did 

not find a complete crew… 
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